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ABSTRACT
The Sierra de Tuxtia, a small, isolated volcanic momtain area
near the Gulf coast of southern Veracruz, Mexico, affords excellent
conditions for biogeographical investigations.

The present study de

scribes the manner in which physical and human factors have influenced
native vegetation, nontransient avifauna and larger forest mammals in
this tropical region.

Physical factors considered are geology, land

configuration, climate, drainage and soils; human factors examined
include population, settlement and forms of land use.
Following the Sierra's permanent emergence from nairine inunda
tion in the Tertiary, volcanism and erosion gradually transformed the
land surface into its present configuration of high-walled craters,
steep cones, ridges, valleys and undulating uplands.

Most Sierra

soils have been derived from- basic volcanic materials, and some were
formed from sedimentary rocks.
'

The soils' variable depth and compo-

sition reflect this complex surface configuration and cause a marked
variability in vegetation structure.
High annual rainfall and generalljT warm temperatures interact
with soils to support a rain forest subformation chiefly on the Gulf
side of 'the range.

Poorer soils and lower precipitation on southern

slopes support forests of gum, pine, oak and semideciduous tropical
broadleaf trees.

The Gulf of Mexico is a major source of moisture

affecting vegetation, and orographic rainfall, especially during
northers and easterly waves, is a significant influence.
The aspect of a forested region in a tropical environment was
largely maintained through the Sierra's geological history.
viii
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During

over two millenia of htmian occupance vegetation has been destroyed and
liiodifxed xn liiore than. Iialf tlie Sierra* Kuiiierous archeological sites
reveal the large extent of human settlement, indicating a fairly dense
preconqusst population mainly in the drier southern slopes and valleys.
Here man has created a cultural landscape of fields and planted trees
intermixed with forest remnants and thickets.

Recent rapid human pop

ulation increase has been accompanied by expansion of subsistence and
plantation agriculture and grazing and removal of natural vegetation.
Thus there is now less forest regeneration than when population was
less and shifting cultivation more widely practiced*
The proportions of the avian and mammalian faunas having northero and southern affinities are indicative of the transitional nature
of this part of the biota.

Pre-human bird and mammal populations were

adapted to forest environment and little affected by natural phenomena.
I-ünor endemism developed in birds and several other groups, apparently
stemming from isolation since the Pleistocene. Areal distribution of
forest and nonforest forms has been radically changed by elimination
of forest habitat.

This and subsistence hunting have also caused pop- •

ulation reductions of some species, but an increase has occurred of
those characteidstic of nonforest habitats.

Avian and mammalian al-

titudinal distribution is more closely related to vegetation types
than to climatic factors or elevation.
The Sierra has no major industrial raw materials, so agriculture
continues to be the principal occupation, with commercial plantations
providing export products.

Although attempts are being made to improve

agriculture and conserve forests, immediate and effective measures are ,
ix
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required to control land use and enforce game laws.

Varied natural

habitats and a rich fauna provide excellent bases for a national park
or wildlife refùge.

Such an area would conserve forests, soils, water

and td-ldlife, and afford a place for scientific study and recreation.
A working man-land relationship must be established if the
Sierra's natural resources are to be used wisely, its agricultural pro
ductivity increased and natural features preserved.

The area should

be considered a distinct physical and biological unit and its poten
tial evaluated in terns of the foregoing factors. A concerted effort
to raise the educational level of many Sierra inhabitants should also
be undertaken in conjunction with a long-range program of proper land
use and conservation.'

X
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INTRODUCTICfN
The Sierra de Tuxtla is a volcanic highland lying along "üie Gulf
of Mexico about 80 kilometers southeast of Veracruz city near the north
ern end of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec (Figure 1). The range trends .
northwest-southeast and is approximately 90 by SO kilometers in maximum
areal dimensions. Four large volcanoes, the highest I660 meters in ele
vation, comprise the major parts of the highland.

There are several

lower peaks and many volcanic cones and foothill ridges. A central basin
contains Lago Catemaco, the third largest lake in Ifexico. Extensive low
lands drained by the Coatzacoalcos and Papaloapan river systems border
the mountains on the landward side.

During prior studies in other parts

of Mexico I made a brief visit to the Sierra de Tuxtla. My return in
i960 served to strengthen the idea which occurred on my first trip,
that it is a region well suited for biogeographical study because of its
coastal location, physical isolation, and rich flora and fauna; equally
important are the various cultural influences that have caused major
changes in its environment,

With principal support from the National

Academy of Sciences I was able to work in the Sierra from February to
December 1962*

»
The mountain range as a unit has no official name.

The north

western section is siitçjly called "Los Tuxtlas" after the former canton
encompassing this area; the southeastern massif (Volcân Santa Marta) lies
largely in the former canton of Acayucan and has been called the Sierra

1
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San Juan or Sierra de Acayucan* Because these mountains form a single
topogr^^hac x^Xift^ the name Sierra de Tusctla will he used to refer to
the entire range*

Lago Catemaco separates the range into essentially

two portions which, for purposes of this study, I have designated as the
Volcan San Martin Tuxtla massif and the Volc6i Santa Marta massif.
Purposes and scope* The purpose of this investigation is to show
how physical and human factors have influenced the native vegetation,
nontransient avifauna and larger tropical forest mammals of •Uie region.
The physical factors considered include geology, climate, land configura
tion, drainage and soilsj the human factors emphasized are popu3.ation
densities, settlement types and forms of land use*

Volcanism and forest

destruction by man are here considered to be two of the most significant
elements that have induced floral and faunal changes within the Sierra
de Tuxtla*
The wildlife in these tropical mountains forms a conspicuous and
important environmental component*

Only nontransient birds and certain

of the larger forest dwelling mammals are treated in this study not only
because of my interest in them, but primarily because they are the prom
inent elements of the fauna that are radically affected by man as an
agent of destruction and as a consumer*
The conservation of renewable natural resources in Mexico is
important to the future of the countiy.

Intimately linked with the prop

er use of natural resources is the need for the preservation of undis
turbed natural areas. The Sierra de Tuxtla was recommended by Shelford
(19itl:l09) and Leopold (19^9:93) as an excellent place in idiich to
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establish a national paaà:, a view with which I concur.

Enrique Beltran,

Subsecrstario ds Recursos PcrsstalGS y ds Caza, who has long iforked for
such objectives in Mexico, is especially interested in this region.
Appendix A contains

estimate on the feasibility of establishing such

a park and a map outlining the areas which I think are most suitable.
Previous research. Scientific studies in the Sierra de Tuxtla
have been brief, areally restricted, and confined in each instance to one
or two disciplines.

Ercsn Sclater (18^7) came the first reports of col

lections of birds from San Andrés Tuxtla and Sontecomapan.

Accounts of

the two volcanic disturbances of historic record were given by Garcia
(1835), Zerega (I870) and Mocino (1870, 187U-76).

Kerber (1882) reported

on an old village site near Monteplo on the Gulf coast.

In l8&b Nelson

and Goldman (1951) observed and collected mammals and birds for about
three weeks at Catemaco, San Andrés Tuxtla and on Volcan San Martin Tuxt
la (formerly called Titepetl). Seler-Sachs (1922) described some an
tiquities from the region.

Friedlaender (1923) wrote an informative

paper on the geology and surface configuration; his map of the Sierra is
remarkably accurate from an areal aspect.

The Tulane University Expedi

tion to Middle America (Blom and La Farge, 1926, 1927) visited the region,
making brief ethnological and archeological studies.

Schieferdecker and

Tschopp (1922), Tschopp (1926, 1931), Schumacher (1929) and Staehelin
(1935) treated geologic aspects in connection with the search for min
erals.

Foster (I9U0, 191:2) wrote accounts of the Popoluca Indians and

their countiy on the southern slopes of the Sierra.

Using Tres Zapotes

as a base in the lowlands on the southwest, Wetmore (191:3) and Carrilcer
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made ornithological collections in the late winter and spring of 1939
and 19hlf cliiefly on Cerro Tuxtla and Volcan San I-lartin Tuxtla. Ac
counts of archeological investigations in several localities were given
by Valenzuela (1939, 19h$)»
in part of the range*

Rfos Macbeth (19^2) made a geological study

In 1951; Edwards and Tashian (1959) studied the

bird life on the northeastern side of Lago Catemaco*

Several ornithol

ogists, entomologists and herpetologists have published their investiga
tions in various parts of the northwestern and southern sections of the
Sierra (Davis, 1952; Goodnight and Goodnight, 195U; Amadon and Eekelberry, 1955; Firschein, 1950; Firschein and Smith, 1956), and Phillips
and Dickerman (1962, 1963) have afforded additional ornithological in
formation from their observations during those years*
first contacts with the region were in 1951 and 1952 when I
made brief reconnaissances.

I spent about a month there in March and

April i960, studying certain avifaunal aspects. This investigation is
the first biogeographical study undertaken in the Sierra and is intended
to present the range (about 1|500 square kilometers) as a conçiosite unit
possessing distinct physical, biological and cultural characteristics.
Methods. In February 1962 I established a main base of operations
at Playa Azul on the western shore of Lago Catemaco (Figure 1). This
central location facilitated extension of investigations in many direc
tions into the mountain range*

In general I directed my studies first

to the Volcan San Martin Tuxtla massif, second to the Lago CatemacoBahla Sontecomapan area and third to the Volcin Santa Marta massif. At
times I was cancelled to vary the sequence, weather and availability of
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transportation being the principal governing factors.

I

tablished

boundaries for the study at the coastline on the Gulf side and about
100 meters elevation on the landward sides; this enabled me to include
the steep slopes and headlands which are an essential part of the Sierra
facing the Gulf of Mexico.

On the few eocLsting roads and wider trails

I ençloyed two and four-wheel drive vehicles. Elsewhere I tra-velled on
foot, by horse and mule and by power boat and canoe.

One aerial recon

naissance was made. Time away from main base varied from several hours
to a maximum of ten days, depending on the sections scheduled to be
covered.

I set up subsidiary bases in the more remote areas when it was

necessary to work for several days or more in one locality.
The adequate coverage and effective sampling of an area encom
passing about l^SOO square kilometers, much of wiiich is difficult of
access, necessitated relatively simple methods and a minimum of equip
ment. ü'ïy essential equipment consisted of pen and notebook, cor^ass,
baromater-altimeter, binoculars, camera, shotgun and specimen bags. Vis
ual and auditory observations combined with correlative analysis were
the principal methods used throu^out the study.

Whenever possible,

altitudes of mountains, lakes, settlements and other features were deter
mined carefully with the baroraeter-altimeter.

Many of these points irejre

rechecked in order to secure as accurate data as possible.

At every

opportunity I obtained information from local people in villages and on
roads and trails. Bird and plant specimens were selectively secured and
photographs taken vdienever appropriate to the objectives of the investi
gation. At the main base I employed a maximum-minimum thermometer and a
rain gauge.

A previously drawn base map was modified as necessary and
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used with overlays on which I recorded infoiroation obtained in the field
pertaining to the various phases of the study.
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CH&PTER ONE
PHYSICAL ENVIEONMENT
Geologic Factors
The geologic history of the Sierra de Tuxtla is only generally
known.

Tschopp (1931) referred to the basement ridge (probably Paleo

zoic sedimentary and crystalline rocks) of these mountains as existing
in the early Mesozoic Era, and Staehelin (1935) indicated that it must
have acted as a barrier against the advance of the sea îdiich inundated
part of southern Mexico (the Isthiaian Bmbayment and Veracruz Basin) in
the Jurassic Period iç)on the formation of the Mexican geosyncline.
There is no geological evidence that the Sierra was ever connected to
other mountain ranges by a high ridge, although it is possible that
there was a basement highland to the Chiapas mountains in late Mesozoic
or early Tertiary. Murray (1961:135) considered the Tuxtla uplift, to
gether with others such as the Teziutlan and North Yucatan, as probably
high areas of basement rock in the Ifesozoic-Cenozoic geosyncline, and as
part of the arc-shaped "Tamaulipas-Yucataa archipelago" of highs idilch
have influenced the topography and configuration of the coastal province.
He indicated that these highs possibly represent rejuvenation by iso
static adjustment to the accumulations of thick sediraentaries in adja
cent portions of the geosyncline. The syncline tended to,sink and the
region was subjected to a series of marine transgressions involving much
of the Gulf Coastal Plain until the letter's gradual general emergence
during the late Tertiary Period (Miocene-Pliocene).
8

Thus a thick series
,
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of Cretaceovis and Tertiary deposits of blue clays and shales, tuffs,
sandstones, limestones and conglomerates was laid down during these
times over the pre-Cretaceous basement of the geosyncline, and upon
emergence was partially eroded* The Oligocene and Mocene sedimentary
rocks which have been found exposed in the Sierra are chiefly arenaceousargillaceous-calcareous materials (Murray, 1961:153)* Although the ge
ology of the Sierra has not been studied thoroughly. Figure-2 shows the
locations of volcanic cones, lava flows and the exposed Tertiary sedimentaries which have been found within the cover of volcanic materials.
The dioritic rocks found by Friedlaender on the Arroyo del Ore
and by Tschopp near Tecolapan suggested to Schieferdecker and Tschopp
(1922) that this volcanic region rests on a dioritic laccolith of early
Miocene or Oligocene age which has lifted and in places folded the Ter
tiary beds, and from which the volcanic extrusives have emerged*

These

extrusives comprise most of the Sierra and consist of older Pliocene
material of an acid andesitic nature (exposed at various places, for
example, Punta Roca and Arroyo Pilapa) upon which were superimposed
basic basalts of Quaternary age, Schuchert (1935:37k), in describing
the Atlantic coastal plain, said that it is ccaiç>osed of nonfolded sedimentaries and "a strip of very young basalt and ash near the coast "tdiich
rises into the volcano of San Pfartin (5700 feet)," The depth of this
cover is variable* Exposures in road cuts and gravel pits show layers
♦V

three or four meters to over 50 meters thick.

It is probable that, the

volcanic materials are considerably deeper than this in places.

In some

localities, particularly near the coast, these basalts are overlain by
Pleistocene quartz sands and gravels,

Pliocene-Pleistocene deposits
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border the inland sides of the Sierra and rest •oncomfoimably on older
Tertiary sequences. Staehelin said that no Cretaceous fold or any de
posits older than Oligocene are known from the plunging parts of the
"San Andres Tuxtla"

jvolc^ San Maitli^ massif.

This would indicate

that at least part of the Sierra was emergent during the Mesozoic and
early Tertiary.
It can be concluded that the present Sierra de Tuxtla volcanic
uplift composed of older andesitic and more recent basalt flows and vol
canic plugs is of late Pliocene age and was formed after the last marine
inundation.

The volcanic activity in this range in the late Genozoic was

paralleled in some of the other mountainous areas of the country to the
north and west, although igneous activity in these areas was more or
less periodic throughout Genozoic time at least as early as the Oligocene
Epoch,
Seven principal eruption centers or zones are evident in the
Sierra de Tuxtla, although other older ones have likely been buried.
Those recognizable are;

Cerro Tuxtla (825 m. above sea level), Cerro

Blanco (720 m. ), Volcan San Martin Tuxtla (l66c m.), the Lago Catemaco
Basin (including Cerros Mono Blanco, Las Animas and Gintepec (890 m. ),
Cerro Canpanario (ll8o m. ), Volcan Santa Marta (l550 m. ), and Volcin San
Martin Pajapan (1270 m. ). Numerous subsidiary lava, ash and cinder cones
exist, particularly in the vicinity of Volcan San Martin Tuxtla and to
the southeast of this volcano.

Fine-grained olivine basalt rocks are

the dominant type in every eruption center.

Friedlaender (1923)

tentatively established two lines of eruption, centers north of San
tiago Tuxtla and San Andris Tuxtla.

From aerial photographs a major line

also appears to have been toward the southeast (Figure 2). Lago Catemaco
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12

(plate I) was considered by Friedlaender to be a caldera.

Aerial photo

graphs show that the lake contains two exposed rims of craters similar
to that of Cerro Mono Blanco, and appears in perspective from the south
to be no more than a stream and spring filled section of the range whose
southern and western borders have been effectively blocked by volcanic
cones and debris. The outlet to Lago Catemaco and some of the streams
that flow from the northwest section of the massif form waterfalls over
basalt cliffs. To the northward lava flows have formed ridges, some
fronting on the Gulf shore in steep headlands (Plate II)*

Lârge basalt

blocks are visible in many places, particularly in stream bed outcrops
and vriiere there is no forest cover such as in the lava flow southeast of
Volcan San Ifertln Tuxtla. There are several steep, bare ash slopes high
on Volcan San Martin Tuxtla*

Layers of ash, lapilli and cinders are

exposed in road cuts and gravel pits, particularly in the Catemaco sec
tion, Basalt bombs, low lava projections and pumice also occur in many
places, the latter two particularly near the coast (Plate III).

Also

scattered along the Gulf shore are asphalt cakes of various sizes appar
ently from petroliferous Tertiary sandstone beds.
The large composite volcanoes of Cerro Campanario, Volcin Santa
î-iarta and Volcan San. >îartin Pajapan have no historical record of erup
tions, and I was not able to perceive any evidence of recent volcanic
disturbance.

They all have large deep craters and steep lava ridges

radiating mostly toward the Gulf coast* The first two mentioned have
their crater walls broken or absent on the north because the major
eruptions occurred on their north flanks with lava flows breaking out
in that direction. The broader ridges to the south of these volcanoes
are composed of older, much weathered,basalt lava.

Small eruption
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PLATE I

LAGO GAIEMAGO
Golonia Adalberto Tejeda, ^20 m. a.s.l.

This is a view westward along

the north side of the lake showing some of the rain forest above Ctoyame.
Isla Agaltepec, at the left, is part of the crater rim of a volcanic
cone.

At the ri^t, the buildings of îinca Bociela are visible with

Cerro Mono Blanco the middle cone in the distance.
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PIATE II

VOLCANIC HEADLAND
Aerial photograph of Punta Morrillo on the Gulf of Mexico,

diffed

headlands sometimes over 30 meters in height are a topographic feature
of the Sierra shoreline.

The ends of these lava flows are usually

covered with a low, dense littoral vegetation. Between the headlands
are sand beaches, such as the one at right irtiere the Rxos Mâquina and
Col enter the Gulf at Montepfo.
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PLATE III

LAVA FLOW AT GULP OF MEXICO
Sea level,

km. west Punta Boca Partida.

Low lava projections occur

at intervals along the coast. Much of this lava has fomed into the
pillow type shown here.
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cones lie in the craters of Volcin Santa Marta and Volcan San I&rtin
Tuxtla,

The latter is known to have ertqpted on October 15> l661i, and

again beginning on March 2, 1793.

Msdel y Alvarado (1963:[l] 29-30)

speaks of "the violent enç>tion of Titépetl at the termination of the
first third of the l6th centnry, " little has been recorded concerning
the l66U distnibance.

Ifccino Suarez de Figueroa writes (Medel y Alva

rado, 1963: &3 80) that in this eruption "the materials did not pass
three leagues." Friedlaender mentiœied that it was described as an ash
eruption, but he believed a lava stream poured out to the north.

He

attributed an older blocklava that he saw to the northeast to this erup
tion.

The most detailed account of the 1793 activity was given by Don

José l'üariano Mocino de Figueroa (I87O), botanist to the Royal Expedition
of New Spain.

He tells of violent explosions accompanied by heavy ash

fall taking place at intervals from Mhrch into September.

In October

the two small cones in the crater were still active, althou^ consider
ably less so than during the early part of the eruption.

In 1829 José

Aurelio Garcfa observed furaarolic activity in the crater.

The lava of

the 1793 eruption flowed out of the crater to the northeast and north
west.

Block lava is exposed now on the crater floor, and in the forest

on' the crater edges.

There are vertical-walled lava channels in this

volcano's crater, and tunnels on Cerro Mono Blanco and at Laguna Encantada near San Andres Tuxtla.
Land Configuration and Drainage
The Sierra is a discrete mountain mass dominated by four large
volcanoes. Th^ culminate an uplift which slopes gradually, but irreg
ularly, to the Gulf Coastal Plain on all sides except the seaward where
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in several places long and often steep-sided ridges extend to the Gnlf
shore. Figure 3 shows the general elevation patterns in the mountain
range.

Cerro Tuxtla and Cerro Blanco, two larger outlying volcanoes

on the southwestern border, interrupt the descent to the lowlands in
this direction.

The northwestern massif, centered on Volcan San Martin

Tuxtla, exhibits a surface with many medium to small sized, cratered
cones and rounded hills (Plate IV); these are interspersed among the
above mentioned ridges on the north and with undulating terrain and
variously aligned valleys and ridges on the southern side. Some of
these cones, as well as the larger volcanoes, have rather deeply dis
sected slopes and their ravines exhibit a radial erosion pattern.
There are at least ten water-filled craters such as Lagunas Tisatal
(Plate V) and Majagual. Although Cerros Tuxtla and Blanco show only
remnants of craters (partially walled), San Martin Tuxtla possesses
a large, deep crater, lower walled on the north with two foimer lava
flow gaps.

It is oval in shape, about 1.^ kilometers maximum width

and 200 meters in depth (Plate VI). A distinct line of large cones,
some cratered, begins with Cerro Vigla (ca, lUoO a.) and extends south
eastward toward Lago Catemaco.

Cerros Mata Larga and Buena Vista (700

m. ) are also prominent on this lineo
On the west and southwest sides of the ]nrge basin of Lago Cate
maco are several cones and crater lalces.

Islas Agaltepec and Tenaspi

in Lago Catemaco are the exposed rims of craters.

Rounded hills and

small valleys occur to the south of the lake with the broad, elongated
uplift of Cerro Cintepec on the southeast.

South of this mountain long

rounded ridges and narrow valleys descend to the lowlands. The north
side of the Catemaco basin is bordered by a ridge of rounded hills, the
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PLATE 17

SURFACE CONFIGURATION
Aerial view west-northwest from Lago Catemaco. This photograph shows
the numerous volcanic cones superimposed on gently undulating terrain
gradually rising toward the highest peaks on the ri^t.

Forest rem

nants, particularly on the cones, are scattered throu^out, and the
edge of the continuous humid forest is visible at the upper right.
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PLATE V

CRATER LAKE
3 km. east-northeast Tapalapan, 380 m. a.s*l.
about ten such lakes in the Sierra.

Laguna Tisatal is one of

Most are circular and vary from

about 60 m. to almost a kilometer in diameter.

Many are deep and some

have reeds and ama.11 areas of marsh vegetation on their borders. These
two men are retrieving grebes (Podiceps dominicus ) which they have shot
for food.
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PLATE VI

VOLCANO CRATER
Volcàa San Martin Ttixtla, l6$0 m. a.s.l. This is a view toward, the
northwest showing part of the main crater.

The steep, high south wall

at left is covered with elfin forest and dense thickets.

This crater's

walls vary considerably in height as do those of the other large vol
canoes.

One of the cloud banks that frequently move in from the Gulf

is covering the small cones in the distance and tid.ll soon envelop the
volcano.
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eocbension of the line of cones leading southeast from Volcan San Martin
Tuxtla.

The large, mangrove-fringed Bahia Sontecomapan is an irregular

shaped bay of the Gulf north of Lago Catemaco (Plate VII).

Its small

adjoining lowland on the west is bordered by ridges and low hills, and
a long, steep-walled lava ridge from the Volein Santa Marta massif bor
ders it closely on the east.

On the east side of Lago Catemaco the

terrain rises abruptly into the southeastern part of the Sierra, broken
only on the southeast by the deep gorge of the Rio Cuetzalapan.
The north slopes of the three large crater volcanoes are'charac
terized by deep ravines and dissected lava ridges radiating toward the
Gulf where there occur the widest sections of relatively lower land
ranging from sea level to about one-hundred meters in elevation. Volcin
San Ifertln Pajapan's crater is smaller than that of Volcin San îfertin
Tuxtla, and is less open to the north than are those of Cerro Campanario
and Volcan Santa Marta.
The last two volcanoes possess mainly semicircular crater walls
on the south.

VS.de, irregular ridges and in places steeply walled val

leys and ravines extend far southward from this massif and gradually
merge inland into the plain of the
r £o

Coatzacoalcos.

r £o

Ghacalapan, a tributary of the

Toward Arroyo Hueyapan and the Rio Ghacalapan, there

are few volcanic cones or hills.

To the southwest are several, such as

Cerro Campana and Cerro Vlgia, on the curving ridge of the Bastonal.
The Sierra de Tuxtla •’.s a well-watered region containing many
permanent streams, some intermittent ones, and the previously mentioned
crater lakes. The watershed divide between the Papaloapan Basin and
streams flowing into the Coatzacoalcos Basin and the Gulf is shown in
Figure 3*

Ih the northwest the swift flowing Tecolapan, Tuxtla, Salinas
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PLATE 711

BAHIA SONTECOMAPAN
Aeidal view inland toward the south-southwest. This photograph shows
how the course of the bay’s entrance channel is affected by the volcanic
lava ridge projecting toward the right.
right.

The Gulf shore is at lower

Lago Catemaco is partly visible in the upper left with the for

ested hill ridge connecting the two principal massifs showing dark above
the extensive cleared sections south and southwest of the Bahia.

The two

irregular points projecting from the left into the bay are derived parfOy
from deposition by the

r £os

Yougualtajapan and Ccxcoapan.
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and Màquina rivers and the Arroyo del Ore descend from the Volcin San
Martin Tuxtla massif (Figure 1). Ifost of these streams drop over small
basalt cliffs and ledges (Plate VIII).
the only outlet from Lago Catemaco.

The Rio San Andres (Grande) is

It too is permanent and fast flowing

and drops over several cliffs to form small waterfalls and the higher
one of Eyipantla (ca. I4O meters).

Several arroyos, such as the San Juan

and Zapoapan, lead southwestward from the Sierra.
partially dry during certain times of the year.

Some of these are
The s£o Cuetzalapan is

the major stream flowing into Lago Catemaco, coming in from the southeast
throu^ a deep valley boroered on the east by the Cumbres de Bastonal.
There are also at least two highly mineralized springs (Arroyo Agrio,
Coyame) on the north side of the lake with comparatively large volumes
of flow.
A number of major permanent streams have their sources in the
southeastern massif (Plate EC). Two of these, the Cooccoapan and Yougualtajapan rivers, have long courses leading northwest into the Bahia
Sontecomapan.

The larger streams such as the Carizal, Salado, Mescala-

pan, and Tecuanapan are also rapid and, like most of the Gulf-flowing
rivers, have their courses detehnined chiefly by the directional trends
of the volcanic ridges.

Consequently, there are few large tributaid-es

and little stream meandering on the Gulf slopej some meandering occurs
in the comparatively narrow, more level areas adjacent to the coast such
as in the vicinity of Punta Z^otitlan, Piedra Labrada and the Bahia
Sontecomapan.

The Gulf-flowing streams enter the sea at a low gradient

and their mouths are subject to shifting under the influence of wind,
waves and stream flow variation.

South and east from this section of the

range there is a fairly high density of dendritic streams, some
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PLATE VIII

SAITO
5*5 km. northeast Tapalapan, it90 ra. a.s.l.

On the slopes of the Sierra

there are falls such as this one on a tributary of the Rto Tecolapan;
they drop over outcroppings or cliffs of basalt. This falls is about
six meters high, and others attain various heights up to W meters.
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PLATE IX

MODHTAra STREAM
1*S km. east-southeast Tolcan Santa Marta.

SOO m. a.s.l.

cool streams descend from high elevations in the Sierra.

Swift flowing,
Some are

intermittent, becoming dry or nearly so during part of the year. Large
basalt boulders, as shown here, and volcanic ash and gravels often occur
in stream beds.
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intermittentj emptying into the

Ghacalapan and into the Laguna OstiMi.

The principal pennanent stream is the r £o Gnasuntlan with others such as
the Usuluapan and Temoloapan prominent (Figure 1).
The large streams in the Sierra de Tuxtla have regimes with high
volumes during and shortly after periods of heavy rainfall from June to
August and from October to December (Gcmisidn del Papaloapan, 1958).

In

the Volcan San Martin Tuxtla massjf there are no permanent streams at
the higher elevations above about 1200 meters.

In the southeast massif

streams occur at elevations nearer the volcano summits. For example, a
tributary of the Rio Tecuanapan flows from the crater of Volcin Santa
Marta at an elevation of about 1300 meters. The southeastern section of
the Sierra de Tuxtla experiences more rapid runoff of precipitation, e#pecially on the southero slopes, than the Volcan San tfeurtin Tuxtla
massif idiere deeper and more recent ash layers appear to provide a more
porous surface, particularly at the upper elevations. Lago Catemaco
(325 m. a.s.l.), as well as the various crater lakes, fluctuates in level
from the influence of the rains, the former sometimes rising as much as
three feet after heavy precipitation.

Reports from local inhabitants

that crater lakes, such as Laguna Tisatal, attain a higher level during
the dry season possibly indicate a slow downward water movement from
rainy season precipitation throu^ subsurface channels to the lakes,
which are all below 800 meters elevation.
Climatic Factors
The Sierra de Tuxtla*s position in relation to the Atlantic sub
tropical higji pressure cell and the North American land mass, its prox
imity to the Gulf of Mexico and Its local relief arc factors affecting
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climatic conditions there. The range is subject to northeast trade
winds and occasional easterly waves from the Atlantic high and to
northers (nortes) from North American polar air masses.

It is also af

fected by the moderating influence of the warm Gulf waters and by wind
and air mass movements from inland Mexico. Each of the foregoing inter
acts, alone or in combination at different times of the year, with the
varied topography of the mountains. One of the principal results is an
orographic modification lAich is a distinct characteristic of the climate
in the Sierra. The four large volcanoes with their adjacent subsidiary
cones and ridges present a northwest-southeast trending front whose crest
varies from 360 to over I600 meters in height and is about

kilometers

in length; this presents a barrier to winds and air masses frcm both the
Gulf and from the lowlands to the south. Although the climate.of these
mountains is mainly humid tropical, drier conditions exist in certain
sections, especially at the lower elevations and on the inland slopes.
There are several meteorological stations in the mountains, but none on
the Gulf slopes.

There are a few stations in the surrounding low coun-

tiy inland from the uplift.

Only two of the mountain stations possess

data for 1$ or more years.
Viind. The prevailing wind in the region is from the northeast.
The land configuration and possibly Lago Catemaco appear to cause the
variability in wind direction which is evident locally in the mountains.
Frequently south and south-southwest winds occur, especially from late
winter into "üie summer.

There is a slight sea breeze at times toward

dusk at lower elevations on the Gulf slope, and air drainage downslope
was noted at higher elevations on several occasions.
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The most notable phenomenon in relation to -wind, however, is the
conflict which takes place between northerly and southerly conçjonents
over the Sierra.

Griscom (1932:19-20) observed a similar situation in

the mountain^ in Guatemala.

Beginning in May, as insolation increases,

and continuing into October, the northeast wind exerts its influence on
the northern side of the Tuxtlas and meets an inflow of southerly air
over the higher elevations. üSiere appear to be daily oscillations in
idiich each component becomes dominant. When the northeast wind is fair
ly strong and constant, the wind and towering cumulus clouds from inland
to the south do not encroach significantly on the Sierra.

When the

northeast wind decreases, particularly during the night, the south wind
may increase and the vertical development of cumulus clouds is sufficient
to cause local heavy rain in the mountains.

The northeast wind may be

accompanied by almost clear skies or on other occasions may be suffi
ciently moisture laden to cause heavy clouds and showers as air rises
over the mountains.

On some days in July the northeast wind increases

toward evening, possibly the result of high insolation and the resultant
lower pressure inland; at such times light to heavy ni^t rainfall takes
place.

From an examination of the daily weather maps for 1962, pub

lished by the Servicio Meteorologico Mexicano, it was clear that this
wind conflict, although in part due to local conditions, is also the
result of the Sierra's position on the fringes of three pressure systems,
a) the Atlantic subtropical high pressure cell (northeast winds), b) the
low pressure center over north-central Mexico and c) the low center over
the Pacific and the southern part of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec (south
erly winds). Their oscillations in position and changes in intensity,
particularly from late April to October, cause sufficient pressure
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change over the Sierra to bring on this ■wind alternation. During this
period the Atlantic hi^ cell moves south and -westward with more con
stant northeast winds, the Pacific low cell more often shifts northward
across the isthmus increasing the south wind component, and the low
cell over central and northern Meocico eJQ)ands and occasionally inten
sifies, The variations in position and intensity of the last named
system seem to correlate directly with the strength of the south wind
over the Sierra. At other seasons, for exanç>le, in February 19*62, a
pronounced southerly wind occurs when the Atlantic high is more dis'bant
and the influence of the two low system^ oredcminates,
Ten^rat-ure. The average annual temperature in the Sierra, de
rived from data at the six stations in the mountains (average elevation
290 meters), is about 21;,2 degrees Centigrade, This is slightly above
the range quoted by Richards (19$7:137 ), (19*’2ii9 C. ) for areas occupied
by tropical rain forest between 200 and 1000 meters elevations.

The

average mean of all six s"bâtions for "bhe coldest month is 20,1 degrees
Centigrade, slightly above the mean of 18 degrees which Epppen regarded
as the lower tennperature limit for his "Tropical Rain Forest Climate,"
In examining the average monthly temperatures of all weather s"bations in the Sierra (San Andres Tuxtla at 360 meters is the highest
above sea level) I found that there is a comparatively low mean annual
range, 2*b-8,0 degrees Centigrade.

Richards (19$7:136) said that "even

in the least equable tropical climates it Seasonal variation in temperatur^ seldom amounts to more than 13 degrees ^3 «" It must be
remembered, however, that much of the Sierra lies above 360 meters
elevation.

The lowest tenç)erature recorded at the station (San Andres
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Tuxtla) at this altitude was 6*8 degrees Centigrade.

Assuming a temper

ature decrease of 0.5° C. per 100 meters elevation, the minimum at this
time at the highest point of the range would have been about zero degrees
Centigrade*

On February 9 and 10, 1899, there was a severe norther, and

the inhabitants of Belem Grande (suburb of San Andrés Tuxtla) reported
the top of Volcan San Martin Tuxtla covered with ice (>ïedel y Alvarado,
1963:(Y)

). The highest temperature recorded at the same station

was U2*6 degrees Centigrade.

It is thus evident that temperature range

may be relatively large when changes in elevation and varying exposure
are taken into account.

The moderating effect on temperature of the

Gulf of Mexico is an important factor in the Sierra de Tuxtla. Although
freezing has occurred at the upper levels on Volcài San Martin Tuxtla
and probably on the other large volcanoes, it is unlikely that it is
frequent or prolonged.

The waim Gulf water, frequent cloud cover at

the higher altitudes, and the extensive forests contribute toward low
ering the temperature range.

The northers which occur from October

to April bring markedly lower temperatures and contribute toward re
ducing the monthly means during part of the drier period of the year*
Counteracting this is the increasing insolation as the dry season pro
gresses.
May and June are usually the warmest months (higher insolation
and less cloud cover), January and February, the coldest, but the ex
treme daily minimum has been most often recorded in February and the
extreme maximum in May.

Figure it shows the monthly progression of tem

peratures at two stations, San Andrés Tuxtla and Coyame, and Table 1
shows temperature and precipitation data for stations within the mountain
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range.

The maxiinm and miniitana températures I recorded at Playa Azul,

the main base (3iiO meters), were 33.8 (April and May) and 17.2 (îferch)
degrees Centigrade respectively from mid-February to mid-December.

In

this sheltered location in close proximity to Lago Catemaco the range
between maximum and minimum temperatures as well as the maximum daily
range (10.5 degrees Centigrade during presmt work) are usually less
than those at a more exposed station like San Andres Tuxtla.
TABLE I
SIERRA. DE TUXTLA STATION METEOROLOGICAL DATA*
Length of
Elevation
Record
(m.)
(yrs.)

Highest
Maximum

Lowest
Mnimum
(" c.)

Mean
Annual
d.)

1(1.0

8.0

2l(.l(

1(2.6

6.8

2l(.U

c.)

Santiago Tuxtla

10

210

San Andres Tuxtla

32

360

Tapalapan

3

290

39.0

8.0

2l(.l(

Coyame

9

3U0

38.5

10.0

23.4

16

35i

1(2.0

8.0

23.9

6

180

1(0.0

10.0

24.9

Catemaco
Guasuntlan

Mean of hottest
Month (Ifey or June)
.....

(®‘c.).......

'

Mean of coldest
Month (Jan or Feb)
.... ------------

Mean Annual
Rainfall
(mm. )

Santiago Tuxtla

26.6

19.6

2363

San Andrés Tuxtla

27.8

20.1

2261

Tapalapan

27.1

a.7

2186

Coyame

26»h

20.0

4160

Catemaco

26.6

19.6

2045

Guasuntlan

27.7

19.7

1763

* Direocion General de Geografla y >feteorologxaj Comisidn del Papaloapan
(1958).
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Rainfall. Precipitation in the Sierra varies considerably in
intensity, amount and monthly distribution.

Since no data are available

for the Gulf side of the mountains, it is not possible to do more than
estimate the amount and pattern of rainfall for a large part of the
range.

Records from stations on the southern slopes show decreasing

rainfall with diminishing elevation. This is probably true also on the
Gulf-facing slopes from several hundred meters down to sea level.

That

these slopes and also the south side of the mountains at greater eleva
tions receive a hi^ annual rainfall, chiefHy the orographic type, is
certain from data for other tropical mountains in trade wind latitudes.
Other than through personal experience of rainfall and observations of
the increase in luxuriance and height of vegetation from sea level to
higher elevations, the only indication of this greater precipitation is
the data from Coyame.

This station is located on the northeast shore

of Lago Catemaco at an elevation of about 3l(.0 meters.

It is the only

meteorological station near the Gulf slope and lies slightly below the
gap forming the lowest point in the ridge to the north.

Thus it receives

the orographic rainfall from the north and northeast winds vihich come in
partly through the low lying pocket of the Bahia Sontecomapan.

Its

mean annual rainfall of lilBO millimeters is the highest recorded in the
Sierra.

Although this amount may be in part due to the local topography,

it indicates that there is a hi^ annual rainfall, probably more than
UOGO millimeters, at a level above this station on the Gulf slopes of the
mountains.

Richards (19^7:lit3) referred to work by Brown on Mount Ma-

quiling in the Philippines in which the latter recorded a slight decrease
in rainfall at 1000 meters elevation compared to that at 7liO meters.
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Waibel (1933:50) gives data for orographic rainfall at stations above
Tapachula in the Sierra Madre de Chiapas in which annual precipitation
decreases above about 700 meters elevation.

Probably a similar situation

exists in the Sierra de Tuxtla. These mountains above 700 meters ele
vation are frequently cloud covered so that air at these levels on wind
ward and leeward slopes is near or at the saturation point during part
of the year. Table 1 shows that none of the other stations in the range
approaches the rainfall amount received at Coyame, their locations on
the inland side at fairly low elevations effectively removing them from
the zone of highest precipitation.
There is a minimum of rainfall in March or April and maximums
in July and October. The rainy season usually begins in June and con
tinues into November (Figure 1|). The decrease in precipitation which
frequently, but not always, takes place in August (the short dry period
called el veranillo) is due to the more stable air resulting from the
intertropical front's retreat toward the south under influence of the
growth and westward displacement of the Atlantic anticyclone (Garbell,
19^7:118, 123). Wallen (1956:lit9j 152) shovfed that the Sierra has a
low variability of annual precipitation (15-20 per cent), particularly
its eastern section, compared to most parts of Mexico.
tion can vary considerably at a weather station.

Annual precipita

For exanple, in 1952

Catemaco (mean annual 20ij.5 mm.) had 28o6 millimeters, and in 1958, 2353
millimetersj and Coyame (mean annual l)l6o mm. ) had 5^2ii.8 millimeters in
1952 and 5296 millimeters in 1958.

Variability in monthly precipitation

is highest from June to September, a period when the region is affected
by the irregular occurrence of easterly waves, el veranillo and local
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convecticaial storms.
From February to May the driest period of the year occurs.
Several stations, such as San Andrés Tuxtla "with a yearly average of
2261 millimeters, in some years have no measurable precipitation in April.
The severity of this dry season decreases with increase in elevation - as
well as with location towsdrd the windward side of the mountains.

The

year 1962 was drier than usual and sugar cane did not do well. On May
28, during a normally wet period, I observed a large "dust devil" (^-10
meters in height) west of Cerro Mono Blanco.
common in the region.

Such a phenomenon is un

The length of the dry season varies, the rains

sometimes ccamnencing a week or two early in May, or the latter part of
the month of January being abnormally dry.
Rainfall, is frequently heavy during severe northers from October
to early April and in convectional storms from May into October. During
the latter period light rains frequently begin by evening with the
heaviest downpours after midnight or in the very early morning. At
other seasons precipitation often occurs during the day.

Rain storms

are often accompanied by thunder and li^tning, sometimes severe, from
late April into November. Such displays occur mostly at night.

At

Playa Azul on October 27 and 26, I962, there ;%s almost uninterrupted
rain of varying intensity for thirty hours (ca. 2S0 mm. ) in a norther.
On August 26, at the same locality, 78 millimeters fell in two and onehalf hours from 11:30 AM to 2 PM.

Occasionally light drizzle accom

panies a low-lying stratus layer Tdaieh extends to below 60O meters ele
vation.

The diversity of terrain in the Sierra contributes toîiard

varying amount and intensity of rainfall, especially where windward and
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leeward slopes are concerned.

For example, I experienced heavy rain

on the Gulf slopes of the ridge north of Lago Catemaco, although no rain
fell from the same cloud layer over Playa Azul on the lake shore.
December, January and July are usually the cloudiest months, while
April, Ifay and August are the least cloudy.

On many days throughout the

year, however, the highest peaks are cloud covered even viien it is clear
over most of the Sierra.

Fog is infrequent, occasionally occurring at

upper elevations, but more often in the valleys on the southern slopes.
There are occasional hazy days especially when winds are southerly and
in the drier period tdien vegetation is being burned.
Northers. The cold air masses from the north which cross the
Gulf of Mexico and contact the Sierra de Tuxtla occur from October to
April.

During my field work in i960 and I962 I recorded northers on an

average of every 3.5 days in March and early April.

This is a high fre

quency compared to the number in February, November and early December
1962. During Januaiy 1962, however, there were six northers, several
being strong outbreaks of polar air. Waibel (1936;hll-hl2) said that
Tampico averaged 2^.8 northers during the October-April period from 1911;
to 1921, an- average of 1;«2 per month.
Northers- in the Sierra vary considerably in intensity and dura
tion, some being weak and of oiuLy one or two days duration, others lasting
four or five days with pronounced effects on temperature and precipita
tion. Waibel (1938:hll) stated that northers attain their greatest fre
quency, strength and extent ^ the months of December through February
idien theimal differences are greatest between hi^ and low latitudes.
This is true on the average especially in regard to low temperatures and
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southward reach, but not necessaidly with respect to stonniness, duration
and rainfall.

February 1962 had no northers as stormy or with as much

precipitation as those I experienced in March I96O and 1962.
The advent of a norther in the Sierra is characterized by a dis
tinct temperature drop which may vary in relation to season and severity
from as little as % or # to over 10 degrees Centigrade in 2k hours.
Figure ^ shows the progression of mean daily temperatures recorded at
Playa Azul and Veracruz city during five northers in early I962. Playa
Azul is in a sheltered location, as are acme of the other Sierra stations.
Therefore, temperature decreases would be.greater on the Gulf side of
the range.

A comparison between temperature progression in the northers

of February to April and the one in January shows a similar pattern in
which temperature usually rises slowly or remains steady before a norther,
reaching a maximum just before the cold front arrives.

The minimum tem

perature occurs after the frontal passage, usually on the third or fourth
day after the initial downward trend; it rises more rapidly afterwards,
reaching a peak on the second or third day.

The minimum temperature I

recorded during a norther was 9 degrees Centigrade on April
$00 meters elevation above Dos Amates.

i960,at

Table I contains lowest minimum

temperatures at Sierra stations, all recorded in December, January or
February, probably in northers,

^feibel (1938:^17) mentioned that Vera

cruz city is occasionally affected by frost in northers; there are no
such records at Sierra stations, but indications are that tenperatures
reach the freezing point at least at the higher elevations.

Barometric

pressure normally decreases slowly in a one or two day period before the
norther’s arrival in southern Veracruz.

With the advent of the cold
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air, the pressiire increases fairly rapidly at a decelerating rate.

The

increase is variable depending on "üie movement and depth of the anti
cyclone, and pressure changes range from less than 1 to over 10 milli
bars in 2U hours*
As the norther arrives the wind backs from south, southeast or
northeast to north or sometimes north-northwest. Although initially the
wind during a norther is from north or slightly west of north, it veers
gradually later to north-northeast or northeast. Waibel (1938 :ijl6)
referred to a similar wind change after one to two days in norüiers over
Cuba*

In the Sierra this wind shift is frequently acconçanied by a

marked increase in velocity, and thou^ usually steady, the wind occa
sionally becomes gusty, this partially being the resu3.t of terrain con
figuration* On a ridge exposed to the north (^00 meters a.s*l*) I re
corded velocities of up to 8o kilometers per hour on March 16 and April
3, i960, during strong northers; usually, however, the wind is only
about 1$ to 30 kilometers per hour and is considerably less after the
first day. Waibel (1938:LlS) remarked on the increase in velocity of
norther winds as the cold air moves south over the Gulf of Mexico.

The

wind either remains light northeast or veers to southerly when clearing
takes place after the norther.
In the period before northers the weather is usually fair and
clear, or mostly clear with only scattered cumulus clouds. Altostratus
and altocumulus clouds appear before the storm and as the front strikes
the mountain slopes, heavy roll cumulus forms and initially towers over
the windward side of the range, eventually enveloping the peaks.

In a

strong norther clouds move across the Sierra to the south foiming a
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layer of stratocumulus and scmetimes stratus with a ceiling down to as
low as It-00 meters.

Occasionally clear sections occur idiere altocumulus

clouds can be observed well above the lower layer. At the beginning of
a norther the lower part of the ridge north of Coyame becomes the path
for a low cloud layer moving southvjard over Lago,Catemaco, although no
clouds cross to the south side of the range elsewheire at these times,
A gradual lifting of the cloud ceiling takes place as the norther wanes,
but thick roll and towering cumulus remain against the Gulf slopes
after partial clearing occurs inland.
Precipitation in northers is often heavy dompours of brief
duration during the day on the Gulf slopes and peaks of the Sierra and
on south slopes at high elevations.

Precipitation is usually lighter

on the lee side, and in some northers I noted only a fine mist or driz
zle south of the crest of the range. Night rainfall occurs frequently
during northers, and is more prolonged and lighter than in the day.

At

times I experienced no rain in the lowlands to the south and west of the
Sierra tdien considerable rainfall was occurring in the mountains,

I sel

dom recorded more than S or six millimeters of rain at Playa Azul in a
norther, although undoubtedly more fell on the Gulf slopes.
The daily weather maps for 1962 show that the Sierra is usually
contacted only by the southwest quadrants of the anticyclones i-ihich
bring northers,south and southeast^-rard across the IMited States,

Their

centers seldom move south of Texas into Tamaulipas, and subsequently tra
vel eastward across the southern United States or northern Gulf of Mex
ico.

Consequently, the western sections of their cold fronts contact

the Sierra de Tuxtla ifith a north or often northeast wind component. The
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isobaric pattern, especially in the stronger northers, shows a bellying
southward in the Gulf with the apex considerably east of the Sierra to
ward the Yucatan Peninsula.

Thus, the most severe cold and wind conditions

nomaily do not affect the range.

Brands (19i^i:ll5) and Waibel (1938:lil5)

mentioned that the northers often arrived at Frontera, Tabasco before
reaching Tampico, and both of these localities before reaching the city
of Veracruz.

This points out the Sierra's position in a pocket west of

the southern apex of the Gulf where it frequently escapes the storm's
full force.
The cold air mass of the norther is warmed in passing over the
Gulf waters before striking the Sierra (18° 30' N).

Its moisture content

is increased and the orographic uplift of this modified air as it strikes
the Sierra causes a rainfall ■vdiich is higher than at most lowland
coastal areas. Waibel (1938:^2^) said that 55 per cent of the over
iiOGG millimeters of rain annually at Teapa, Tabasco, falls from October
to March.

This station is at the base of the Chiapas mountains and,

although there are no stations on the Gulf slope of the Sierra, it is
interesting that about 50 per cent of the rainfall at Gcyame, the sta
tion nearest the Gulf side, occurs in the same period.

Much of this

precipitation falls in the northers so they are a significant factor in
affecting the moisture conditions prevailing in the Sierra.

The crea

tion of suitable conditions for the growth of humid evergreen forests
on the Isthmus of Tehuantepec was attributed by Waibel (1938 ;1|19) partly
to the heavy precipitation in the northers. He also mentions that these
thick forests help to break the force of the northers, a function which
the extensive forests on the Sierra's slopes also perform.
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Easterly waves. The Sierra de Tnstla*s climate is influenced by
waves in the easterly winds probably most often from June into October.
In 1962 I noted several weather disturbances which were partially the
result of such low pressure troughs moving westward from the Caribbean
Sea. Their frequency and the degree to idiich they affect the region are
variable, partly because the Sierra is located west of the location
(60-8^ W) idiere they often disintegrate (KLehl, 19$hi222)»

With the

limited time and equipment available during my field work, it was not
possible to obtain detailed observations of weather conditions to dis,tinguish a wave disturbance from the usual rainy season convectional
stoims beginning in May.

KLehl remarked (19$h:222) that areas of bad

weather in easterly waves would lie west of the trough line Tdien the
upper air is wanner in the subtropics than in the trades, and that the
bad weather zone tends to be displaced westward relative to the troughs
as the wave speed increases.

This would bring the effects of waves

closer to the Sierra even if disintegration took place, especially since
the waves are often I600 to 3200 kilometers in breadth and last several
days (Riehl, 195h:211).
From June 10 through 16, 19&2, a moderately intense easterly wave
contacted the Sierra and caused bad weather.

It is possible to locate

this wave from the isobar pattern on the weather maps as it moved in
from the Caribbean Sea.

From June 12 through 17» rainfall occurred in

Yucatan and the Isthmus of Tehuantepec in connection with this disturb
ance.

Possibly the Sierra did not receive the full impact of the bad

weather associated with this wave because the latter appears to have
weakened someidiat to the east of the range.

At Playa Azul a slight
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lowering of the daily average teaç)erattire occurred, (1.7 degrees Centi
grade from June 9 to 13) during the wave passage.

This was caused by

the stronger northeast wind, increased day cloudiness, rain and radi
ation on the clear nights of June 13 and m .
dropped about

Pressure at Playa Azul

millibars in the same period.

Records at Coyame

showed traces of precipitation on June 9 and 10 and 13 through l6. On
June 11 this station reported II4.millimeters and U millimeters the next
day.

San Andrés Tuxtla reported a trace of rain on June 11, 1.$ milli

meters on the 12th and 7 millimeters on June 13.

These rainfall rec

ords indicate the gradual wave progression westward and correlate with
my own observations of its movement and precipitation associated with it.
An account foUo^;s of the weather conditions I recorded before,
during and after the wave passage.
June 8 - fair, clear, later in day Cu clouds with moderate vertical de
velopment; vjind S 10-2^ kph, later S l^-W kph; a fair, calm
night, mostly clear with lightning far to ESE.
June 9 - fair, partly cloudy with Cu clouds developing and some Ci, by
midafternoon towering Cu clouds to E, S and S\fl viith heavy Cu
roll clouds against mountains from the Gulf; wind now NE 15-30
kph; a breezy, partly cloudy night with lightning to S.
June 10 -fair, small Cu clouds dissipating; wind NE 5 kph, later NE 2550 kph with Cu clouds and some vertical development, trace of
precipitation; night cool, clear xd.th lightning to NE early.
June 11 -fair early with heavy clouds and rain to NE over Gulf, later
Cu clouds developing over Sierra; wind NE 25-50 kph; at first
a breezy night, later calm, cloudy; about 2 AM a brief, heavy
rain (3 ram.).
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June 12 - fair early, mostly cloudy, dark to north, "becoming overcast
■with light rain beginning 6:30 AM. Sc, Cu ■with vertical
development, and some Ac; wind NE lO-ijD kph, gusty; a calm,
cool night.
June 13 - fair early, overcast. Sc clouds wi-bh rain beginning

AM,

clouds low over Gulf slope where light, then heavy rain show
ers; later in day thunder. As, Ac and Ci clouds also, wi^bh
hea'vy Cu to south of Sierra, a chaotic sky; wind NE l^-bO kph,
variable; a calm, cool, clear night.
June

U 4.- fair, calm at first, some Cu over Gulf slope, a chaotic sky
with Cu, As, Ci and Cu Ni to S; wind NE 10 kph; a fair, clear
and calm night,

June 1^ - fair, partly cloudy, heavy Cu roll against Gulf slope; wind NE
10-1$ kph; a fair, mostly clear night,
June

16- fair, in early morning Cu and As clouds; wind S¥ 10 kph; a
heavy rainstorm with thunder and lightniiig moved in from the
south at 6:30 PM marking the end of the wave passage and a
beginning of a cloudy period of low pressure and southerly
winds in conjunction with the deepening and movement southeast
of the low cell over north-central Mexico.
The change of wind in an easterly wave from north to south was

noticeable in the passage of this and other waves over the Sierra.
During the wave's passage the Atlantic high cell shifted south, but
appeared to weaken in the western Caribbean Sea, the north central
Ifexico low cell intensified and lower pressure moved northward across the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec.

It appears that the barrier presented by the '
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Sierra is an important factor in increasing the tnrbnlence and rise of
the unstable air in easterly waves with consequent increase in storm
iness and precipitation.
Hurricanes. Only four hurricanes have (Momsclose to or struck the
Sierra de Tuxtla since their courses have been charted.

The dates of

occurrence and the tracks of these four are shown in Figure 6. This
also shows the courses of other storms of hurricane intensity -vdiich have
passed through the southern Gulf of Mexico.

The Sierra's location is

far removed from the path of greatest frequency of tropical cyclones,
which is through the northern Caribbean Sea. Most storms in Figure 6
have kept on a westward or west-northwestwai'd path and have not recurved,
as most do, to the northeast.' This is probably due to the weakening of
the upper air trough tû whose northeast Tdnd flow they normally respond,
to the disappearance of the terqjerature gradient necessary to maintain
the upper westerlies in the southern portion of the trough, and a con
sequent replacement of these west winds by easterlies which carry the
cyclone westward (KLehl, 19^!t:3lt8-32t9). Occasionally hurricanes crossing
Tucatan intensify as they move into the Gulf of Campeche where condi
tions are often conducive to genesis of new stoims.

The hurricane of

August 31 to September 8, 1888, and the others with a similar direction,
probably moved southwest in response to a deep northeasterly flow.
According to RLehl (195U:35l)^ this is a type of upper air current common
in the western Gulf, especially in August.
There is little information about the influence of hurricanes on
the Sierra de Tuxtla.

TannehiU (1939:222) listed two tropical storms

for "Vera Cruz" on November 1 and 26, I838, but included no more data.
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He also recorded (193ôî2iil-2li2) two in the Bay of Cançeche on Septem
ber 25-27, 1692, and on June '12-30, 1893, with no further information.
Concerning the 1888 hurricane mentioned above, TannehiU (1938:160)
said that it was a severe one and struck the Mexican coast south of
Veracruz city on the night of September 7-8 doing "great damage." Ctti
one map this hurricane is shown striking the northwestern part of the
Sierra, but Fassig (1913:Plate I) depicted it hitting the coast north
of Alvarado and closer to Veracruz city.

Garriott (1900:36) said it

struck the Mexican coast between Veracruz and Goatzacoalcos at about
18° S 97® W, a point actually not on the coast but about 60 kilometers
inland.

Medel y Alvarado (I963:[l] 321) stated that this hurricane killed

50 per cent of the fauna and left the rest in need of trees for shelter
and fruits for food.

It destroyed a "great number of huts, principally

those of the higher elevations." He also stated that numerous human
lives were lost by drowning in the rural areas. Hit especially hard was
the southem part of the region suffering the loss of "hundreds of human
lives," cattle and crops.

Medel y Alvarado (1963: D] WL) spoke of a

repetition of this destruction in a cyclonic disturbance on September 23,
1898, which brought heavy rain causing numerous deaths by drowning. The
level of Lago Catemaco rose two meters; and flooded arroyos caused the
isolation of San Andrës Tuxtla.

"Fifteen years'afterward, " he continues,

"still there could be seen through all parts, visible vestiges of the
great and numerous landslides on the cerros." This stoim’s track was not
shown on maps.
The storm of September 23-26, 19U9, hit the coast at Veracruz city
with maximum winds recorded at 128 kph.

The hurricane of September 26
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to October 3» 1932, was a severe one, causing great damage in Puerto
Rico, and Medel y Alvarado (1963: [2]281) mentioned strong xiiinds and
inundations on October

1932,causing considerable damage to banana

plantations in EL laurel at the southwestern base of the range.

Hur

ricane "Item" of October 8-10, 19^0, hit the coast a short distance
south of Veracruz city with

kph winds. Norton (19^1) reported that

it caused "heavy" damage but there was no estimate of casualities. The
hurricane of September 23-30, 19W-, heavily damaged crops in Central
America (Sumner, 19iila:363) but decreased rapidly in intensity as it
moved into the Gulf and went inland near Veracruz city as a weak de
pression (Sumner, 19iûLb:266).

It is of interest that "Dora", a storm of

doubtful hurricane intensity struck the Veracruz coast on September 12,
1956, near Tuxpan,with winds of only about 60 kph, but dropped heavy
rain in the vicinity causing deaths from landslides and flooding. Dunn,
Davis and Moore (1956 :W) ) mentioned a news dispatch reporting seven
persons drowned in the overflowing Pachuapan River near San Andres Tuxtla
in connection wito this storm, tfost of the hurricanes in the southern
Gulf cross Tucatan and strike 'ttie Mexican coast far northwest of the
Sierra.

Sumner (19Wj.:239), Norton (1952:3) and Dunn, et al. (1955:322)

reported considerable flooding, deaths and crop destruction in the Isth
mus of Tehuantepec, Yucatan and the Tanpico area from three of these
hurricanes.

One of them, hurricane "Janet" of September 21-29, 1955,

is said by Argudin (1962:11) to, have caused seme forest destruction in
the Sierra de Tuxtla.
From the known variability in hurricane size (100 to 1000 km.
radius) (Riehl, 195^:282,28it) and the fact that the centers of most of
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those shown in Figure 6 passed icLthin 300 kilometers of the Sierra de
Tuxtla, it is probable that the region was affected to varying degrees
by a majority of them.

Several residents of the Sierra told me of hur

ricane winds and damage to their houses at higher elevations, but I did
not observe any recent destruction from these stonns. The region has been
on the left side of almost all the hurricanes, and in these two quadrants
wind velocities, tide height and precipitation amount are usually maricedly less than in the right ones (Cline, 1926:210,239).

Storm tides

may at times have caused damage and.loss of life in the low lying set
tlements on the coastal side of the Sierra. The inhabitants of these
places, however, can quickly and easily reach high terrain to escape
inundations.

Thus, flooding from hurricanes has probably caused the

most loss of life in the Sierra.

Such occurrences have been usually

restricted to low areas and along rivers and arroyos because of the
generally high terrain gradient, the many streams to carry off flood
waters and the good absorptive ability pf the extensive forested sec
tions .
Soils
No detailed soil studies have been published for the Sierra de
Tuxtla.

The articles by Ortiz Monasterio (19^5-1957) and Macias Villada

(i960) on Mexico’s soils are general in nature.

Soils in the Sierra

are principally derived from volcanic materials.

Since much of the

region is forested, organic material from this source has contributed
to soil materials over large areas.

Surface soils range in texture from

loany sand to clay, the majority appearing to be clays (more than ij,0 per
cent clay) or clay loams in lAich the clay fraction is the nonsticky
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igrpe often found in warn climates (M. G* dine, personal communication, .
Dept, of Agrononçr, Cornell Ttaiversity).

Ortiz Monasterio (1956) shows

the soils of the Sierra to be medium to heavy textured clays and loams.
The subsurface materials are variable and often deeply weathered.

In

many areas, particularly at the hi^er elevations, they are mainly layers
of ash, scoriae, fractured lava and scattered larger fragments of lava,
tuff, basalt, mineral nodules and other igneous rocks (Plate X).

Soils

derived from volcanic materials,especially those rejuvenated by more
recent ash falls and formed from highly basic basalt, are the most fer
tile.

They contain a good supply of plant nutrients in the form of

soluble mineral components including feldspars (ash particles) and
oxides of iron, magnesium, potassium and aluminum.
In some places on the south slopes the soils appear to be derived
from argillaceous rocks, mainly sandstones, fragments of which occur at
and below the surface.
ture when dry*

Plowed soils often exhibit a fine powdery tex

In many sections on both massifs where lava flows and

layers of volcanic materials occur, soil horizons are indistinct or ab
sent.

More mature soils with better profile development occur in the

older, much weathered material of the broad ridges on the southern slopes
of the range.

The varying depths of soils are apparent in road cuts, on

ridge crests, and along deep ravine slopes and floors.

In places the

soil layer may be over two meters deep, but on some ravine floors, ridge
crests and crater walls it may be only a few centimeters thick or ab
sent.

Outcrops of tuff and basalt are widespread.
In ten surface soil samples selectively collected in various

localities in the Sierra, the organic matter content ranges from 1 to
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PLATE X

SUBSURFACE STRATA
.3 km. west Tapalapan, 500 m. a.s.l.

Many altematiiig layers of volcanic

ash, lava, gravels and conglomerates form thick deposits in parts of the
Sierra.
this.

They are seldom visible unless exposed in road cuts such as
The heavily forested volcano Gerro Blanco is at ipper left.
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10.7 per cent. The drop in organic matter amount from the forested area
samples to those from cultivated or grazed sections is marked. The
reaction of these topsoil samples varies from strongly to slightly acid
(pH ^.0 to 6.2) (M. G. dine, personal communication).

Ortiz îfenasterio

(19^6) on the soil map of Mexico, shows the Volcan San Martin Tuxtla
massif as having neutral (pH 6.5-7*5) soils and the Santa Marta massif
slightly acid (pH 6.it-6) soils. As the precipitation in the Sierra is
heavy (l500 to over 1^000 millimeters annually), it is to be expected
that the soils are being leached to a considerable extent.

The sangles

from the humid tropical forest as weU. as those from pine forest and oak
forest show a low supply of extractable calcium and potassium (nutrients
available for plants) based on soil standards for New York State.

It

was the opinion of an engineer with a fertilizer company that the soils
of the Sierra are decidedly deficient in phosphorus available to plants,
an. expected condition where strong weathering is taking place.

Foster

(iPliO) mentioned "tierra roja" soil as the dominant type from Cuilonia
to Ocotal Grande on the southern slopes of the Volcax Santa Marta massif.
Some of the other ridges south and southwest of Cerro Cintepec also
possess this reddish soil, but through most of the range soils vary from
a daik reddish or grayish broïm to dark brown or black.
Soil erosion in the Tuxtla mountains is principally sheet type.
There is comparatively little gullying or sluuçing in evidence.

Tlie

rapid growth of ground cover plants both in destroyed forest areas and
in open fields effectively impedes excessive sheet erosion in most places
despite the steep slopes. During heavy rain there is a high water run
off in some open areas and at times lai^e amounts of soil and debris
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are washed into the streets of the towns from the surrounding trails
and bare areas. Trails into the mountains from the larger towns are
sometimes cut two or more meters below the land surface by long usage and
erosion.

Soil porosity is high in many parts of the range, particularly

in the extensive humid forest and at tpper elevations where de^ layers
of ash and volcanic gravels exist,

I found that the soil in a small

tract on vihich the primary forest had recently been destroyed (one to
two years ago) was very absorbait in a heavy downpour.

There the soil

is composed of ash and gravels and the slope not over 20 per cent. Sheet
erosion seems greatest In the more open pine and oak forest areas on
the south side of the Volcân Santa Marta massif idiere there is less
vegetation to interrupt rain and retard runoff.

The Soil Erosion Survey

of Latin America (United Nations Conservation Foundation and the Food
and Agricultural Organization, 19$h)y on a small scale map of Mexico,
showed moderate erosion on the southern slopes of the Sierra and slight
or none over most of the forested parts.
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CHAPTER TWO
FLORAL ELEMENTS
The Sierra de Tuxtla is near the northern limit of the tropical
region vixich extends from South America through Central America into
southern Mexico*

Its plant life is basically tropical in nature; the

range is in the coastal lowlands which continue into Central America,
and this connection, in conjunction with essentially warm temperatures
and high precipitation, is conduci/e to the development of luxuriant
vegetation with most components having. Central and South American af
finities. As in other mountainous parts of southern Mexico, however,
temperate North American elements exist, locally constituting a conspic
uous part of the flora (cf. ïÊLranda and Sharp, 19^).

The length axis

of the Sierra in relation to prevailing winds results in a rain shadow
on the southern side, where some plants characteristic of subhumid
tropical regions have developed.

Volcanism and differential weathering

have caused a diverse topography in the Sierra.

This surface config

uration plus changes in soil depth and moisture, and the variations
among soils derived from recent and older volcanic materials and from
sedimentary rocks result in not only different plant formations but
marked structural complexities within formations.

Such variability is

increased in many parts of the Sierra by human disturbance resulting
in all stages of secondary succession.
The extent of the region and the nature of my investigations
permitted only a general survey of the plant cover.

From ground

55
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observation and aerial photographs I have been able to determine approx
imately the areal distribution of some principal plant formations.

This

is shown in Figure 7» Not depicted is the transitional character of the
boundaries between formations.

I also selectively collected plant

specimens in many parts of the Sierra.

I restricted collecting to almost

entirely woody plants, to those which were obviously dominants in each
formation or, where a multiplicity of rain forest species existed, to
those wiiich appeared to be numerous as evidenced by fruits or flowers,
i^pendix B contains a list of the trees, shrubs and herbaceous plants
identified.
Plant Formations*
It is possible to distinguish seven forest formations in the
Sierra.

The extent of open fields with tree rows and thickets is con

siderable.

The Savanna, Mangrove and Littoral formations occupy small,

areas at low elevations.

A list of the ten types follows.

1) Bain forest
2) Cloud forest
3) Lowland valley and swamp forest
It) Seraideciduous forest and palm-grassland
5) Pine-oak forest
6 ) Oak forest
7) Gum-oak forest
8) Savanna
9) Forest remnants, tree rows, thickets and open fields
10) Littoral and mangrove
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Bain forest. Most of the Gulf-facing slopes of the Sierra are
covered with an essentially evergreen humid tropical forest occupying
the zone of highest rainfall.

This type of forest also occurs on the

southern side of the Sierra at upper elevations, but there it is limited
due to decreasii^ precipitation, edaphlc conditions and clearing for
agriculture and grazing.

The most extensive areas remaining south

of the high length axis of the range are in the vicinity of the Cumbres
de Bastonal, and Cerro Cintepec and southwest of Volcàh San Jfertin Tuxtla.
Primary rain forest in the range is variable in structure.

This

is due to amount of rainfall, soil conditions and slope exposure, and
especially to the variable land configuration.

It is likely, although

no data are available in the Sierra, that the highest precipitation
falls at middle elevations between about 600 and 1200 meters (of. Rich
ards, 1957:li;2-lii3)« The primary rain forest at these altitudes seems
to be tallest, most luxuriant, with the greatest proportion of large
trees and a more definite stratification.

Yet, in other places, such as

on Cerros Buena Vista, Blanco and Tuxtla, the primary forest at 700
meters is low, sometimes stunted and contains few large trees5 in such
localities, however, it is on steep slopes near the pealcs and is fre
quently exposed to the north, a situation idiich may partially account
for its character.

The sword-leafed cycad Ceratozamia mexicana Brogn.

was conspicuous on the upper slopes and peaks of Cerro Blanco, the only
place I observed it. The only other cycad recorded was Zamia loddigesii
var. aagustifolia (Regal) Schuster, found by Gary Ross in the ground
cover of forests above 1000 meters on Volcan Santa Marta.

A common

understory plant at the summit of Cerro Tuxtla was the red-flowered
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Odontonema can istachyum S.&C. Kuntze, which averaged about two meters
in height; I did not observe it so numerous elsewhere.
The montane rain forest is usually best developed on ravine slopes
and on broader inter-ravine areas (Plate XI)j the crests of narrow
ridges often have smaller and lower trees with a more dense understory.
Some wide ravine floors also possess well developed forest.

Soil is

frequently thinner on ridge crests than on slopes, and rocks are occa
sionally exposed in such places resulting in less favorable conditions
for moisture retention and h i ^ forest growth.

The decreasing luxur

iance m d height of the humid rain forest is apparent in traveling south
ward from the high axis of the range.

îpiphytes, climbers and lianas

are not so abundant and large trees less numerous, reflecting the change
in moisture conditions.

At lower elevations on the Gulf slopes the

montane rain forest still exhibits the variable character mentioned
above, but also shows changes similar to, though less pronounced than,
those evident on the southern slopes.
In the tall, well developed montane rain forest there are three
tree strata.

On the forest floor, lAich is covered with a shallow leaf

litter, and on ravine banks, low herbaceous plants such as the red-flowered
Aphelandra aurantiaca (Scheidw. ) lindl.

are numerous; there are few ferns

here, Didymochlaena truncatula (Swartz) J. Smith being most numerous,
with also specimens of the tree ferns gyathea sp. and Alsophila schiedeana Presl.

There are small saplings and shrubs two to five meters tall,

such as Hamelia longipes Standi., %riocarpa longipes Lieten., Cephaelis
elata Sw. and species of Piper, scattered through the forest, but most
prominent is the spiny palm Astrocaryum mexicanum Idebm. and in lesser
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PLATE II

MONTANE RAIN FOREST
^ loti, south-southeast Colonia Huatusco, 6^0 m* a*s.l. This humid ever
green, forest covers a large part of the Sierra.

Lianas, climbers,

epiphytes and tree buttressing are characteristic. The spiny palm
Astrocaryum mexicanum Liebm., visible at lower center, is a typical
constituent of the understory.
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numbers the palm Chamaedorea tepejilote liebm. Host of these palms and
shrubs are less than five meters tall.
In many places it is not difficult to walk iç>right in this open
understory. The middle stratum is composed of small and medium sized
trees about 6 to 18 meters in height.

Some of these are Pseudolmedia

Qgy^diyllaria Donn. Ski., Steanmadenia galeottiana (A. Idch.) Hlers,
PlfiUJranthodendron mexicana (A. Gray) L. TAns., Calatola sp. (possibly
C. laevigata Standi.), dethra macrophylla M.& G., Saurauia sp., Annona
sp., and Coccoloba sp. (possibly C. montana Standi.). This last tree is
called uvero by the local people.

I also found much larger specimens of

Pseudolmedia and dethra within the forest canopy.

Although some of the

largest trees might be considered part of an emergent stratum, in most
cases they are not numerous enough nor do they protrude sufficiently to
be considered separate from the third or hipest stratum of trees lAich
forms the canopy.

The latter consists of trees varying from 20 to 35

meters in height, with few exceeding 35 and most about 25 to 30 meters.
Diameter at breast height ranges from about .75 to 1.75 meters with some
trees exceeding 2 meters. Density of the larger canopy trees changes
with the terrain variation.

Very large trees may be located at rather '

widely spaced intervals in the lower montane forest and in places at
vpper elevations.
The hipest stratum is composed of a variety of tree species. Sev
eral were common in many parts of the Sierra, their flowers or fruits
being conspicuous at various seasons. Some canopy trees are; Bemoullia
flammea Oliver, Talauma mexicana (DC.) G. Don (called llolo by Mexican
assistant), Fithecollobium arboreum (L.) Drb., MLrandaceltis monoica
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(Hemsl.) Sharp, Phoebe mexicana Maiss., Sloanea sp. and various species
of Ficus. Also in the upper stratum I found Engelhardtia guatemalensis
Standi, and Virola guatemalensis (Hemsl. ) Warb.
recorded for Mexico.

These may be the first

Dussia mexicana (Standi.) Harms, called jaboncillo.

Hex discolor Hemsl. and Hex sp., possibly I. tolucana Hemsl. (caHed
palo verde), are also canopy trees in this rain forest.

Some large oaks .

are present in the montane rain forest near the Cumbres de Bastonal and
on Volcân San Martin Tuxtla.

These are Quercus skinneri Benth. Davis

(1952:311;) described a coffee finca south of Lago Catemaco in idiich trees
vary from one to eight feet (.3 to 2.U meters) in diameter and irere 60
to 70 feet (16J; to 21.1; meters) high.

Of the numerous tree species

present, he mentioned Elaphrim ^aphrium =Bursera] simaruba, >fanmea
americana, Guazuma ulmifola. Ficus glaucacens j^laucescen^, Tabebuia
pentaphyla, Lonchocarpus guatemalensis, Ceiba pentandra and Cecropia
mexicana. He reported vines and epiphytes as common.

Trees of the

genus Ficus are fairly numerous in the region; they occur as canopy trees
in the rain forest, along lake and stream edges and in tree rows bor
dering fields.

Provisional deteiminations of some large Ficus in the

rain forest are Ficus kellermannii Standi., Ficus segoviae MLq. (or F^.
podifolia H.B.K.) and Ficus tecolutensis (liebm.) Mq. (possibly F.
cookii Standi.). Ficus glaucescens (Liebm.) Miq. was found along the
shore of Lago Catemaco, Ficus cotinifolia H.B.K. in tree rows and possibly
Ficus radula WiHd. along streams at lower elevations.
Strata in the montane forest at lower elevations and in some
topographic situations at higher altitudes are less distinct, sometimes
reduced to two, or are not apparent.

Vines, air plants and climbers
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are present in abundance on the limbs and trunks of most medium and
large sized trees in the primary rain forest.
caramon on such trees.

Buttressing is fairly

Stilt roots occur sporadically, but are usually

confined to medium and small sized trees more often in secondaiy forest.
There is a continual fall of leaves, flowers and fruits through the year,
especially during periods of heavy x*ain and strong wind.

There did not

seem to be any pronounced fruiting or flowering season, althou^ I
observed more leaf fall and flowering during the drier period and toward
its end than in the rainy season.

I did not observe any trees of the

montane rain forest totally laclcing leaves during the dry season except
for Bemoullia flammea. Some of the trees in the open and in forest
edge, however, lose most of their leaves.

The canopy of some forest

sections, when viewed from above, showed a distinctly greener aspect
with the advent of the rains in May and June.
The taller rain forests of the Sierra have characteristics of a
tropical forest formation mentioned by Beard (19iiUa:138). They possess
the palm understory, general structure, height and often the three tree
strata of his "Evergreen Seasonal Forest, " although he classes this as a
lowland (below ?6o meters) formation; the montane forest at lower alti
tudes in the Sierra frequently does not show the two strata and lack of
well developed buttressing characteristic of Beard's "Lower Ifentane Rain
Forest," nor are palms an unimportant component as in his type.

Althou^

many of the large trees in the taller rain forest of the Sierra possess
long, clean boles of 20 or more meters, there are also many which do not,
particularly at lower altitudes. I would class the rain forest of this
region as generally a subformation modified by terrain variations, soil
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conditions, and by climatic elements, with the dry season probably one
of the important influences.
doud forest.

The transition from tall rain forest to a lower

type with predominantly medium sized trees occurs gradually and irreg
ularly above about 1000 to 1200 meters on the four largest volcanoes.
Since the mountains do not rise above the Upper Tropical Zone, the cloud
forests of this zone cap the high pealcs and occur on their southern
slopes.

Trees of the closed canopy are usually less than one meter in

diameter and the forest averages about 20 meters or slightly less in
height.

There are generally two tree strata, a dense understory, many

epiphytes and considerable amounts of moss on limbs and trunks (Plate
Xn).

The palms Astrocaryum mexicanum liebm. and Chamaedorea tepejilote

liebm. are present, but are less numerous than at lower elevations.
dethra suaveolens Turcz., Oreopanax xalapense (H.B.K.) D.& P., possibly
0. capitatum (Jacz. ) D.& P. and %rlosma sp. are some of the trees I
found in this forest type.

Gum, of North American affinity, liquidambar

styraciflua L. also occurs, but it does not appear to be numerous.

Al

though the tree fern Qyathea sp. is common, it is not well distributed
and is often restricted to ravine slopes and bottoms in the more moist
places.

I found large exaxiçles of this fern in such moisture pockets

down to 5^0 meters on the Gulf slopes of the range, so it cannot be
considered a characteristic species of the high cloud forest in the
range.

like the taller montane forest at lower altitudes, cloud forest

is a variable formation, its chief characteristics being lower height,
smaller trees and more dense undergrowth of woody and herbaceous plants.
Species of Piper are common in the understoiy.
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PLATE XII

CLOUD FOREST
Volc& San Ifertin Tuxtla, 132^ m. a.s.l.
high on the large volcanoes.

This type of.forest occurs

It is characterized by medium sized trees

and a dense understory of palms, shrubs and herbaceous plants.

Large

tree ferns, such as the one at right center, also occur, and the limbs
and trunks of trees are partly moss-covered.
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The crater walls and peak ridges of the big volcanoes possess
an elfin or mossy woodland conç>osed of small, many branched, gnarled
trees, mostly 3 to 10 meters tall, their limbs and trunks heavily covered
with mosses snch as Pterobryum densum (Schwaegr. ) Homsch* and Pllotrichella flexilis (^fedw.) Jaeg.j they also bear numerous orchids and
small epiphytes (Plate XIII).

These trees are usually closely spaced,

but most possess small leaves so that light penetrates well.

There are

few palms. The ground cover consists of lichens, mosses, shrubs and
many low heibaceous plants with occasionally grasses in the lighter and
more moist situations. Soil is usually thin and rocks are often exposed.
Some of the tree and shrub species are dusia salvinii Bonn. Sm., Senecio
sp. (possibly S. schaffheri Sch. Bip'.), Hofflnania lenticillata Hemsl.,
Viburnum acutifolium Benth. and Hex nltida (Vahl. ) Maxim. The last is
a conspicuous small tree of the elfin forest.

Oreopanax xalapense (H.B.K. )

D.& P., attaining larger size at lower elevations, is also one of the
small trees present in this forest type. This formation is more restrict
ed in area on the volcanoes of the southeastern massif than it is on
Volcan San Martin Tuxtla.

Gary Ross reported that the tree Podocarpus

oleifolius D. Don is numerous in the elfin forest on the crest ridges of
Volcdn Santa Marta.

The clouds frequently enveloping the forest are

usually the result of condensation in rising moist air moving in on
north and northeast winds from the Gulf.

They often cover the volcanoes

to well below the 1000 meter level on all sides, thus contributing to the
moisture supply of the tall montane forest as well.
lowland and swanqp forest. This formation occupies nearly level
terrain at low altitudes near the Gulf of Mexico along the valleys of
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ELATE XIII

ELFIN FOREST
Volcan San Martin Tuxtla, I600 m. a.s.l. Stunted forest is character
istic of the highest ridges and crater walls of the large volcanoes.
Mosses and orchids are abundant on trees, and herbaceous plants are
common in the ground cover.

Birds and wflTrmalfi are not numerous in this

habitat.
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several large streams between the volcanic ridges and about Bahia Sonteccmapan.

Because of its small extent it is not shown on Figure ?•

It

is composed of an upper story of medium to small sized trees mostly
under .75 meter in diameter and from 15 to 20 meters tall.

The under-

story is fairly open and composed mainly of small trees and palms,
chiefly Chamaedorea tepejilote. Herbaceous plants are not numerous on
the forest floor and are absent in many locations.
and saplings make an almost impenetrable cover.

Occasionally vines

Pronounced buttressing

is uncommon except in some larger trees along the water, such as Pachira
aquatica Aubl. During the rainy season parts of the lowland forest
along streams may be inundated or have shallow pools, and sections bor
dering the mangrove fringe in the Bahia Sontecoraapan may have a more or
less permanent water layer.
Semideciduous forest. Much of this formation has been destroyed
in the Sierra so that only remnants and more extensive sections on
ravine slopes remain.

It is distributed over the southern slopes of the

range in the rain shadow areas where precipitation is usually less than
1800 millimeters annually.

The formation is not shown in Figure 7

because of its disruption and small extent.

Some of iixe largest tracts

still intact are on the ridges and slopes south of Cerro Cintepec.
Plate X U shows this forest in June when new leaves are appearing on the
trees. Bursera slmaruba (L.) Sarg. is a common tree species.
called jeote or mulato by the people in the Sierra.

It is

The mature forest

of this type rarely exceeds about 25 meters in height. Tree trunks and
limbs are angular with main branches often occurring low on the boles.
The understory is dense with saplings, shrubs and occasional palms.
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PLATE XI7

SE3ÆIDECIDÏÏ0ÜS FOREST
1*^ km. southwest Ban'osa,

m» a.s.l» This drier forest occurs on

ridges and ravine slopes on the southern side of the Sierra.

îfiich of

it has been destroyed by slash-bum agriculture as in the foreground.
Bursera simaruba (L.) (right center) is one of the most characteristic
trees.
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Buttressing is infrequent and few epiphytes, climbers or lianas are
present.

In the southwestern part of the range at lower elevations

someidiat open mixed vegetation exists (Plate XV) which is considerably
modified by man.

Here the most prominent feature is the palms, mainly

Sabal and Orbignya species, that grow singly or sometimes in dense
groves.

Coarse grass grows in the open areas often bordered by dense

thickets of varying height.

Patches of semideciduous forest in various

stages of succession, tree rows and single trees are scattered through
out.

Burning and grazing are important influences contributing toward

expansion of grassland and reduction of woody plant growth.
Pine-oak forest. On the southern approaches to the Volcan Santa
Marta massif this formation occupies the ridges and upper slopes of the
ravines over about 100 square kilometers.

Elevation limits extend from

about ^00 to over 1200 meters on the southeast ridge of the volcano.
This is an open woodland with the trees spaced five or more meters apart
(Plate XVI).

Pinus oocarpa Schiede is the dominant species and possibly

the only one here 5 individuals of about one-half meter in diameter are
numerous and trees range from l5 to 25 meters in height.

The ground

cover is a coarse short grass, sparse or absent in some places and in
dense clumps in otheis.
formation.

I saw little evidence of disturbance in this

Oaks are usually not mixed with the pines except at edges

of the ravines where they sometimes occur in small groups.

The dominant

oak species is Quercus ghiasbreghtii îfert. & Gal., vel aff. Scattered
forest remnants composed of the oak Quercus peduncularis Née, vel aff.
grow on the slopes of volcanic cones northwest of Lago Catemaco.

In

addition to the grass and shrubs some large stands of the low shrub
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PLATE 17

SEMI-OPEN FOREST-PAIM-GRASSLAND
1 km» north Tibemal, 100 m. a.s.l.

On the southwestern slopes of the

range at low elevations there is an extensive area which has been modi
fied by burning, grazii^ and agricultural activity.

Serai stages of

forest remnants are mixed with'palms, dense thickets, and grass.
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PLAIE Til

PINE-OAK FOREST
Ocotal Chico, 5^0 m. a.s.l. Forests of tall pines, Pinus oocarpa Schiede,
in the southeastern massif are confined chiefly to ridges. The pines
mix with oaks and occasionally other broadleaf forest trees on the
slopes of ravines and small valleys. Volcân Santa Marta is visible in
the right background.
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Cftlliandra grandiflora (L’Her.) Benth*, vel aff. occur in the ground
cover of the Volcan Santa Marta pine-oak formation and in secondary
vegetation elsewhere.
The occurrence of pine forest on these southern slopes of the
Sierra about 1^0 kilometers from the nearest pine area in Oaxaca raises
the questions of how such a forest first became established here and
why pines are not also present on the northwestern massif.

Pinus oocar

pa, the pine i^ecies in the Sierra, is widespread in Mexico, ranging
from Sinaloa to Zacatecas and south through Chiapas into Guatemala
(Standley, 1920:^8).

Budoarski (19^9:275) indicated that this species

was.one of four that can be found below 1000 meters elevation, but was
more common above*

It is very unlikely that wind transport of seeds

, > could have bzpdged the long distance and intervening lowlands between
the pine areas where they now exist. VBLth the present topographic
situation, it is not possible for them to have been water borne.

The

two most probable means of transport, if they originated this way, are
by birds or human beings.

Although it is not possible to rule out one

or the other of these methods, transport by birds appears to me to be
the most likely.

The distance could easily be covered by a number of

seed-eating species.

Introduction by man could also have occurred at

some time during the long settlement of the area, but the deliberate
planting of pines would seem improbable since tree planting by people
in the region has been known to involve exclusively broad leaved species
mainly for fence rows and fruit yield*
!Rie possibility also exists that the Sierra's pine area is a
relict from a once continuous pine forest connection with that in the
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mountains of Oaxaca. Even though there is no geological evidence of
a highland connecting the Sierra with the inland mountains, pines could
have extended across the lowland gap between the inundations from which
southern Veracruz finally emerged during the late Tertiary Period.

The

connection may have been severed by an inundation shallow enough to
exclude the present pine area, or possibly the disruption was caused by
a gradual change in edaphic conditions.

Considering the areal and alti-

tudinal adaptability of pine it seems unlikely that climate changes,
which apparently were not pronounced in the region since the Tertiary,
could have been a major cause of such a disrtption.
The presence of pine forests in various regions has been the
basis for diverse explanations.

They are widely distributed on different

soils, over widely differing rock formations and over a great range of
altitudes. The broad ridge tops and their upper slopes on which most of
the pines grow in the Santa Marta massif have a red clayey soil that
appears to be old and well weathered.

Surface layer acidity is high,

more than that of the soil in most other parts of the Sierra,

Fried-

laender (1923:169) mentioned the "thick lateritic disintegrating older
basalt lava of Santa I-iarta. " Surface runoff of water is rapid and in
many sections the soils are thin, thus promoting good external drainage.
Crops do not produce well on this soil and this is the reason for a
movement of people to better crop growing areas to the north.

Although

the Sierra's pines are on the drier side of the mountains, rainfall is
high, probably ranging from about" 1700 to possibly well over 3S00 mill
imeters annually in the pine zone. Seifriz, in his study of Cuba's
plant life (19l43:U0lj.)i believed that pines could not stand competition
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from other trees and therefore developed on the poorer soils.

He re

marked that its tolerance of dryness and preference for light serve it
well on dry mountain ridges.

In connection with the underlying basic

rock on the pine areas of the Sierra, it is of interest to note that
Seifriz

0-9h3 shXl) found a large area of Pinus cubensis above 1000

meters on the south slope of Pico Turquino in the Sierra Maestra. He
said the underlying rock, granite, determined the presence of pine here.
Also, on the Sierra de Nipe in Cuba (Carabia, 19U5) the pine forests grew
well on a red soil rich in iron derived from serpentine rock, a basic
metamorphic type of eruptive origin.

Holdridge (19U5:'7) considered the

pine forests of Hispaniola to be the result of repeated burning in which
the hardwood species that noimally grew up were destroyed and the pines
survived.

Some of the pines in Ihe Sierra de Tuxtla shoired old evidence

of fire, but I saw no sign of extensive burning at the ^ d of the dry
season in 1962.
Hy whatever method the pines first reached the Sierra's ridges,
I think that both edaphic and human factors probably are responsible for
their persistence in this restricted area. The old and highly weathered
soil of these ridges provides favorable conditions for a pine forest to
develop, especially where more open areas allow the heavy precipitation
to accelerate weathering.

Since there are now sections of broadleaf

forest bordering the pines, especially on the ravine slopes and along
the streams, it is probable that when better soil conditions existed
such semideciduous forest occupied at least some of the ridges as the
gum-oak forests above and the oak forests below the pine area do now.
Human settlement in the Sierra de Tuxtla dates from preconquest
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times, but no old village or ceremonial sites have been reported in the
pine-oak section and I did not find evidence of any.

Felling and burning

of the broadleaf forest in this area to provide agricultural land pro
vided more area suitable for pines because of decreaje in soil fertility
and reduction in vegetation conçetition. The villages in this area are
mostly of the line type on the ridge crests and it is here where the
most disturbance is likely to have occurred.
Finally, there has been no recent volcanism in the pine-oak area
to provide volcanic materials containing fresh plant nutrients.

Conse

quently, the soils have become less fertile and more suitable for pineoak expansion than those which have been subject to comparatively recent
ash falls on the Volcan San Martin Tuxtla massif.

Some areas on the

southern slopes of the latter massif do have less fertile soils and
support small sections of oak forest.

One possible explanation for the

absence of pines there is that they never became established initially
from the pine forest outside the Sierra.
Oak forest. There are extensive woodlands comprised almost
entirely of oak on the lower slopes of the Volcân Santa Ifcrta massif.
The trees here are open-spaced viith angular trunks and limbs, and average
about 10 to 12 meters in height (Plate XVII).

A short grass of variable

density covers the ground with scattered shrubs or occasional thickets
evident.

In general this formation has not undergone major modification

except where the grass and shrubs have been burned.
and shallow so that rocks are exposed.

Soil is often sandy

Quercus peduncularis Née, vel

aff. is a common oak tree species.
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PLATE m i

OAK FOREST
1 km. southeast Guasuntlan, 100 m. a.s.l. Open, low forest with grass
ground cover shown here occupies a large area on the southeastern massif;
the formation is occasionally mixed with savanna. A cmmon oak species
here is Quercus peduncularis Née, vel aff.
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Gum-oak forest. Although LLquidambar styraciflua L. occurs
sporadically in the humid forest on Volcan San Martin Tuxtla and exists
in small stands on hill slopes northeast and northwest of Lago Catemacc^
the largest areas of this formation are found on the southern slopes
of the Volcan Santa Marta massif.

It has been much modified, however,

and many serai ccsmnunities exist.

Trees in the mature forest are tall

and straight trunked and there is an understory of medium density (Plate
XVIII).

One specimen on a ravine slope was 1.8 meters in diameter at

breast height, but most larger trees are less than a meter in diameter.
Almost pure stands of gum are occasionally intermixed with the oak,
Quercus ghiesbreghtii and some other tree species.

Gum-oak forest meases

into the humid montane rain forest near the crest of the range.

On

apparently burned mountain ridges in this massif, the fern Pteridium
aquilinum var. caudatum (L.) Sadela is common among dense, low shrubs
and grasses.

I judge that the gum-oak, pine-oak and oak forests on the

southern slopes of the Volcan Santa Marta massif have expanded at the
expense of tropical forest, which probably occupied much of the area,
because of a combination of factors mentioned previously.

These are

vegetation destruction by man, and lowered fertility from long weathering,
little addition of fresh volcanic materials and cropping.

Another

contributing factor may be the decreased precipitation in the rain sha
dow on these southern slopes.

The broad, high front presented by the

south crater walls of Cerro Canpanario and Volcdn Santa Iferta is not
duplicated in the northwestern massif, and thus a more effective oro
graphic barrier exists.
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PLATE XVIII

Gim-OAK FOREST
km* north Ocotal Chico, 850 m. a.s.l. The photograph shoira the
large, straight-trunked trees and the medium density of the sapling
understory in mature forest.

Many

of the gum-oak forests in the range

are secondary growth.
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Savanna.

This formation frequently intemLxes with oak forest

or semideciduous forest at lowr elevations chiefly on the southeastern
slopes of the mountains.

It is an open formation consisting of small,

angular trees, widely scattered, with a ground cover of variable density
consisting of low to medium length coarse grasses, some sedges, and
occasional shrubs.

Prominent trees are Curatella americana L. (sand

paper tree) and gyrsonlroa crassifolia (L.) DC. (nanche); Apeiba tibourbou
Ambl. also occurs in the savanna, in the mature semideciduous forest
formation as well as in low, dense secondary forest.

I would place this

savanna in the "Orchard" phase of Beard's "Tall Bunch-Grass Type" (1953:
I9O-I92). The medium to large sized Quercus oleoides S.& 0. is a fairly
numerous tree where savanna and open semideciduous forest exist and in
oak forest as well.

I also found Spondias mombin L. -(hog plum), a

fairly large, sparsely branched tree, in the open type of semideciduous
forest and in the savanna formation.
Savanna occupies small.areas in the Sierra.
150 meters elevation.

It is mostly below

The land surface in this formation is gently

undulating and very gradually rises toward the north.

Surface soil

varies from grayish to dark brown, is friable, and appears to be a clay
loam, becoming sandy in some sections.

Exposed rocks, apparently basalt

and tuff, occur frequently; the soil is thin in such places but else
where it seems fairly deep.
Total annual precipitation in the savanna areas averages about
1700 millimeters.

Records at the nearest station, Guasuntlan, and at

other stations in the foothills on the southern side of the range, show
five months (January to May) and occasionally six (December) with less
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than 100 millimeters of precipitation.

Acooixiing to Beard (1953*196)

and others, a month with below this amount can be considered a drought
period in the moist tropics.

It appears, therefore, that in this savanna

there is a sufficiently long dry period to allow the ground vegetation
to become combustible.
Although I did not observe the effects of a rain on this savanna,
I es^ect that internal drainage would be poor considering the low relief
in most parts of the formation.

It is uncertain idiether there is internal

drainage impedance by a claypan or the bedrock.

Considering the fre

quency of outcrops, however, bedrock may contribute to poor drainage.
These savanna areas are little used either for agriculture or
grazing.

I did observe some felling and burning of the semideciduous

forest in the vicinity of the savanna, but saw no extensive burning and
none in the savanna itself.

The present population of these savanna

areas is low; only a few small villages and occasional huts are within
or adjacent to the formation.

Budowski (1959*266) indicated that fre

quency of fires in the tropics was in direct relation with the density
of population in regions vdiere fires are possible.

I think that extensive

man-made fires in these savannas are infrequent or do not occur now. No
large formerly inhabited sites have been discovered within the savanna
areas, but there is reason to believe that the section was used during
colonial times and probably also in the preconquest period*

In view of

this and the considerable areas of oak and semideciduous forests sur
rounding and within the savanna, it is possible that lightning-caused
and man-made fires have occurred frequently enough in the past to have
resulted in savanna expansion at the expense of the other forest
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formations. The survival of fire resistant trees (e.g., Curatella,
Eyrsonlma) and the propensity of people in tropical areas to remove
forest, points brought out by Budowski (19^9:268,271) and others, could
have been factors in the formation of these limited savanna areas.
Budowski (1959:273) also said that all experiments conducted so far show
that there is no savanna which eventually would not revert to forest
where protected from fires and when seed source is nearby, A condition
for such a process exists in parts of the savannas where oaks and trees
from the semideciduous forest are inteiroixed with the savanna tree
species.
The cause of the savanna here cannot be ascertained from present
evidence.

An intensive investigation might indicate that this savanna

is the result of both fire in connection with the drought periods, and
edaphic conditions, with the former being active in its early develop
ment, occasionally contributing to its expansion at present, and the
latter aiding in its preservation.
Forest remnants, tree rows, thickets and open fields. Wherever
the forest has been cleared and the land enç>loyed permanently for agri
culture or grazing, vegetation in the form of tree rows, dense thickets
and weedy fields is characteristic of the landscape.

Most of such land

lies in the more densely populated southern and southwestern parts of
the Sierra, but as can be seen on Figure 7j there are large areas near
Bahia Sontecomapan and Punta Roca Partida.

Remnants of primary and

secondary rain and semideciduous forest are found in the humid and drier
sections respectively (Plate XK).

Brera elata (Sw. ) Griseb. and other

species of nettles are fairly caramon in the humid areas at forest edges.
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PLATE XIX

SECONDARÏ FOREST
3 km. east-norbheast La Victoria, 1^0 iti. a.s.l.

This photograph shows

a trail through humid forest in an area where much disturbance of the
vegetation has occurred. Most of the trees are of medium to small size
with few large ones remaining from the primary forest.

There is a dense

understory of shrubs, saplings, bamboo and the spiny palm Astrocaryum
meocLcanum liebm.

The large-leaved Heliconia latispatha Benth. occurs

at edges and openings.
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in openings and àlong trails, especially in secondary growth.

Common

trees growing from green fence posts placôd in field edges are Bursera
Simaroba, Gliricidia sepium (Jacq. ) Stend. (called coquite by the local
people) and Erythrina americana ^G.11., in addition to those such as
cultivated zapotes and mangos.

Shrubs found abundantly in areas tdiere

successional vegetation was growing up are Polymnia maculata Cav,, Gordia
spinescens L*, Bamelia patens Jacq., Piper auritum H.B.K., and Gonostegia
xalapensis (Boopl. ) DG.

Botanists from the forestry research station

in Mexico City listed species of Zexmani^, Desmodium and Iresine as
common in secondary growth near Zapoapan. Weedy fields are extensively
overgrown with the low conçosite Melampodium divaricatum (Rich.) DG.,
its yellow flowers being conspicuous in late spring.
littoral and mangrove. The volcanic headlands fronting the Gulf
and the intervening stretches of shore possess a distinct type of vege
tation.

The headland faces support low, windswept trees, shrubs and

herbaceous plants subject to salt spray.

Some of these plants have

scleropbyllous leaves or leaf parts and are evergreen. Along the ridge
bordering the sand beaches grow strips of small, gnarled trees, occa
sional cacti, and dense thickets interspersed with coarse grassy areas,
(Plate XX), reflecting the exposure to wind and salt spray as well as
the lower annual precipitation.

Littoral vegetation is variable in

width, scanetimes extending several hundred meters inland.

Its represen

tation on Figure 7 is necessarily not always to scale. Mangrove forma
tion is restricted to the Bahia Sontecoraapan where it attains suffi
cient development to form in places a closed forest up to 20 meters in
height.

Biizophora mangle L. is a common species in this type.
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PLATE XX

GULF SHORE
Toro Prieto, sea level.

Scattered cactus Opuntia sp. and other xero-

phytic plants occur on the narrow sandy ridge of the low coastal strips
between volcanic headlands.

Punta Roca Partida is in the center, Isla

Terron at left.
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CHAPTER THREE
EÂTJNAL ELEMMTS
]htroduction
The size of idie Sierra de Tuxtla and the large proportion that
is essentially wilderness precluded a thorough zoogeographical study of
its avian and mammalian faunas.

investigation of the birds and mam

mals, therefbre, was limited to brief visits in various habitats through
out the region.

I was able to secure information on the areal and

altitudinal distribution and relative abundance of most nontransient
bird species and on the twenlqr species of larger forest inhabiting mam
mals that I selected for study.

During the field work of i960 and 1962

I recorded ^7 bird species that had not been reported previously from the
Sierra.

The nature of my investigation permitted ecological analysis

of the birds and mammals principally on an areographical level. The
length of my stay enabled me to observe almost a full cycle of seasonal
activity, but much remains to be learned about the resident birds and
mammals.
life Zones
The Sierra de Tuxtla is altitudinally and areally within the
Tropical life Zone.

Both the Humid ïÿper (Subtropical) and Lower Trop

ical Zones occur in the range, encongxassing the extensive rain forest
and the restricted areas of cloud forest.

The Arid Division of the

Lower Tropical Zone also extends irregularly into the Sierra on the
86
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inland side. This zone includes mainly the semi-open palm-forest-grass
areas, the pine-oak, oak and tropical semideciduous forests and savanna.
Its boundary with the Humid Lower Tropical Zone is transitional and
tongues of the latter extend well into the Arid Zone in ravines and
deep valleys.

Loetscher (192)1:63) gave the approximate upper limit of

the (Lower) Tropical Zone as 2700 feet (823 meters) in Veracruz, and
further divided this into upper and lower sections meeting in central
Veracruz at 1200-1^00 feet (365-U57 meters) above sea level.

Lowery and

Dalquest (1951:^37) considered 1700 feet (^18 meters) as an approximate
lower average elevation of the %per Tropical (Subtropical) Life Zone.
Goldman (19^1:316) said that the Lower Tropical Zone in southern Mexico
extends from sea level to about 2^0 feet (762 meters ) on north slopes
and to about 3000 feet (912) meters) on south slopes.
ly investigations show that there are no distinct life zone
boundaries in the Tuxtlas.

La regard to zonal indicators, Wetmore and

Loetscher mentioned that bird species of the %per Tropical Zone element
range to lower altitudes, particularly during the months of the northern
winter.

I found this to be the case even during the warmer periods of

the year when species such as the Purplish-backed Quail-Dove (Geotrygcn
lawrencii), White-throated Robin (Turdus assimilis), Slate-colored
Solitaire (Hyadestes unicolor). Slate-throated Redstart (lyioborus miniatus), Common Bush-Tanager (Ghlorospingus opthalmicus) and Chestnut€
capped Brush-Plnch (Atlapetes brunnei-nucha ), occur frequently at 600
meters above sea level and even below k$0 meters.

Some mammals, for

example. Howler Monkey (Alouatta villosa). Spider Monkey (Ateles geoffroyi), Tayra (ELra barbara) and Kinkajou (Potos .flavus), probably more
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characteristic of the Lower Tropical Stone in Mexico, range well içward
into the hi^er zone. The Axld Division of the Lower Tropical Zone is
also in most places not well defined, at least on the basis of the avifannal elements. From an analysis of the temperature and moisture
conditions and the distribution of plant formations it is possible to
delineate the approximate life zone boundaries in these mountains, using
as general indicators the altitudinal ranges of some characteristic bird
species. Figure 8 depicts this life zone pattern.

Although life zone

definition is basically dependent on temperature in combination with
moisture conditions, the former is not significant with respect to per
manent environmental changes throu^ the cong)aratively small, relief of
these mountains at this rather low latitude. Annual rainfall and the
length and severity of the dry season are of more value in determination
as is evident in the boundary location of the Arid Division, but are
much less so in regard to the border between the humid zones.

The

transitional nature of these boundaries, particularly that between Arid
and Humid Tropical, is evident from the altitudinal movement and mixing
of the faunal elements.

A detailed study of the Sierra’s flora might

enable a more definite demarcation to be made between the Humid Upper
and Lower Tropical Zones.
Avifauna
Composition. A total of 384 species of birds representing 62
families have been recorded in the Sierra de Tuxtla region as outlined
in this study.

The abrupt descei't of the seaward slopes to the Gulf in

many places and the continuity vf forest habitat there make sea level
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a more practical delimitation for avifaunal analysis of nontransients.
There are conçaratively few species restricted only to these low-lying
areas.

The 100 meter contour inland boundary marks a transitional level

through lâiich many species move, but serves to exclude in general most
of those characteristic of true lowland avifauna.
There is no evidence of breeding for many birds that seem to be
resident in the Sierra.

On the basis of their frequency and time of

occurrence, abundance and behavior, however, most of the species in
question probably breed in the region.

Nontransient species recorded

number 263, representing 6o families. This group includes 39 species
that are probably only visitants, several having been recorded only once
or twicei since there is suitable breeding habitat in the region for
them, it is possible that some actually do so at the present time.
of them breed in other parts of Mexicv.

All

A few species are resident in

the Sierra only during part of the year, migrating southward for the
northern winter months.

Appendix C contains a complete list (partially

annotated) of the nontransient bird foims that, to my knowledge, have
been recorded in the region.
Table II shows that in the conç)osition of the nontransient avi
fauna about half of its species belong to only about 10 per cent of the
families; the Tyrannidae possess by far the largest number of members
(26) with the Ardeidae, Accipitridae, Columbidae, Trochilidae, Icteridae,
Thraupidae and Fringillidae having at least ten each.

Most families

have less than six members each and one-third are represented by only
one species each.
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TABLE II
NUMBER OF NONTRANSIENT BIRD SPECIES BY FAMILIES
RECORDED IN THE SIERRA DE TTJXTLA
Family

Breeds

Tinamidae (tinamous)

a

Podicipedidae (grebes)

2

Pelecanidae (pelioams)

1

Probably
Breeds

Visitant

Fhalacrocoracidae (coniiorants )

1

Anhingidae (anhingas)

1

Fregatidae (frigate birds)

1

Ardeidae (herons, bitterns)

h

Cochleariidae (Boat-billed Herons)

2

1

Ciconiidae (storks)

1

Threskiomithidae (ibises)

1

Anatidae (ducks, geese, swans)

2

Cathartidae (New World vultures)

2

1

Accipitridae (hawks, eagles)

6

6

Pandionidae (ospreys)

1

Falconidae (falcons, caracaras)

3

Cracidae (guans, curassows, chachalacas)

3

Phasianidae (partridges, quails)

2

Araraidae (lin^kins )

1

1

Rallidae (rails, gallinules)

2

Heliomithidae (smgrebes)

1

Jacanidae (jacanas)

1

3

Charadriidae (plovers)
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Breeds

Family

Probably
Breeds

Laridae (gulls^ tems)

Visitant
h

10

Columbidae (pigeons, doves)
Psittacidae (parrots)

2

S

Cuculidae (cuckoos, anis)

2

%rtonidae (bam owls)

1

Strigidae (owls)

3

%ctybiidae (potoos)

1

Caprimulgidae (ni^tjars)
>

2

1

1

2

1

•

Apodidae (swifts)
TrochjJldae (hurarain^irds )

ih

Trogonidae (trogons)

k

Alcedinidae (kingfishers)

h

Itoîiotidae (motmots )

2

Galbulidae (jacamars)

1

Samphastidae (toucans)

3

Picidae (woodpeckers)

9

Dendrocolaptidae (woodcreepers)

6

Fumariidae (ovenbirds)

h

Formicariidae (antbirds)

3

Pipridae (manikins)

1

1

Cotingidae (cotingas)
Tyrannidae (tyrant flycatchers)

22

Hirundinidae (swallows)

3

Corvidae (crows, jays)

2

Paridae (titmice)
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Family
Troglodytidae (wrens )

Breeds

Probably
Breeds

Visitant

$

Mjiddae (mockiugb’’rds, thrashers)

1

Tvirdidae (thrushes )

5

Sylviidae (gnatcatchers, kinglets)

2

Cyclarhidae (peppershrikes)

1

Vireolaniidae (shrike-vireos)

1

Vireonidae (vireos)

3

Coerebidae (honeycreepers^

2

Parulidae (wood warblers)

6

ELoceidae (weaver finches)

1

1

Icteridae (blackbirds, orioles)

11

3

Thraupidae (tanagers)

13

i

Fringillidae (finches, grosbeaks, sparrows) llj.
The Tinamidae and Alcedinidae are well represented in the Sierra,
each with four of the five species resident in Middle America.

Other

families with a relatively high percentage (30 or more), excluding those
with only one or two members in Middle America, are the Ardeidae (6o per
cent), Cathartidae (75 per cent), Accipitridae (39 per cent), Falconidae
(1:6 per cent), Cracidae (37 per cent), Columbidae (1:3 per cent), Ramphastidae (37 per cent), and Dendrocolaptidae (30 per cent).

The large

families Trochilidae and Fringillidae are relatively poor in numbers of
species (ll: per cent), and the Phasianidae, Pipridae, Corvidae and
Mimidae have less than 1 per cent of their Middle American foiros occurring
as nontransients in the region.
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Habitat. The fairly great variety of habitats in the Sierra de
Trnctla and the fact that many species are not restricted to one type
make it difficult to assign some species to particular habitats. Ap
pendix C has six major habitats based mostly on distinctive vegetation
associations, and contains the species that are primarily associated
with each. After each species is a general indication of its average
abundance in the Sierra in relation to other species in the habitat.
There is often variability in numbers at different seasons.

I based

abundance on actual numbers and frequency of occurrence from my own
records and those of other investigators.
In Appendix C the essentially nontransient avifauna of 262
species, excluding the House Sparrow (Passer domesticus), is distributed
in the various habitats as follows: 1) habitat k - 9^ species charac
teristic of tropical rain forest including cloud forest,

2) habitat B -

8l species which occur principally in the forest edge, thickets, bush
and tree rows and fields in humid areas,

3) habitat C - 20 species

characteristic of seraideciduous tropical forest, forest edge, thickets
and bush and tree rows in drier areas,
acteristic of pine and oak forest,

U) habitat D -

species char

S) habitat E - 1$ species which

range widely in humid and dry open areas, and 6) habitat F - li? species
which are usually associated with water bodies in the form of sea, lakes,
swamps and streams.
Areal distribution and relative abundance. Of the 9$ species
in habitat A, 20 (21 per cent) also frequent different types of less
humid habitatj in contrast, however, 6l (75 per cent) of the 8l species
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in habitat B range into drier areas.

The low percentage of forms in

habitat A occnrring in drier areas is an indication of the rather re
stricted ecological requiremeirbs of the tiropical rain forest species.
Twenty-eight families are represented in the rain forest habitat type.
The Tinamidae, Cracidae, Riasianidae, Psittacidae, Trogonidae, Momotidae,
Galbulidae, Bançhastidae, Dendrocolaptidae, Fumariidae, Pipridae,
Turdidae, Vireolaniidae, and Vireonidae have all their members or all
but one characteristic of the habitat. The Fringillidae and Icteridae,
however, have only about 3 and 1 per cent respectively represented.

In

considering relative observable abundance, a comparative analysis of the
species • status in habitats A and B, the two comprising most of the areal
extent of the Sierra, shows about 50 per cent of the species in the
latter habitat type as fairly common to abundant, but only 35 per cent
of those in the foimer type are classed as such.

Thus, despite the

greater number of species in rain forest habitat, they are generally less
abundant than are those in the other major habitat.

It is questionable

whether some species are more characteristic of one habitat than another
in the region, at least in relation to abundance.

For example, the

Streak-headed ¥oodcreeper (Lepidocolaptes souleyetii), though occurring
in rain forest regularly, also can be frequentljf observed in tropical
deciduous forest and oak forest. The Keel-billed Toucan (Rsm^hastos
eulfuratus ), Golden-olive Woodpecker (Piculus rubiginosus ) and Brightrumped Attila (Attila spadiceus) are other examples.

In such cases I

have tried to assign the species to the habitat type in idiich it appears
to be most numerous.
The majority of the Cuculidae, Cotingidae, Corvidae, Icteridae
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and Fringillidae are found in habitat B.

Almost half of the large

Tyrannidae family and the Thratçiidae also occur in this type.

Often

some habitat B species enter the forest or frequent natural or man-made
openings, but primarily they are birds of edge and more open sections.
Although in general they are more abundant than the rain forest habitat
species, many fonas are irregularly distributed over the region; several,
such as the Red-eyed Cowbird (Tangavius aeneus) and the White-collared
Seedeater (Sporôph'^la torqueola), concentrate in flocks and may be
absent in many suitable areas. The distribution of the species within
the humid forest is more regular, although small flocks of several
species frequently occur, especially when not breeding.

This even

density of birds is to be expected in the relatively homogeneous habitat
of the humid forest.
The forms characteristic of habitat C, besides being considerably
less in number of species than those of the previous two habitat types,
are markedly less abundant; only two of the 20 species are fairly common
in the Sierra.
the range.

Over half occur occasionally in the more humid parts of

Only two characteristic species are common in the D or pine-

oak habitat, the Red-billed Azure-crown (Amazilia cyanocephala) and the
Acorn Wbo(%)ecker (Ifelanerpes 'formicivorus ). The former ranges up to the
open ridge areas near the gum-oak forests and the latter also occurs at
low elevations in open semideciduous tropical forest.

Nine of the 15

«

widely ranging species are infrequently observed in the Sierra.

The

White-collared Swift (Streptoprocne zonaris) and particularly Vaux's
Swift (Chaetura vauxi) often congregate in large flocks. Many species
associated with or dependent upon water range widely in both humid and
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drier sections, inhabiting stream and lake shores as well as adjacent
open fields and forest edges.

There are few small areas besides Bahia

Sontecomapan capable of supporting marsn birds.

The Broun Pelican

(Pelecanns occidentalis ) and Magnificent Frigatebird (Rregata magnificens)
range into the Sierra and apparently breed on Isla Terrdn in the Gulf
near Punta Roca Partida.

Bahia Sontecomapan supports a number of the

Ardeidae, most also Occurring at higher elevations.

The Sungrebe (Beli-

omis fulica) and Gray-necked Wood-Rail (Aramides cajanea) have been
recorded near sea level, but the latter may occur at hi^er levels.
The members of the Charadriidae and laridae have been observed at sea
level and in the vicinity of Lago Gateraaco and could breed on the more
remote coastal areas.

The most numerous species in habitat iype F are

the Olivaceous Cormorant (Rxalacrocoraz olivaceus ) and the Snowy Egret
(Leucophoyx thula), both abundant on Lago Catemaco, but uncommon else
where.
Altitudinal distribution. Altitudinal distribution of birds
correlates not only with climatic elements as evidenced by the differ
ent vegetation formations, but with the latter’s modification by the
human element.

The maximum altitude of the Sierra is low (I660 meters)

compared to other mountain ranges in Ifezico^ and vertical ten^rature
change (noimal lapse rate) is not great.

Normal altitudinal ranges of

most birds, therefore, do not seem to be affected by temperature.

A few

species’ vertical ranges extend from sea level to the highest points of
Idle Sierra.

Yet most occur within smaller altitudinal limits and the

distribution of the various original plant foimations and their modifi
cations seems to be the principal governing factor.

Therefore, in
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Appendix C I have included the approximate altitudinal ranges above
sea level for most species.

These limits are in some instances tenta

tive and it is likely that the içper altitudinal limits of a number of
species, such as the Black-chinned Jacamar (Galbula ruficauda) and
Scaled Antpitta (GralJaria guatimalensis ), are greater than is indicated.
For species recorded once or twice specific elevations are given.
The species’ elevations in the humid forest habitat type show
that about two-thirds of the forms were not recorded above about 9^0
meters elevation. The one-third observed above this elevation are those
species ranging over most of the altitudinal extent of the Sierra and
those typical of the %)per Tropical Zone.

That some of the latter occur

commonly to much below the 9^0 meter level, especially during less
favorable weather from October to March, indicates the ill-defined nature
of the %per Tropical Zone here.

As tifetmore (19lt3:223) pointed out,

such species tend to descend lower here than in the mountains of Central
America, being affected by the lower temperatures brought by heavy rains
and the colder storms from the north.
The great majority of bird species in the region are primarily
residents of the Lower Tropical Zone. lÆLth the few exceptions, of, wide
ranging species such as the Black Vulture (Coragyps atratus) and those
frequenting all elevations, e.g.. Red-billed Pigeon (Golumba flavirostris),
Bar-tailed Trogon (Trogon collaris), and Golden-olive Woodpecker (Piculus
rubiginosus), most range well below 1000 meters elevation.

Only about

10 per cent of the Sierra's land is above 7 ^ meters, an areal factor
restricting the conçarative nuaber of birds at higher altitudes, and
the continuous forest habitat there also limits the variety of species.
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The interdigitation of the drier areas in the region

more

hnmid sections of forest, especially in stream valleys and ravines, and
the average annual rainfall even in the less humid areas being fairly
high (usually over 1^00 millimeters) with no prolonged dry season, tend
to make the drier subzone less well defined.

Therefore, I have not

listed birds characteristic of the Arid Division of the Tropical Zone
in the region.

Those species contained in Appendix C, habitats C and D

are most indicative of drier conditions.
History, endemism, affinities. Although Staehelin has indicated
that the basement ridge of the Sierra de Tuxtla acted as a barrier
against the sea advance during the middle Mesozoic, it is not certain
whether it was continually emergent during the Tertiary inundations.

The

history of its present avifauna probably begins in the late Tertiary
Period subsequent to the range’s permanent emergence and greatest uplift
in the Pliocene %och.

As in other parts of Mexico and Central America,

the Sierra was affected by the faunal mixing that occurred during the
Tertiary and which probably increased after the closing of the water
gaps between North and South America and the cooling of the climate in
North America in the late Tertiary and Pleistocene. Thus, the Sierra
has been open to avifaunal colonization from both north and south for
only a conparatively short period of geologic time.
Even during the lowered tençerature of the Pleistocene glacial
stages it is unlikely that the climate of the Sierra ever became cooler
than warm temperate.

From the Eocene to the Pleistocene and in the

letter’s intei^lacial stages, it was probably tropical (Dorf, 1959:18^199).

Thus, though tropical vegetation elements were less abundant, and
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the %per Tropical life Zone probably descended in elevation during the
Pleistocene and perhaps earlier (Griscom, 19^0:358), bird life was not
impoverished or ccnçjletely displaced. No doubt some bird species of
tropical affinity moved southward and those of the %per Tropical Zone
to lower altitudes. Nhen the climate ameliorated after the final glacial
stage, the humid tropical vegetation elements proliferated and were
able to attain their present abundance farther north.

Bird species

characteristic of the Upper Tropical Zone then ascended to higher eleva
tions and established themselves, and the northern extension of tropical
vegetation provided a continuous route for dispersal of Lower Tropical
Zone birds from the Central American lowlands.
It is possible that there was some interchange of %per Tropical
Zone forms between the Sierra and inland mountains during the lowered
elevation of this zone, but there is no geological evidence that the
Sierra was ever connected to other ranges by a highland.

Therefore, the

physical isolation of the Sierra by lowlands has been of sufficient
duration to enable endemic birds and other vertebrate foims to develop.
Wetmore (19^3:22$) listed five %per Tropical Zone endemic birds from
Gerro Tuxtla and Volcân San Martin Tuxtla, and Lowezy and Newman (19k9:
6) later determined another from those collected by Wetmore.

The new

endemic species of toad and tree frog described by Firschein (19^0:8ii)
and Firschein and Smith (1956:17) also were from Volcan San Martin
Tuxtla.

The latter paper mentioned that at least eight endemic forms of

reptiles and ançhibians have been reported from the range.

All the

endemics are considered to be fragments of the fauna represented during
cooler conditions of the Pleistocene and preserved in isolation in the
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Sierra.

I did not find any new endemic forms in the region.

There

remains the possibility of discovering endemics, however, if intensive
study is undertaken at the high elevations, particularly in the lesser
known southeastern massif.
I found five of the six endemic birds to be well distributed in
the humid forest throu^out the mountain range mostly at liigher eleva
tions.

The minimum altitudinal limits of four, however, vary from only

about 300 to 600 meters above sea level, the fifth not ranging below
about 900 meters and the sixth, the Wedge-tailed Sabrewing (Campylopterus
curvipennis excellens), occurring down to sea level. Despite the
relatively low minimum altitudes attained by several of these birds, the
subspecific differentiation of all except the last mentioned was assured
by ecological isolation in two ways. First, they are adapted to con
ditions of hi^ humidity, and to cooler temperatures than those extant
in the lowlands.

Second, they are restricted to a habitat of montane

rain forest in the Sierra.

Since forest types in the lowlands surround

ing the Sierra de Tuxtla are different both in structure and plant
composition from this montane forest, they do not present suitable habi
tat for the endemic bird forms, and thus serve as an effective isolating
barrier. The extensive lowlands bordering the Sierra are markedly drier
than the montane forest except idiere sections of swamp forest occur. An
exception to this dryness is on the south-southeast where higher rain
fall and more humid conditions extend from the Coatzacoalcos basin.
The essentially less humid conditions, however, if they have persisted
for a considerable length of time as seems likely, present a significant
element conducive to isolation of the Sierra de Tuxtla.

The endemic

hummingbird Oan^ylopterus curvipennis excellens has been found outside
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the Sierra near Jesus Carranza (Lowery and Dalquest, 19^1 î583).

It

occurs to sea level in the Sierra and ranges readily into forest edge.
Although conditions suitable for its primary differentiation exist at
higher elevations in the Sierra, this hummingbird's mobility and adapt
ability enabled it to extend into the lowlands, particularly "vdiere more
humid conditions exist, as in the Coatzacoalcos basin.
It is probable that additional endemic forms of more sedentary
animals, such as amphibians, exist in the Sierra at upper elevations
where relatively stable conditions have long persisted.

The mobility

and adaptability of birds probably precludes any except the ecologically
restricted Upper Tropical Zone species from evolving into endemic forms
in the Sierra.

It is also possible that small endemic mammals may yet

be found in the Sierra de Tuxtla, but from the presently known taxonomic
status, range extent, ecological requirements and relative lack of
plasticity of most larger tropical mammals, it appears unlikely that new
forms of the latter will be discovered in the region.
Wetmore remarked on the survival of %per Tropical Zone endemic
birds on Volcin San ^Martin Tuxtla despite the recent volcanic activity
there.

The three eruptions in the first third of the l6th century,

1661; and 1793, which apparently created only local alterations of habitat,
are the sole disturbances on record for the Sierra.

Some of the volcanic

cones and ridges of the Volcan San Martin Tuxtla and many of those in the
Volcàti Santa Marta massif appear to be at least several centuries old
#
and not foimed by any recent activity. The majority of the Upper Tropical
Zone birds, including the endemic forms, also inhabit the Santa Iferta
massif5 thus, the largely forested ridge north of Lago Catemaco forms a
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connecting route for an interchange of these species between the massifs,
especially since a number descend to lower elevations during part of the
year.

Therefore, since it appears that volcanic disturbances after the

Sierra's formation have not occurred simultaneously throughout the range,
this route has possibly aided in the survival of the endemic species.
Although the Sierra has been open to bird movement from the north,
its climate and most of its habitats are essentially tropical; never
theless, it is sufficiently near the limits of the Neotropical region to
permit forms of northern affinity in its avifauna. The nontransient bird
species of the Sierra can be placed within the following elements (of.
Mayr,19i|.6): a) widely ranging families distributed in both tropical and
temperate areas of the world and of obscure origin, b) Pantropical
families widespread within the Old and New World tropics but of uncertain
origin,

c) Old World families originating in the Old World and arriving

in the New from very early to recent times, some of the early arrivals
establishing secondary evolutionary centers in America,

d) North Ameri

can families developed in North America during the Tertiary when the
continent was separated from South America,

e) Panamerican families

being either originally North American or South American but having
endemic genera and species in both, and f ) South American families well
developed in South America and scarce in Central America.
Table H I gives the numbers of families and nontransient species
representing each element in the Sierra de Tuxtla.

These figures show

that most families in the Sierra are included in the widely distributed
element and this element is second only to the Panamerican in number of
species.

Prominent in the widely distributed element are the Ardeidae,
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Accipitridae, Falconidae and Picidae.

It also includes the grebes,

pelicans, ducks, gulls, shorebirds and rails.

Elements of North Ameri

can and Old World origin, many having arrived in the region from the
north, total 21 families with 68 species, in contrast with the essen
tially southern origin of the Panamerican and South American elements,
represented here by only l6 families, but including 111 species.

The

North American and Old World elements consist of such families as the
Columbidae, Cuculidae, Strigidae, Turdidae, Troglodytidae, Parulidae
and Fringillidae (subfamily Cardueünae ). I4any forms in the major ■
»

families of the Panamerican element (Tyrannidae, Trochilidae, Icteridae)
have moved far into North America, >jith the exception of those in the
Thraupidae.

Only a small percentage of some large South American ele

ment families (Fumariidae, Formicariidae) reach the region. Almost
half of the species comprising these last two elements are characteristic
of the humid forest forming a continuous route for their immigration
from the south. The avifauna of the Sierra, therefore, is composed of
a large number of species in the widely distributed and Pantropical
elements of unknown or uncertain origin (30 per cent of the nontransients
recorded). Apart from these elements, species of southern origin pre
dominate (i|.2 per cent) in comparison to those with more northern affin
ities (26 per cent), reflecting the essentially tropical nature of the
more sedentary portion of the avifauna.
TABLE III
AVIFAÜNAL ELEMENTS IN THE SIERRA DE TUSTLA
Element
Widely distributed

Families

Species

17

66
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Element

Families

Pantropical

Species

7*

lit

Old World

11^-

lt3

llortJi American

U-x- ^bs-

2$

Panamerican

71-“-«-^

South American

12* **

it3

* Family Fringillidae included
** Family Sylviidae included
*** Includes one family and three species of northern origin
Itemmalian Fauna
There has been little study of mammals in the Sierra de Tuxtla.
Kelson and Goldman did some work on mammals during their brief stay in
I89U, and Leopold visited the region t-jhile engaged in his research on
game animals.

The geographic ranges in Mexico of 9h mammal species

include the Sierra de Tuxtla (Hall and Kelson, 1959 ). Table TV gives a
list of the mammal families and the number of species in each occurring
or possibly occiuring in the region.

The T^vo-toed Anteater (Cyclopes

didactyiis ) and the Hooded Skunk (Mephitis macroura) also may range into
the Sierra,

Almost 50 per cent of the mammals are bats.

I selected for

study 20 species of mammals from ten families on the basis of a) hab
itat (most are primarily inhabitants of humid tropical forest, the major
remaining undisturbed plant formation in the region), b) size (they and
their signs are relatively easy to observe and they are known by many of
the local people),

c) abundance (several are rare and others are de

creasing due to various causes),

d) food source (a number are often

utilized by the local people for subsistence). Although part of the
information I secured on these species is from my own observations, a
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considerable amount is necessarily derived from, reports of inhabitants,
particularly hunters, from all sections of the Sierra.

Obviously, this

latter source varies in reliability and accuracy, a factor that must
be considered at all times in evaluating such information.
TABLE IV
MAMMAL FAMILIES AND NUMBER OF SPECIES IN EACH
miGH OCCUR OR MAT OCCUR IN THE SIERRA DE TUXTLA*
Didelphidae (opossums )
Soricidae (shrews)

1;
,

^

2

Etaballonuridae (sac-winged bats)

k

Riyllostomidae (American leaf-nosed bats)

22

Desmodontidae (vampire bats)

2

Natalidae (funnel-eared bats)

1

Vespertilionidae (vespertilionid bats)

9

Molossidae (free-tailed bats)

7

Cebidae (monkeys)

2

Mynnecophagidae (anteaters )

1

Dasypodidae (armadillos)

1

Leporidae (rabbits)

2

Sciuridae (squirrels)

'

2

Geomyidae (pocket gc^ers)

1

Heteromyidae (heteromyids )

2

Cricetidae (cricetids)

8

Erethizontidae (New World porcupines)

1

Dasyproctidae (agoutis, pacas)

2

Canidae (wolves, coyote, foxes)

2
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Procyxxoidae (raccoons)

it

Mustelidae (mnstelids)

S

Felidae (cats)

5

Tapiridae (tapirs)

1

Tayasstddae (peccaries)

2

Cervidae (cervids )

2

* Hall and Kelson (19^9).
Habitat, distribution and abnndance. All but four, the River
Otter (Lutra canadensis), Jaguarundi (Felis yagouarovmdi). Mountain lion
(Felis concolor) and Collared Feccaiy (Pecari tajacu), of the twenty
species of mammals discussed here are primarily inhabitants of humid
tropical forest in the Sierra and dependent upon this habitat for sur
vival. Several may occasionally range into the drier areas of semi
deciduous forest, but these are not extensive in the region.

Conse

quently, the distribution of the mammal species considered here corre
sponds approximately to the area of unbroken humid forest in the range,
except for the four species mentioned above; Felis yagouaroundi and
Pecari tajacu often frequent forest edge or dense thickets beyond the
forest proper.

Felis concolor ranges in various habitats and Lutra

canadensis occurs entirely in and near water.

An account of the status

of each species follows.
The Howler Monkey (Alouatta villosa) is a fairly caramon resident
in the Sierra.

It occurs from near sea level to at least 1300 meters in

the primary rain forest and cloud forest.

I recorded no more than two

of these monkeys together and one hunter had seen no more than four in
a groiç), but Pedro Ifeteo of Piedra Labrada reports 15 or 20 seen at one
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time.

They may be more nmerous on. the Gulf slopes of the Santa Marta

massif than they are north of Volcan San Martin Turtla.

I recorded

from one to five individuals on the latter volcano and on Volcan Santa
Marta, near Cerro Carapanario, above Colonia Huatusco, near l^fontepxo,
above Sontecomapan and near the Cumbres de Bastonal and the

r £o

Carizal.

I do not believe that Howler Monkeys are hunted to a great extent, al
though no doubt they are killed when there is opportunity. Some people
of Ocotal Chico believe that there are as many monkeys as there have
ever been.

Locally, this may be true, but the continual removal of the

■tall rain forest has certainly decreased their total number. The How
ler is commonly called mono zambo, sometimes anHador and rarely saraguato. It is Imown as bumbumutsu by the Popolucas of the Ocotal area.
The Spider Monkey (Ateles geoffroyi ) is called mono change by the
local people.

It is a common mammal in many sections of the Sierra.

In

both primary and secondary forest it ranges from sea level to at least
lÿX) meters and also is sometimes found in the less humid forests. From
two or three to about 20 or 30 is the usual variation in grotp size in
the Sierra.

I believe the Spider îtonkey is subject to greater hunting

pressure than is the Howler; occasionally young ones are captured and
sold as pets.
The Tamandua (Tamandua tetradactyla) or brazo fuerte is generally
uncommon through the Sierra.

This anteater ranges into the içper ele

vations to at least 1000 meters.

Almost everyone knew it, most indica

ting that there were a few in their respective areas.

It was reported

to be fairly common near Montepxo, Ocotal Chico and the Bastonal.

Gaiy

Ross observed one at about 1000 meters elevation on Volcin Santa Marta.
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I found a dead anteater near the northwest side of Lago Catemaco; and a
live one captured near the

K lo

Cuetzalapan was brought to me,

I was not successful in finding the Forest Rabbit (Sylvilagus
brasiljensis)» Apparently it is uncommon in this region as few of the
local people knew it, Alfonzo Lazaro called it rare, but has found it
in the forest above Los Mangos.

%igmenio Tegoma also knows it, but

said there were very few near Tapalapan.

Jose Arias, who lives near

the mouth of the R£o Carizal, had seen several in the nearby forest. A
.few were reported to be in the forests above Rancho Ahuacapan near
Cuetzalapan.

One of the Popoluca boys from Ocotal Chico stated that

this rabbit came to eat the beans in his field on one of the south ridges
of Volcân Santa Marta.
The tepescuintli or Paca (Agouti paca) is a fairly common specie»
in the wilder sections of the Sierra.

Its tracks and runways are fre

quently seen in the humid forest. As in other places in Mexico, its
meat is highly prized by the people and the animal is hunted frequently.
Paca meat is sold in the market in San Andres Tuxtla.

Although most

people considered the Paca to be fairly common, several indicated that
they have decreased markedly in numbers, especially near settlements.
A live one trapped on the Rfo Tougualtajapan was offered for sale.

Hi

■ the elfin forest at I6I4O meters on the north side of Volcân San Martin
Tuxtla I met four hunters who had just shot a tepescuintli. Near Laguna
Tisatal above Tapalapan %igmenio Tegoma filled several deep holes in a
rock cliff, because Pacas took refuge in such places when pursued during
hunts.

Leopold (1959:388) found it "fairly plentiful" in the Sierra.
In many sections the Agouti (Dasyprocta punctata) is as numerous
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as the Paca and in scane localities probably more so*
regard it as common.

It is partially diurnal.

Ixjcal people

I saw several during

the day. Their trails and burrows were evident in the forest.

It also

is hunted frequently for meat; reports from seme sections such as Oco
tal Chico and Los Mangos indicate there are few or none because of the
hunting pressure.
day or night.

Near Tapalapan they feed on the sugar cane in either

I was told that there was a bounty of ten pesos each on

them in this area.
I did not locate any Cacomistles (Bassariscus sumichrasti) in the
Sierra. Mtost people were unacquainted with the species. Bpigmenio
Tegoma at Tapalapan and a man on the

K lo

Tougualtajapan seemed to know

the animal, but were not clear as to its status.
The tejon or Coati (Nasua najrica) is fairly common in the Sierra.
The largest number of individuals I observed in a group was ten south
west of Sontecomapan; bands of I4O to ^0 are said to be not unusual in the
forests above Piedra Labrada.

They range high into the mountains.

At

800 meters on the trail below Cerro Car^anario I saw a hunter carrying
a large Coati, probably a male.

Near Laguna Tisatal, Etoigraenio Tegoma

fired at, but missed, a large solitary individual #iich ran down the
trail ahead.
The Kinkajou (Potos flavus) is well distributed in the humid
forest through the mountains.

All the local people knew it well and

called it marta. I observed them on Volcài San Martin Tuxtla, above
Colonia Huatusco, on the

r £o

Carizal and elsewhere.

They seem to be

entirely nocturnal and occur sometimes singly, but most often in pairs
or a group of three. At night it is easy to detect them in the trees
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as they move noisily about feeding on fruit.

Jeotulio Gutierrez said

that they eat the coffee berries in the groves above Ocotal Chico.

I

occasionally saw Kinkajou skins in the villages.
The Tayra (Eira barbara) is generally distributed, but rather
uncommon, in the region.

I saw this large weasel only above Sonteco

mapan and high on 7olc6i San Martin Tuxtla*

It is called "sugar cane

cat" by some of the people near Piedra Labrada where they say it feeds
on the cane.

Most commonly it is known as cabeza de viejo. The Tayra

is reported occasionally to run down Bed Brocket and is supposed to
drink the blood and leave the meat.

This weasel is also said to kill

snakes including venomous species*

One day at dawn at 1200 meters on

Volcin San Martin Tuxtla I quietly watched three,Tayras move past about
three meters distant.

They were extremely agile and when one perceived

me it juitped up and down on a log snarling and hissing in an aggressive
manner before making off into the forest.
No one I questioned knew the Grison (Galictus allamandi) in the
region and I did not observe it.
The River Otter or perro de agua (Lutra canadensis) is known by
most people living along the larger streams and is most numerous at
lower elevations on the Gulf side (Figure ?)*

Estimates of numbers

varied from two or three on a particular stream to 20 or 30 on the Rxos
Col and Maquina above Montepio (Plate XXI).
are too high.

The women washing clothes in the rivers in various places

saw them in the daytime.

José Arias said one or two came frequently

close to his house on the Rio Carizal.
field work.

I believe the last figures

I did not see any during ray

In addition to those rivers mentioned I was told that there
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PLATE XXI

COASTAL STREAM
1 Im* south Ktontepio, 10 m, a.s.l.

Low swamp or flood plain forest

borders the Sierra’s larger streams when they near the Gulf of Mexico*
On the

r£ o

Maquina, shown here, the forest floor is occasionally swept

clear of humus and leaves "ty inundations.

The River Otter (Lutra cana

densis) inhabits such waterways.
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were others on the Rfos Salinas, (Arroyo) del Oro, Palraa, Yougualtajapan,
Coxcoapan, Salado, Hgscalapan, Tecnanapan and Sochiapan. Andres Baxin
saw one or two in the

r £o

Tnlar, a small stream north of San Andrés

Tuxtla* There were also reports that the animal was rare in the Rios
Guasuntlan, (Arroyo) Hueyapan and Tecolapan on the southern and south
western sides of the range*

The River Otter does net seem to be hunted

much in the region ("Santiago Tuxtla, Rincon de >îaravilla," 1961:13)*
According to Raul Argudin the Jaguar (Felis onca) is not uncommon
in the Sierra de Tuxtla*

He gave a cautious estimate of "about fiftÿi"

I saw an old skin in Catemaco from near Cuetzalapan* Viy other infor
mants indicated that there were few and that the tigre is rare* A
young hunter in the virgin rain forest above Colonia Huatusco said a
cow had been killed by a Jaguar near there in early 1962* Andres Baxin
spoke of a Jaguar killed about mid-Hay of the same year high on the
southeast slope of Volcan San I-îart£n Tuxtla*
above Colonia Huatusco in I96I*

One was reported killed

I saw the track of a Jaguar at about

1100 meters on the southwest side of VolcAi San l'üartln Tuxtla in 1962,
and E* P* Edwards (personal communication) observed what he thought to
be a track of this cat on Volcan San Martin Pajapan* The Jaguar is
apparently not often hunted in the region unless cattle are killed*
From all indications the species is very uncommon and keeps mostly to
the extensive forests on the Gulf slope of the range*
The Mountain lion (Felis concolor) is rare in the Sierra de Tuxtla
and most reports of it came from the southeastern part of the range*
Jeotulio Gutierrez said that, unlike the Jaguar, it seemed to kill pigs
rather than cattle or horses*

Raul Argudin told me that he knen-j’of
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three leones killed in about twenty years.

In late May 19Ô2, I noticed

a fresh skin, measuring about six feet in length, hanging in the market
in San Andres Tuxtla.

The animal was killed near Z^oapan in the vi

cinity of Cerro dntepec about two or three weeks previously.
The ocelote or tigrillo (Felis pardalis) is fairly numerous in
the humid forests of the Sierra.

I saw their tracks in a number of

localities and their skins in various villages.

Pedro Mateo said that

this cat is a nuisance catching chickens around the new settlements
near Piedra Labrada.

Andres Baxin shot one on Volcdn San Martin Tuxtla

in November 1962, and one was killed on the sio ïbugualtajapan in August.
Jeotulio Gutierrez said that they are often killed above Ocotal Chico.
A young tigrillo for sale had been captured northwest of Lago Catemaco.
The people did not distinguish the Margay (Felis wiedii) and I did not
record it.
The onza or Jaguarundi (Felis yagouaroundi) is a fairly common
resident in certain sections and prefers thickets and forest edge to the
unbroken forest.

Because of this habitat preference it is more conspicu

ous than the other cats.

Several people remarked that it came close to

the villages and often caught domestic chickens.

I observed a red

phase onza crossing the road about two miles north of Santiago Tuxtla
and noted another in the same color phase near Laguna Tisatal.

R. W.

Dickerman saw a Jaguarundi at about 600 meters elevation on Cerro Gintepec.
A report of game birds and mammals in the region corç)iled by
Elias Gonzalez, Jefe Sector Forestal at San Andres Tuxtla (1962), notes
after the tapir, "casi agotado" (almost exhausted).

Raul Argudin
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estimated that “about 100" remain.

I >ias given estimates of about $0

above Montepxo and approximately 30 on and about Volcdh San Martin Tuxtla.
There is no doubt that the Baird’s Tapir (Tapirus bairdii), called danta
or anteburro, has decreased considerably in numbers in the past few
decades; it is certain, however, that a small number remain in the
unbroken humid forests and stream vall^s of both massifs.
Haul Argudin knew of about seven tapirs killed in the last 20
years, including two shot near La Palma in 1961, on the west side of
Bahia Sontecomapan.

In his book he recounted (19^5:33) the taking of

several, including one of "300 kilos." I heard a report in San Andres
Tuxtla that a hunting party had killed three, one a young animal, in
February 1962, between Montepio and Volcan San Martin Tuxtla.
Arias shot an adult and young in the forest of the

r £o

Jose

Carizal valley.

Two or three are killed annually near Montepio.
Above Laguna Tisatal in June fresh tapir tracks had been seen
much higher near Volcan San Martin Tuxtla on the southwest side.

In

April i960, Andres Baxin and I found the fresh tracks of a medium sized
tapir at I600 meters elevation in the mud bottom of the cone inside the
crater of Volcan San Martin Tuxtla.

3h July 1962, I noted tracks of a

small tapir at 800 meters elevation in the primary forest north of VolcAi
San Martin Tuxtla.

In late August 1962, Andres Baxin saw tapir tracks

measuring about six inches in diameter at about 1100 meters on the south
slope of this Volcan.

In the same month I found tracks of at least two

animals, one also measuring six inches across, near the Rio Carizal
about two kilometers inland from the Gulf of Mexico.
Pedro I-bteo of Piedra Labrada reported some tapirs now, but more
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in the past.

]h the coffee plantations on the sonth slopes of Volc6i

Santa Marta, Jeotnlio Gutierrez said they were "abundant" with trails,
tracks, and droppings commonly seen. The older people in this area
said that the tapir "is made out of all kinds of meat" and will not eat
them for fear of eating horse or burro meat.

It appears that most of

the remaining tapirs in the Sierra inhabit wilderness areas on Volcai
San Ifertin Tuxtla, between there and the Gulf to the north and northeast,
and the peaks and Gulf slopes, river goi^es and valleys of the Volcan
Santa Marta massif (Figure 9). Although a number of tapirs are killed
by the local people on sporadic hunts or on chance meeting,, scxne are
taken by organized parties from San Andres Tuxtla and other larger towns,
as well as by hunters from outside the region.
The status of the jabali or Collared Peccary (Pecari tajacu) in
the Sierra is not clear.

I saw none during my field work, but reports

indicated that they are fairly coçmion locaHjr.

Since a large part of

the region is covered by heavy humid forest, not ordinarily optimum
habitat for this species, it is likely that the Collared Peccary is more
numerous in the drier areas inland and in the forest edge and thickets
in cleared sections at lower elevations on the Gulf slopes.
hunted irregularly.

Th^ are

I was informed that they are seen in numbers in the

La Victoria section as well as in the lowland forests and thickets in
the vicinity of Bahia Sontecomapan. They were also r^orted from the
Ocbtal area and were considered more numerous near the Gulf of Mexico
near Piedra Labrada.
The %ite-lipped Peccary or marina (Tayassu pecari), as it is
known locally, was foimerly an abundant animal in the Sierra de Tuxtla.
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Jeotulio Gutierrez’ father, \iho is less than fifty years old, remembered
seeing these pigs filing down a trail in a group a hundred yards long in
the 7olc6i Santa I-îarta area.

Argudin recalled seeing as many as 300

animals about 20 years ago near the Rio Tougualtajapan. About 1$ years
ago Andres Baxin observed a large band of marinas around Volcan San
l-îart£n Tuxtla.

Dalquest (19i|^;ljll) stated that in January 19U8, he

heard vague imports of l^Jhite-lipped Peccary in the Sierra, but no person
questioned had actually seen one.

I questioned people closely in all

sections about this species. Most distinguished it readily from Pecari
tajacu. In all instances except two I was told that there were no mar
inas left.
Coyame

One exception was a man in Colonia Adalberto Tejeda above
vaguely indicated there were some left near the Rio Yougual-

tajapan. The other was Jeotulio Gutierrez ^ o said they had been seen
recently above San Fernando, west of Ocotal Chico, but they were rare.
The only first-hand record is my observation of two individuals
at about 600 meters elevation in the humid forest about

kilometers

southwest of Sontecomapan on April 17, I960 (Figure 9)* These ttro
passed about six meters away and returned as I remained motionless,
watching them forage in the leaf litter on the forest floor.

Several

informants said the peccaries had left the region and moved south;rard
beyond Acayucan, giving the impression that there vjas some sort of mi
gration.

It is clear from the evidence I obtained that few White-lipped

Peccaries remain anywhere in the region, and that heavy hunting was
probably a major cause of their rapid decline, since extensive areas
of suitable habitat still exist.
I observed tracks of the Red Brocket (lüazama americana) in many
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localities vip to the higher elevations through the hinnid forests of the
region.

Most people considered this small deer common.

Their skins

are evident in almost every village and are often used as the seats
and backs of wooden chairs.

These deer are chiefly nocturnal, usually

behave secretively and are seldom observed.

In 1962, above Dos Amates,

Gary Ross saw a Brocket that neither appeared startled nor ran away
immediately. Although we found fresh tracks on several night hunts, we
did not observe any deer.

Pedro Mateo and Jeotulio Gutierrez said the

temazate is heavily hunted and is decreasing in the Biedra labrada and
Ocotal areas. This is probably true in other sections, such as the south
slopes of Volcân San I&rtin Tuxtla, where they are frequently hunted.
Origin and affinities. The mammals of the Sierra de Tuxtla
reflect primarily the transitional character of Central America and
southern Mexico between the tropical and north tenç>erate American mam
malian faunas (Darlington, 19S7:33b).

Most families in the region are

primarily of North American or Old World origin, but several, Didelphidae (qpossums), M^rrmecophagidae (anteaters), Dasypodidae (armadillos)
and Mustelidae (mustelids), had major secondary radiation in South
America.

Apparently only the Erethizontidae (porcupines) and the Dasy-

proctidae (agoutis, pacas) have had their principal radiation very early
from South America with no knorm early ancestors in North America. The
origin of the American Cebidae is not certain. They may have dispersed
through North America despite no fossil evidence there, but they possibly
may be products of parallel evolution in South America.

The earliest

movements of the bats, a major component of the Sierra's fauna, are
unknown as most lack a fossil record. The Bnballonuridae (sac-winged
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bats), Desmodontidae (•rângjire bats) and Natalidae (funnel-eared bats)
are tropical in distribution; the Fhyllostomidae (American leaf-nosed
bats) are both tropical and warm temperate, and the Vespertilionidae
(vespertilionids ) cosmopolitan.
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CHAPTER POUR
human e l e m m t

Settlement and Population
Preconquest period» There is evidence that parts of the Sierra
de Tuxtla were settled at a very early date. Figurines considered to be
from the Preclassic Culture period (ca. 1^00 to 500 B.C.; Sears, 19^2:
2h$) have been found in archeological sites in and at the base of the
range. Malgarejo Vivanco (1960:19) indicated that coastal sections of
Veracruz have been inhabited since at least 1^00 B.C. Spinden mentioned
(19ii3:l53) that the cradle of the Mayan culture may have been in this
coastal belt where arid and humid conditions exist side by side and
where such figurines are found together with those of the Mayas.

I show

in Figure 10 the archeological sites which have been found in the Sierra
and their areal relationship with those in the surrounding lowlands.
The sites discovered in the Sierra are mostly the ceremonial type with
tençle and burial mounds, courtyards, stelae and idols.

Potsherds,

utensils, stone isolements and worked obsidian have been found in various
localities.

The large number of archeological sites at lower elevations

in the Sierra is an indication that there was a fairly dense precon
quest population, especially during the centuries immediately preceding
the arrival of the Spaniards. Figure 10 reveals that most of the sites
are around Lago Catemaco and in the valleys to the westward near San
Andres Tuxtla and Santiago Tuxtla.

There are several sites in the

coastal areas, indicating the presence of isolated early settlements at
121
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favorable locations.

Preconquest settlements, therefore, seem; to have

been mostly in the less humid areas on the southern side of the range in
locations where fertile soils and good sources of water occur. Apparent
ly most settlement did not extend much above sea level on the coast or
above 600 meters on the inland side of the Sierra.
Very few of the archeological locations in the Sierra de Tuxtla
have been excavated, so most of the artifacts discovered have been found
on or near the ground surface. The Tuxtla statuette, reported to have
been plowed up near San Andres Tuxtla (Holmes,19lt7:6pi), possesses glyph
characters triiich have been interpreted to be Mayan and to contain one of
the oldest dates (98 B.C., Spinden, 192b; 162 A.D., Morley, 19^:b8) in
the hemisphere.

There is controversy, however, in regard to the statue's

origin and whether it was carved later than the apparently early date
appearing on it (Blcm and Là Farge, 1926;b2). Valenzuela (19b5:90)
reported on the superficial excavation of several mounds on the

Rlo

Tuxtla at a site known as "La Mechuda" southwest of Santiago Tuxtla.
Here he found some small heads which he considers archaic in age.
Valenzuela (1939j 19b^) investigated sites in the barrio de Cam
peche (suburb of San Andrews Tuxtla), Matacapan, Isla Agaltepec, near
Tatocapan, Pollinapan, Cerro Tuxtla, Mata Canela, La Victoria, Belem
Chico (suburb of San Andres Tuxtla), and Plnca Ciruelo (3 km. east of
San Andréas Tuxtla). Near Tatocapan he found artifacts with similarities
to the Huasteca culture in the Panuco region, and at Pollinapan, also
near Tatocapan, designs similar to those of the second epic at Monte
Alban, Oaxaca.

He concluded, however, that in the region "the most char

acteristic and abundant are elements of the great Mayan culture. "
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Valenzuela estimated "some 6o earth motaads" near Tatocapan, an indica
tion that this locality was probabty densely populated*
3h his investigations of the numerous sites outside the Sierra
in the vicinity of Hueyapan and the Papaloapan and Tesechoacan Rivers,
Weyerstall (1932:30) made the observation that in this region several
people of different cultural stages met, and remains of them often occur
in the same locality.

This appears to be the case in the Sierra as well.

Some antiquities from the Sierra and the surrounding lowlands
were obtained by Seler in the early part of this century and described
by Seler-Sachs (1922). Most of this collection was obtained by gift or
purchase and little excavating was done* The only Sierra localities
mentioned are San Juan de los Reyes^ and Mata Canela* As the author
indicated, little can be concluded from this collection because of its
small size and the lack of systematic excavation* Nevertheless, SelerSachs did comment on the styles of the various objects as being similar
to cultures from both the south and northwest (Ifeya, Totonac and Huasteca)
as well as to that of the highland Aztecs and Toltecs* She raised the
question {1922:Shl~$hS>) idiether the Tuxtla region was on an important
travel and trade route between the northern and southern regions, thus
accounting for the presence of objects apparently related to several
cultures*
During the Tulane University expedition, Blcm and La Farge visited
a number of archeological sites in the Sierra and mentioned others.
They observed some small mounds at Siguapan (Sihuapan), a grotp of very
large ones at Natacapan (Matacapan), several near Catemaco, Mata Canela,
Piedra Labrada and on Isla Agaltepec in Lago Catemaco (Figure 10). They
heard of others at Tula, Montepio and Sontecomapan*

On J^altepec there
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are also courtyards^ terraces and a truncated pyramid, the '«hole island
appearing to have been modified by man at one time or another.

Blom

and La Farge (1926:23) said that the stone boxes, altar and serpent’s
head at Mata Canela look very Aztec but that they believed them to be
connected more closely with the Totonac culture.
Although Kerber (1882:1:88) did not say -where the archeological
site he referred to is located, except to mention that it was "seven
hours from San Andres Tuxtla", it appears from the crude map to be in
the vicinity of the present town of Montepio on the Gulf coast.

Here,

according to Kerber's map, there are at least 19 mounds or structures of
various sizes, from two of which came a collection of artifacts including
tools for maize grinding and some idols.

According to Finck, -the col

lector Tho visited the locality, the site has characteristics inter
mediate between Toltec and Aztec cultures, although it is said later
the idols are thought to be of Aztec origin.

Although there is no map

scale, the Montepio site appears to be a fairly large one containing,
if Kerber is correct in regard to interpreting dimensions, structures vp
to 12 me-bers high and 120 me-bers in length. This sheltered and well
watered location (Plate II) is an excellent one for settlement and no
doubt has been inhabited for long periods.
Spinden (1928:651) has a map of archeological ruins in southern
Mexico showing sites contemporary with the Mayan Postclassic settleiaenis,
the latter apparently reaching a peak about 1200 A.D.

In addition to

many sites in the lowlands of the Coatzacoalcos and Papaloapan ri-ver
basins, this map shows at least a dozen localities in the Sierra. Among
these are several around and west of Lago Catemaco, and others at San
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Andres Tuxtla, Santiago Tuxtla, Montepio, Sontecomapan and Piedra la
brada.

Judging from the size of the sites in the Sierra and the cul

tural diversity of artifacts discovered so far, some of these localities
likely have been inhabitated more or less continually for over 2000
years.

The lowland dmec sites of Tres Zapotes and La Venta are located

near the Sierra (Figure 10).

Drucker, et al.

(19^9:261^-26^) listed

extreme C-lit dates from La Venta between lii^li B.C. and 126 A.D. (average
Slij. B.C. as date of Hiase I construction).

They assume from present

evidence that La Venta correlated with Piddle Tres Zapotes, and that
Lower Tres Zapotes, the earliest Olmec horizon known, ran its course
prior to ithe 9th century B.C. The Upper Tres Zapotes horizon is consid
ered to have ended about 1000 A.D, (Drucker, 19^3:122).

In view of this

chronology, it is possible that some of the Sierra's sites were contem
porary with these lowland ones.
Colonial period. The Spaniards entered the Sierra de Tuxtla only
a few years after th%r arrived in IfexLco.

In 1^18, the year before

Cortes reached Veracruz, Juan de Qrijalva sailed past the mouth of the
r£o Coatzacoalcos, saw the Sierra, and named the range San Martin after
a soldier of that name who accompanied the expedition (Diaz del Castillo,
1908;CÜ^).

The Spaniards first passed through the region while enroute

to the Coatzacoalcos area xdiere, in 1^22, they established a permanent
settlement. Villa de Espiritu Santo (îfelgarejo Vivanco, 1960:6o).
Although no specific records are available, the Indian population
of parts of the Sierra at the time of the conquest was apparently fairly
high.

This is indicated from Borah and Cook's (1963:81-82) preconquest

population figure (based on tributary families in 1588) for the area
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from Alvarado to the Laguna de Térmlnos; from idiich it is possible to
estina'ce the population of the Papaloapan and Coatzacoalcos basins at
that time as being ^7^,890.

Even though this figure may be excessive^

there were certainly many towns in the lowlands surrounding the Sierra^
and those within the range occupied much the same areas idiere most of
the archeological sites are located.

In Figure 11 I show the major

towns and the approximate extent of the main populated sections of the
Sierra and adjacent lowlands in the 16th and iBth centuries.

The popu

lated area on the western side of the map is that of the prominent low
land colonial towns of Tlacotalpan, Cosamaloapan and Tesechoacan, all
of which are situated just outside the map border.

Borah and Cook (1963 )

included a map of the entire of the "Culhua Mexica" (Aztec) which shows
Lago Catemaco and the Volcân San Martin Tuxtla massif as the Tochtepec
(Tuxtepec) tribute province with lüjctlan, in the vicinity of the present
San Andrés Tuxtla, as the only town in the area. Ifedel y Alvarado
(1963:tQ 29-30) stated that due to the ençtion of Titepetl (Volcan San
Martin Tuxtla) in the early l6th century, the residents of a town called
Ixtlan IjsMxtlan^ were forced to leave, and possibly founded the town
which is the present San Andrés Tuxtla.
Early accounts of the Sierra de Tuxtla during the colonial period
are meager.

It is estimated that there was a large and dense population

in the Gulf lowlands which decreased by about one-half between 1^19 and
1532. Slaves were reported to be especially numerous in the Gulf coast,
perhaps conçrising 20 per cent of the population (Borah and Cook, 1963:
66-69). Spanish penetration into Gulf coastal areas was uneven. At
first there was little effect on the Indian population, then population
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decreased at an accelerating rate to the end of the l6th century ■ràien it
began to slacken (Borah and Cook, 1963:8?). Foster (19i;2:7) indicated
that the isolated Popoluca Indian populations in the southeastern part
of the Sierra were not disrupted to any extent by the laniards and
were grouped in adjustment to land potential. Some of the conquerors,
including Cortés, held land grants in the Sierra (Blom and La Farge,
1926:1j.9j Medel y Alvarado, 1963: [l]32).

Cortes established a sugar

cane ingenio near the coast west of the Rio de Cana (Msdel y Alvarado,
1963: [ijijO). These were the beginnings of the large landholdings in
the Sierra lAich persisted until broken up in the early 20th century.
nh regard to the population decrease noted above. Cook and Simp
son (1924.8 :2-3) remaiked on the lacunae of towns in the provinces of
Alvarado and Cdatzacoalcos. There were Indian towns in the early l6th
century and later tdiich cannot be identified on modem maps.

Most of

these vanished communities were in the hot country and the authors
suggest that population decrease occurred through exploitation of the
Indians on cacao plantations, by slave catching and "senseless devasta
tion, " and by Old Vforld diseases. Apparently epidemics in the lowlands
became widespread and destructive in the years 1^2|.0-1^S0, 1^70-1^80 and
159O-I600. Melgarejo Vivanco (1960:126) mentioned a smallpox epidemic
in the Tuxtla region in 1^6o vdiich caused numerous deaths among the
Indians.

Cook and Simpson (19ii8:l;6-l48) traced the population of central

Mexico (including the Sierra de Tuxtla) from about 11 million in 1^1^
to 2.5 million in I600. Borah and Cook (1963) later changed the 1519
population estimate to 25 million.

The decline appears to have con

tinued to an estimated low of 1.5 million in l650 and by 1793 it had
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increased to only 3*75 million. Borah and Cook’s extremely low estimate
of 25,979 as the population of the Alvarado (Papaloapan) and Goatzacoalcos basins in 1568, gives an indication that the decline was drastic.
That the Sierra's population also decreased markedly in this century
is probable.
In the colonial period there are population figures available
for only a few towns in the Sierra and around its base. There is a
report that the villa of Santiago Tuxtla contained 22 towns and 22,000
"vassals" of Cortes in 1525 (Ifedel y Alvarado, 1963; [l]Uo), Cook and
Simpson (19U8 :120-130 ) estimated the population of Tuxtla ^Santiago
Tuxtla^

as UOOO in 1565.

They give the population of Chinameca as 880,

Menzïça 2ltOO, Chilapa 920, and Coatzacoalcos 7600 in the same year (Fi
gure 11). Villasenor y Sanchez (17^6;366) mentioned the number of
families in tlnree towns in the southeastern part of the Sierra just
before the middle of the l8th century.

Using an average of four and

one half persons per family a population estimate would be Soteapan
(San Pedro Xocotapa) l6U, Mecayapan (Macayapa) U82, and Minzapan (San
Francisco Menzapa) 28^.. Acayucan at this time had a population of 1695
(converted estimate), and other towns had populations as follows: Soconusco (Santiago Zoconusco) 1327, Oteapa 310, Jaltipan (San Francisco
Xaltipac) U36 and Sayula (San Andres Zayultepec) 630.

Paso y Troncoso

(1905:9) mentioned that the town of Tuxtla in 1580 had six estancias
(Conchihca, Sant Andres Zaqualco, Matlacapa, Caxiapa, Cbuniapa and
Catemaco) but he gave no population figures.
The gradual population increase which took place in the Sierra
during the l8th century continued into the modem period.

It was in the
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latter part of the colonial period that tcnms in the Sierra began ,to
attain wider prominence as commercial and political centers*

Although

Acayucan, lying outside the Sierra proper, and San Andris Tuxtla were
mentioned as irgortant lai^e towns early in the period, they, and espe
cially Santiago Tuxtla, became more prosperous in the late l8th century
(îfelgarejo Vivanco, 1960:106). San. Andres, however, in the modem
period gradually eclipsed all the towns in the Sierra in size and im
portance as the principal urban center*
Modem period. During the turbulent times of the independence
movement in the early 19th century, several laws were enacted in Vera
cruz idiich were intended to further the proper disposition and use of
land in the state*

Important among these weie the Ley Agraria del

EstadD and the Ley de Colonizacion of 1826 (Melgarejo Vivanco, I960:
159-160)* îfedel y Alvarado (1963; [ij 311) mentioned that on May 25,
1886, by Decree No*29 of the Veracruz legislature terrenes bald£os
(idle lands) were distributed to cam^esinos in Canton Los Tuxtlas. Al
though some action VTas taken during this century in regard to setting
aside communal land for the poor, for retired military personnel and for
colonization, the latter particularly in the Jalapa and Coatzacoalcos
areas, no strong efforts were made to break up the large landholdings
until after the revolution*
The population of the Sierra during the first half of the 19th
century was increasing, as it was in other parts of I-fexico, after the
low point reached in the middle of the l?th century.

By 1850, however,

it probably was not more than about 15,000* With the continual popula
tion increase there was an expansion of settlement and clearing of
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forest for agriculttiral pxuposes, particularly in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries when new plantations were established on the south
ern side of the Sierra.

Population in the cantons of Acayucan and Los

Tuxtlas in the last two decades of the 19th century showed a marked
increase due to foreign immigration,, the rising natural increment and
movement from other parts of Mexico,

gy 1910 the Sierra's population

was about 65,000. Table V shows population figures for the two cantons
through this period. A small part of the Canton Los Tuxtlas and over
half of Acs^oican lie outside the Sierra. Therefore, the totals for
Acayucan are about 50 per cent greater than the actual population at
that time in the part of the canton covering the range.
TABLE V
POPULATIONS OF CANTONS LOS TUXTLAS AND ACAYUCAN
AND THE SIERRA DE TUXTLA 1868-1910*
Los Tuxtlas

Acayucan

Sierra de Tuxtla
(estimated}

1868

21,3li5

16,5^9

2li,000

1882

"28,099

20,563

33,000

1900 '

ii3,82ii

38,164

57,000

1910

48,823

^ 44,451

65,000

* Dates Preliminares del Censo de Poblacidh de i960. Gob. del Edo. de Ver.
Ry the end of the revolution and the creation in 1914 of the
Comision Agraria del Estado (Melgarejo Vivanco, 1960:208), the division
of the large estates was inplemented, and the enactment of national laws
concerning ejidos and small private holdings furthered the settlement
of the Sierra de Tuxtla.

The new Ley Federal de Colonizacim of 1926
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marked the beginning of a period of settlement expansion in MsjdLco
•which, however, did not exert a marked influence in the Sierra until
more than a decade later.
]h 1917 the sta"be was di'vided into municipios and the old sys'tem
of cantons, created in l82lt, was discontinued. Figure 12 shows the
approximate boundaries of the nine municipios included wholly or partial
ly within the Sierra.

3h Table VI are their populations in the three

decades from 1930 to i960. The increase in the population of several
municipios in the two decades before i960 is a reflection of several
factors.

The completion of the paved road to San Andres Tuxtla from

Veracruz and then to Acayucan during this period brought an increase in
commercial and agricultural acti'vity in these municipios with a resul
tant population upturn. San Andres Tuxtla had a population of about
10.000 in 1923 (FriLedlaender, 1923:16^), and this increased to about
22.000 by i960. Santiago Tuxtla (Plate XXII) and Catemaco, the other
two large towns, now each have well over one-third the population of
San Andrés.

Another factor influencing population is the availability

of unoccupied land for settlement. The actual decrease in population
of Municipio Santiago Tuxtla from 19^ to I96O, after a large increase
in the previous decade, may be partially the result of most all the
available land being occupied. The great increment from I9S0 to I96O
in Municipio Catemaco's population is partly due to the availability of
new land as well as to the town and lake's easier accessibility by new
roads constructed during that period.

A contributing factor here is

the unlimited fresh water supply of Lago Catemaco.

The municipios of

Soteapan and Mecayapan are still not easily accessible. They also
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PLATE XXII

SANTIAGO TUXTLA
9 km. west-northwest San Andrés Tinctla; 200 m. a.s.l.

One of the lar

gest urban concentrations, this old towi lies in a valley at the base
of Cerro Tuxtla.

It is an agricultural and commercial center for a long-

settled part of the range, but has not shown the growth and activity of
nearby San Andrés.

Cerro Blanco is visible at upper right.
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contain large areas where soils are not well suited for agricultnre.
Consequently, they have not shown as great fluctuations in population.
TABLE VI
POPULATION OF SIERRA DE TUXTLA. REGION MDNICIPIOS 1930-1960*
Municipio

ApprcEJdLmate
Area (km^) 1930

Population
I9h0
195o

I960

Per cent Increase
19h0-$0 195o-6o

San Andrés
Tuxtla

971

22,639 27,372 44,95b 58,314

64.2

31.9

Santiago Tuxtla

507

19,590 l6,o64

23,871 24,644

48.6

3.2

ca.525

11,811

9,317

13,188

23,176

41.5

75.7

Hueyapan de
Ocampo

616

4,642

9,989

12,652 16,142

26.6

43.3

Catemaco

557

5,107

7,784

8,713 15,962

11.9

83.2

Angel R. Cabada

693

-

8,484 11,182 14,840

31.8

32.7

Soteapan

525

3,496

4,966

6,266

8,520

26.1

35.9

Ifecayapan

398

3,807

4,579

6,065

7,357

32.4

21.3

Pajapan

347

3,741

3,554

5,540

5,920

55.8

7.4

Totals

5139

Acayucan

64,833 92,109 132,427 176,875 Av.43.7 Av .33.5

* Datos Preliminares del Censo de Poblacion de I960, Gob. del Edo. de
Ver., Coraisidn Nacional de Eradicacién de Palu^smo, and Barberena
(1962).
Other factors have caused the region's total population to change
markedly during the last thirty years.

Between 1910 and 1930 the

Sierra's total population showed no appreciable alteration. Actually
the population census in 1921 recorded a decrease in Mexico's population
(Whetten, 19^8:23), although this trend may have been partially due to
less coverage than in other censuses.

Since about 1930, however, when

the Sierra de Tuxtla's population was about 60,000, modem inçrovements
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in health and sanitation methods have reduced the country’s death rate.
Hospitals (a modem one in San Ahdr& Tuxtla in the last decade),
introduction of new drugs, and more resident doctors in the larger
towns of the Sierra have furthered this trend. From 1930 to 191:2 the
eoccess of births over deaths in Mexico reached points where it ^jas two
to three times that of the Tftiited States and mom than in most Latin
Meidcan countries (Whetten, 191:8:26). Health and sanitation improve
ments have still not reached effectively into the smaller and isolated
settlements of the Sierra as they have into and near the three largest
towns.

The malaria eradication program, however, has contributed sig

nificantly to health in the area. liELth support from the United Nations
this program has been extended to all parts of the Sierra and has been
especially effective in seme coastal areas where malaria incidence is
high.
Table V U reveals a much higher increase in population in the
Sierra de Tuxtla region from 1930 to 19^0 than in Veracruz state or
Mexico in that period. The region’s increase from 19^0 to I960 was only
slightly more than that in Mexico and about the same as that in Vera
cruz.

Although there were many foreign immigrants to Mexico from 1928

to 1931:, a significant decline occurring afterwards (Whetten, 19^8:26),
the Sierra did not receive enough to cause such a pronounced increase
in population in addition to the high natural increment.

The population

addition from 1930 to I960 was the result of an influx from other parts
of the country particularly into the municipios of San Andris Tuxtla,
Santiago Tuxtla and Catemaco.

The population increases in municipios

Acayucan and Hueyapan de Ocarço, from the same cause, include a large
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percentage outside the Sierra. The percentage increase in the region's
total population from 19^0 to I960 has been lessened to only slightly
more than the natural increment of the nation chiefly by the marked
decrease in ;only two of the nine municipios, six of the remaining seven
still equaling or exceeding the national percentage.
TABLE 711
SIERRA DE TU2TU REGION POPULATION INCREASE COMPARED WITH
VERACRUZ STATE AND MEXICO 1930-1960*
Population Increase
(per cent)
Unit

1930-19it0

19W-19S0

1950-1960

Sierra de Tuxtla Region

k2,l

U3*7

33.5

State of Veracruz

17.6

25.9

33.7

Mexico

18.7

30.7

31.9

* calculated from data in Table VI, and Mexico in "The Statesman's YearBook" (1933, 19U3, 1953, 1962).
Thus during the past three decades this significant population
increase has involved an expansion of urban residence, especially in
and around the three largest towns, and an extension of settlement into
previously uninhabited or sparsely inhabited places in the Sierra. These
latter population thrusts have been in the Catemaco basin, toward Bahia
Sontecomapan and in the northwest part of the range eastward from
Laguna Majagual.

A good example of internal population shifting is the

movement of people from the Ocotal area on the southern side of the
Volcân Santa Marta massif to settlements with better agricultural land
on the Gulf slopes.

Ocotal Grande had recently lost population in this
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way. As early as 1923 Blom and La Farge (1926:lî.2) mentioned a small
settlement near the Piedra Labrada ruins ^*ich they referred to as a
Popoluca outpost, the inhabitants having come from Ocotal Grande. Simi
lar minor internal movements are taking place in various parts of the
Sierra, particularly vdiere new roads are being constructed.
In analyzing the Sierra de Tuxtla with regard to total population
and density it must be remembered that portions (to a maximum of about
30 per cent) of five municipios lie outside the range. Adjusting the
areas and i960 populations of these municipios accordingly, the total
area of the Sierra de Tuxbla is about U500 square kilometers and the
total population approximately 1U5>000.

The population density is about

30 persons per square kilometer (ca. 78 persons per square mile). Al
though this is a high density conçiared to rtost areas of Latin America,
the actual distribution of people in the Sierra is uneven. Figure 12
reveals that the majority of the population is concentrated in the
southwestern part of the range, chiefly westward from Lago Catemaco
to the vicinity of Santiago Tuxtla.
Sierra’s people.

Here live over one-third of the

There are several fairly large urban centers on the

southern slopes of the Volcài Santa Marta massif.

These heavily popu

lated sections are the same areas where population has been concentrated
during and since preconquest times.

The remainder of the population is

irregularly distributed mostly on the southern slopes of the Sierra,
in the Lago Catemaco-Bahia Sontecomapan section, and on or near streams
or springs idiere a continual stçply of water is available.

A comparison

between Figures 3 and 12 shows that the areas with the sparsest popu
lation, or >diich are uninhabited, include principally the higher
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elevations on the large volcanoes, their Gulf-facing slopes and seme
coastal areas*
3h many places, especially in recently settled areas (colonias )
and more remote localities, there are scattered single houses (Plate
XXIII) or groups of several houses (ranchos ). About

per cent of the

Sierra's people live in settlements ranging in size from two or three
to two hundred or more houses, with inhabitants numbering from a few to
1000 (Plate XXIV).

About 21 villages and towns in the Sierra contain

over 1000 persons, the largest being Pajapan (ca. 3800), Tatahuicapan
(ca. 3200), Comoapan (ca. 3000), Soteapan (ca. 2300) and Mecayapan
(ca. 2200).
Land Systems and Land Use
Land in the Sierra is divided among three general categories,
ejido, private and national.

% to ipiUi total land distributed under

the agrarian program in Veracruz was 981t,331 hectares (lihetten, 19U8:lIjD),
or about li; per cent of the state's area.

This is one of the highest

amounts distributed in the states in southern Ifexico exclusive of the
Yucatan peninsula.

3h ipltO there were far more ejidos (1383) in Vera

cruz than in aiqr other state.
area is under this system.

A large proportion of the Sierra's land

Land maps that I examined showed a kalei

doscopic pattern of ejidos of varying sizes and shapes intermixed with
almost equally variable plots of private holdings. Whetten (19i|.8;2lil)
indicated that many ejido boundaries were not settled, and precise
surveys are probably lacking in more remote and relatively inaccessible
sections of the Sierra. Ifany smaller private land parcels are marked
pequaias prppiedades on the land maps, indicating the residual holdings
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PLATE XXIII

PIONEER SETTLEMENT
Near Colonia Magdalena, about 700 m. a.8,1.

This aerial photograph

^ows a recent slash-bum clearing of a few hectares in the montane rain
forest.

Typically, a small, number of trees have been left standing on

the gently undulating terrain.
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PLATE XÏI7

MDUNIAIH VILLAGE
4 km. southeast Volcâa Santa Marta, $60 m. a.s.l. This view of Ocotal
Ck*ande is typical of most small villages in the Sierra de Tuxtla.

Here

there were about 20 houses and 300 inhabitants, but some people have
moved to the north in order to work new land.

In the background is the

south crater wall of Volcan Santa Marta.
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of expropriated haciendas*

According to Tannenbatmi (1929:507)# pri

vately owned rural lands in Veracruz (including many large haciendas)
occupied 7,137,000 hectares in 1923, all but 52,600 hectares of the
state’s total area. Since 1930, however, much land has been expropri
ated, and there has been a great impetus in the Sierra in the growth of
ejidds and especially in small private holdings and colonias.

The newer

ejidos have principally been created from national lands (tierras
nacionales), and occasionally the small landed estates, but initially
they were established from expropriated haciendas.

The principal areas

of national land remaining in the Sierra are in the higher elevations,
particularly on the four largest volcanoes.
Ih Veracruz state about 223 colonias have been established, some
from unused national lands (terrenes baldxos), others from private
holdings (îfelgarejo Vivanco, 1960:212). From 1916 to 19U3, however,
only three colonias were created in the state (Whetten, 191^8:590). Thus,
most colonias in Veracruz are less than thirty years old and many in the
Sierra are only about half that age.

The Department of Agriculture and

Livestock determines whether land is suitable for colonization.

Colonias

contain only private land, are administered by the government until 50
per cent of the purchase price is paid, when control is given to the
members (Tannenbaum, 1929:285-286).

Both colonias and ejido lands are

subject to the regulations of the Forest Law. The colonias in the Sierra
vary in size, but some are fairly large, covering 5000 hectares or more.
Following is a table listing most colonias that have been created in the
Sierra and their approximate population at the present time.

A letter

after each corresponds with a letter on Figure 12 showing its location.
The establishment of these colonias is part of a federal plan to
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encourage settlement of unused land in the southeastern part of Mexico
and elsewhere*
TABLE VIII
SIERRA DE TDXTLA COLONIAS*
Colonia

Map Letter

Population

Adalberto Tejeda

A

18^

A. Ruiz Cortines

B

90

Agricola Monteplo (MJLitar)

C

110

J^uila

D

375

Balzapote (M^.li~bar)

£

50

Bastonal

F

75

Benito Juarez

G

1015

Hidalgo

H

-

Huatusco

I

l8o

La Palma

J

51t0

Magdalena

K

230

Nuevo 0 Ruiz Cortines

L

U5

Perla del Golfo

M

95

* Coraisidn Nacional de Eradicacion de Paludisme.
Agriculture, grazing and forest use* In the early part of the
preconquest period the people of the Sierra practiced subsistence agri
culture as well as hunting, fishing and gathering in a largely forested
region.

Melgarejo Vivanco (1960:19) indicated that, some of the early

inhabitants on the coast of Veracruz attained a degree of prosperity,
but it is probable that there was a rather low level of subsistence in
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most areas. The Sierra is favored in possessing large sections of
fertile volcanic derived soils, so the people in most of the densely
settled places on the southern slopes were able to support themselves
more easily than was possible in less suitable Gulf coast locations.
Although many people in the Sierra, especially in the isolated coastal
settlements bordered by heavy forest, continued migratory tillage, in
the densely populated areas a more sedentary agriculture developed later
in the period. Maize was the principal food crop grown in both the
slash-bum and sedentary types of agriculture.

Since forests were more

extensive and game more abundant in preconquest times, the people uti
lized these resources to a greater extent than they do now.

The list of

tribute items in the Aztec period (Borah and Cook, 19ô3:Table 1)

(Paso

y Troncoso, 190^:5) for the Tuxtepec province (which included the Sierra)
mentions such products as cotton, latex, liquidambar and cacao.

Cotton

growing was of considerable inçortance in the Sierra in preconquest
times, was still one of the principal crops in the middle of the l8th
century (Covarrubias, 191*6:28), and remained inportant until the Jitter
part of the 19th centuiy (Melgarejo Vivanco, 1960:216).
Despite the population decrease after the conquest, there was
an increase in planting, in addition to cotton, such crops as cacao,
rice, vanilla beans, peppers and tomatoes.

Oranges, Spanish beans and

sugar cane were introduced. Maize, however, remained the staple crop
of the Indians.

Ifelgarejo Vivanco (1960:82) mentioned that four maize

crops annuaDJLy were produced in Tuxtla and Acayucanj and Villasenor y
Sépchez (171*6:366) referred to the same occurrence in Acayucan. During
the colonial period the introduced horses, mules and cattle, as well
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as pigs and chickens, greatly increased as both sedentary and migratory
populations depended more on these sources of transportation and food.
With the population increase later in the colonial period and the im
plementation of land distribution during the modem period, agriculture
and grazing expanded in the Sierra, especially on the southern side of
the range. These are the two major activities in most of the unforested
land.

Permanent subsistence agriculture is at present dominant in

unforested areas.

Slash-bum cultivation is concentrated along the edges

of unbroken forest, occasionally well within it and also in

the colonias.

In many areas it is being replaced by permanent cultivation

as the

population increase precludes land abandonment and forest regeneration.
Actual migratory tillage, althou^ common in preconquest times, is
decreasing until currently it is engaged in by relatively few people.
The expansion of plantation crops during the colonial period occurred
mainly around the larger towns, chiefly San Andres Tuxtla, and at lower
elevations on the southern slopes of the range.
During the 19th and early 20th centuries a number ofGentian
immigrants established tobacco and sugar cane plantations, mostly near
San Andrés, between there and Catemaco and around the lake. As early
as 18^ , a cigar factory was established in San Andres Tuxtla (Medel y
Alvarado, 1963: [l]362).

The importance of tobacco in the Sierra between

l89ii and 1912 is brought out by Medel y Alvarado, (1963: [ll366) who stated
that there was a "volimie of 13 or 20 thousand bales of raw tobacco of
92 kilos each, annually produced in the tobacco plantations of the
Canton Tuxtla.” Ninety per cent of the total population of San Andres
were farm laborers cultivating maize, rice, coffee and sugar cane.
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tobacco absorbing the greater quantity of workers and coming to be the
economic base of the Canton.

Santiago Tuxtla, lacking tobacco land,

contributed manpower, beasts of burden and other products and created a
brisk commerce between the towns.

Catemaco had tobacco plantations in

Olotepee. La Victoria, Matacapan, Ifeta Canela and other nearby places
(Medel y Alvarado, 1963:[lj 356-3^7). Many tobacco workers were brought
in from the states of Puebla and Oaxaca for temporary woi^c, the greater
part of them dying of the climabe and physical maltreatment (Medel y
Alvarado, 1963:{l] 356-357)»

These tobacco plantations declined, however,

when land reforms accelerated after the revolution and the World War in
19lit prevented marketing abroad (Medel y Alvarado, 1963: |l] 365)» Blom
and La Farge (1926:21) mentioned the existence of several tobacco planta
tions managed by Germans along the shores of Lago Catemaco, but by that
time the crop had greatly decreased in inroortance. î-fost of the tobacco
is now raised around San Andres Tuxtla, Sihuapan, Matacapan and Comoapan.

It grows rapidly, is planted in August and harvested in November.

The better gradé is exported, as it has been since the 19th century,
and the poorer tobacco kept for local maitets.
The largest areas of plantation agriculture are now at lower
altitudes mostly outside the Sierra proper west of Tapalapan and south
of the Arroyo Hueyapan.

Plantations occur locally around San Andres,

Lago Catemaco and Sihuapan, and in some of the colonias and fineas as
well as in forested areas higher on the mountains.

The distribution of

agricultural types is shown on Figure 13. Though grazing is becoming
more prominent and is concentrated in some localities, it is usually
represented by small herds of livestock scattered throughout the sections
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of permanent subsistence and slash-bum agriculture.
A majority of the Sierra's farmers depend mainly on a permanent
form of cultivation with many also practicing shifting field agricul
ture (cf. Type 8; Watters, 1960:6^). A small minority depend almost
entirely on shifting cultivation and relatively few carry on pastoralism.
The "incipient" sub-type of Conklin (Watters, 1960:66), which refers to
the beginnings of shifting cultivation by a settler moving into an
upland section usually from an overpopulated permanent field area, is
evident in the Sierra. There are few places idiere settlements shift
as well as the fields.
houses are involved.

Vfliere this occurs usually only one or a few
3h most parts of the Sierra soils are sufficiently

fertile so as to preclude migration of whole communities.

Frequently

temporary houses or lean-tos are built in slash-bum clearings distant
from a village. The permanency of most Sierra settlements indicates
a higher cultural level idian eocists where shifting cultivation is a
way of life, and marks an environmental relationship nearer to permanent
cultivation (Watters, 1960:6?).
Maize continues today as the principal subsistence crop in the
areas of permanent and slash-bum tillage. Three crops a year are some
times managed in a few localities, such as at Piedra Labrada (Blom and
La Farge, 1926:61), but two is the usual number.

The first crop (tem

poral) is planted about May and harvested in November or December, the
second planted about December and gathered in May and June. The digging
stick and hoe are generally used; oxen and plow are employed in more
densely populated areas.
stakes.

Planting is done in rows sometimes with end

The holes yary from about one-third to two-thirds of a meter
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apart for beaiis and maize respectively.

Usually the hoe is employed to

eliminate the fast growing herbaceous plants and weeds.

The maize stalks

are bent double when nearly ripe for protection against wind and birds.
Beans, another major subsistence crop, are planted at various times in
the year, occasionally between c o m rows.

Both these crops yield well

in the Sierra, although harvests are generally poorer in the less fertile
soils in the pine-oak-savanna area on the southern slopes of the Volcan
Santa Marta massif.

Tomatoes, melons, pineapples, mangos, squash,

chayotes, sweet potatoes, onions, peppers and several other vegetables
and fruits are grown in smaller quantities for consumption and market
sale.

Many of the fields near and particularly to the south of Catemao®,

San Andres Tuxtla and Santiago Tuxtla are intensively cultivated.
Though some are allowed to remain fallow, this is usually for not more
than two or three years.

Cover crops are generally not used and in most

sections a rotation of more than two crops (maize and beans) is not
apparent.
Slash-bum agriculture in the Sierra follows the well-known sea
sonal pattern, the forest being cut down by machete and axe during the
drier period (February to May) and maize then planted between the burned
stumps and downed trees.

Occasionally the crop is not sown until the

second planting period or sometimes the plot is not burned and planted
until the temporal of the following year.

If primary forest is avail

able, it is usually chosen in preference to secondary stages.

]h clear

ing, the machete is the principal tool used to cut small trees, climbers
and lianas, as well as to trim branches from the larger trees.

The

soft wood of most tropical trees facilitates felling and trimming.
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Often scattered large trees are left standing. Many small limbs are
piled for burning and fires are then set in a number of places within
the destroyed forest.

Large trunks bum for several days presenting a

vivid scene at night. Burning is often not complete, but decomposition
of Tinbttmed and charred material is rapid.

The generally shallow leaf

litter and humus quickly dry out when exposed and are consumed by the
fire, or undergo rapid disintegration,

I examined soil conditions in

several areas recently cleared in the humid forest and found little
evidence of erosion. The soil was loose and friable, in many locations
exhibiting a fine gravelly texture appearing to have a high porosity.
The cropping cycle on newly cleared areas varies in the Sierra,
Where the volcanic derived soil is most fertile, up- to ten or twelve
years of continual use can be obtained, although a decline in the har
vest becomes noticeable in the latter part of the period.

The time is

less in other sections, cycles of three or four to eight years being
possible.

In the Popoluca country south of Volcan Santa Marta, Foster

(1942:17-18) says that the land can be cultivated for five to ten years
but is left idle for about the same period, and the abandoned area pro
duces best in the first three years of subsequent use.
The period of abandonment or fallowing is variable in the Sierra.
It may range from two or three years to between five and ten, depending
on local circumstances. The lack of sufficient land to support an
individual or family may force a shortened period of abandonment.

In

some cases the rapid growth of weeds, other herbaceous plants and shrubs
causes abandonment, particularly ’fdaere sufficient manpower or time for
cultivatioi is not available (Plate XXV),

Thus, a combination of
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P M T E XXV

ABAiroONED R m FOREST CLEARING

5 km. south Colonia Huatusco, 6 ^ m. a.s.l.

A dense, low, herbaceous

and woody vegetation is growing up in this recently cleared area.

The

high rainfall here contributes to rapid plant growth initially consisting
of some species not from the original forest.
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circumstances determines periods of land abandonment in the Sierra where
families or even villages are concerned.

3h the wilder parts of the

Sierra it appeared that the clearing of new sections in the rain forest
for agriculture^ the size of the clearings, and the use or abandonment
of those recently cleared, depended more on the inclinations and immedi
ate subsistence needs of the people than upon any systematic plan.
Some newly cleared areas in the range are employed for cattle
grazing after harvesting, or are used only for grazing (Plate X3C7I).
Si places burned frequently or where a sufficient number of cattle are
grazed, coarse grasses gradually spread and herbaceous and woody plants
are prevented from taking hold.

Ih other cleared parts of the forest,

especially in locations remote from villages, complete abandonment
allows a rapid regrowth of natural vegetation.

On the southern slopes,

where rainfall is considerably less and soils locally less fertile, this
regeneration is much slower and grass areas become more prominent.
tThe plant succession in slash-bum areas is not only dependent
on burning, rainfall and edaphic conditions, but upon proximity to the
forest.

In clearing at the edge of the Sierra's rain forest or within

it, natural seeding from forest plants is accelerated.

Ih such localities

the initial growth consists of low herbaceous plants intermixed with
woody shrubs quickly forming a dense cover (Plate XX7).

Large leaved

plants are common at this stage, especially at the forest e<^e. Species
of Heliconia, Hamelia, Cordia, Conostegia, Polymnia and Piper occur,
as well as many others.

Srane plants at this stage are types found in

the rain forest understoiy, others are quick-growing, light-loving
kinds, some being probably brought in by seed-eating birds.
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PLATE m i

RECENT SETTLEMENT
1 km. south-southeast Colonia Huatusco, 500 m. a.s.l.

These two houses

are in a section that has been cleared from primary forest and is now
used principally for grazing.

Parts of the small volcanic cone at right

have a cover of secondary vegetation.
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the small palms, common in much of the Sierra's forest, do not regen
erate until a later stage.

The faster growing shrubs soon eclipse the

other vegetation in height so that the clearing presents an uneven
appearance.
bamboo.

Also common at this stage are nettles (Urticaceae) and

One of the first trees to become established, especially at

the forest edge, is Cecropia. Occasionally these trees became dominant
later in the succession, but most often they are scattered among other
species.

As growth continues there is a gradual decrease in the density

of woody shrubs, herbaceous plants and saplings as forest trees became
larger and creatfe more shade.

This secondary forest

differs radically

in structure from the climax.

It is more uniform, has no distinct

strata and contains a fairly dense understory of shrubs, small trees and
bamboo with the larger trees not differing much in size.
lianas and epiphytes are few.

Climbers,

Occasionally there is a giant tree ^ e n

scattered ones of the original forest have been left standing.

The

number of tree species in the secondary forest that are not found in the
original forest appears to be small.

It is higher where patches of

forest are surrounded by open or semi-open land and tdiere the forest
has been subject to frequent disturbance over a long period of time.
Complicating factors in the time required for forest regeneration in the
Sierra are the variable terrain, soils and exposure affecting plant
growth.

The time for a slash-bum area to reach the climax stage of

rain forest in this region must, therefore, be variable.

I would judge

that the time required for a small con^letely slash-burned area within
primary rain forest to reach a climax stage ütoen undisturbed and under
optimum rain forest conditions would be at least a century and a half.
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At the forest edge or at some distance from primary forest, it would
take considerably longer*

Hi the latter case the sequence of structural

succession would involve a longer weed, herbaceous plant and shrub
sequence, more light-loving plants and a later development of the forest
stage.
Plantation crops in the region are principally sugar cane, coffee
and bananas (Plate XXVH).

Also planted for commercial use are tobacco,

vanilla and fruit, especially oranges* The cane yields one crop per
year and is grown more at lower elevations vdiere there is only a slight
gradient.

North of San Andres, however, at

r£ o

Grande, there are ex

tensive cane fields at about 600 meters elevation* The cane here is
used chiefly to manufacture aguardiente* Coffee was first grown in the
Sierra in the late 19th century*

It is now raised usually in small'

plots between 500 and 1300 meters elevation in the ejidos, colonias and
private holdings, and is shaded by forest trees (Plate XXVIII)*

There

are a few larger coffee fincas, such as Finca La Selva, a plantation of
several hundred hectares near Cerro dntepec * Banana plantations are
also usually in small sections except for a few extensive plantings
near Chilapan, Cuetzalapan and south of Bahia Sontecomapan*

Although

bananas yield well, several years ago Panama disease halted the mar
keting from some r;lantations, such as the extensive one near Cuetza
lapan on the southeast side of Lago Catemaco.

Oranges are grown for

commercial sale in several locations, the large orchard of the Tegoraas
in Tapalapan being a good example*
Althou^ cattle have been employed for labor, milk and meat by
the people of the region since they were introduced by the Spaniards, the
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PLATE XX7II

CAÎJE CULTIVATION

2 km. west La Victoria, 250 m. a.s.l.

The sugar cane in the foreground

is a commercial crop usually grown at low elevations in the range.

The

land gradually rises to the unbroken rain forest iriiich covers the small
cerros and Volcin San Martin Tuxtla in the distance.
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PLATE XXVIII

COFFEE PLANTATION
East slope Volcan Santa Marta, ?60 m. a.s.l.

The undergrowth of this

humid montane rain forest has been cleared out and coffee bushes planted
at irregular intervals.

Most of the large trees are left to shade the

bushes.
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number of animals has been slowly increasing until now herds of twenty,
to fifty can occasionally be observed near Catemaco and San Andrés
Tuxtla.

Blom and La Farge (1^26:6l) reported that the keeping of cattle

was rare or unknown among the Indians of the Volcan Santa Marta region.
Today there are cattle in this massif, but they are less numerous than
in the northwestern part of the Sierra.

Primarily cattle are used for

milk, but beef cattle are being introduced as more land is utilized for
pasture.

Hofortunately, the native grasses are generally coarse and

nutritionally poor, so in some localities the cattle are not in good
condition.

Soane grass areas are burned annually in the dry season,

particularly to the northwest of Lago Catemaco.

Ih places, such as

Finca Hociela on the north shore of Lago Catemaco, and in some of the
colonias, nutritional grasses are being introduced (e.g., pangola from
central Veracruz).

This, along with importation of cattle types (Zebu

or strains of this breed) better suited to the climatic conditions of
the region, isroaulting in a gradual improvement in the livestock situ
ation.
I observed two localities where commercial lumbeiring was taking
place.

In the virgin forest near the Cumbres de Bastonal, about 7*5

kilometers east-southeast of Cuetzalapan, some selective private logging
had been going on for several months at an elevation between ?50 and
950 meters (Plate XXIX).

About five kilometers north-northeast of

Tapalapan, trees were being cut in the humid forest in the foothills
west of Volcim San Mart6i Tuxtla at about 1|D0 meters elevation. They
were stqpplying a small sawmill near Tapalapan and the lumber was for
local construction.

Some trees being cut for lumber in these localities
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PLATE X m

LIMBER CAMP
7 km. east-southeast Cuetzalapan, 800 m. a.s.l. This lumbering in the
rain forests below the Cumbres de Bastonal is usually selective, and
trees are felled in scattered areas of the forest.

Oxen are used to

transport logs to the sawmill near the canç).
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are chagant, jaboncilloj jicarl.Ll03 lamrel, laurellioj palo bianco,
palo de bejuco, palo moladoro, palo verde and tepozontle (see Appendix
B, Part II), In the regional magazine Los Tuxtlas, Argudin (1902:10)
condemns the destruction of forests by lumbering on and near Volcàa
San Martin Tuxtla, and asks the President of Mexico to create a nation
al park in the region to preserve the flora and fauna, Elias Gonzalez,
chief of this forest section, informed me that this cutting commenced
in Colonia La Palma, but was now no longer in operation. He said that
the only two areas being lumbered at present are those previously men
tioned.
Near Tapalapan people told me that some tropical cedar was cut
but that there is little present. People in other localities also said
that cedar is not common in the Sierra, Escobar (179b) mentions that
there is cedar (cedro) and mahogany (caoba) in the vicinity of Catemaco
'ty the other side of the lake," "much cedar" near San Andres, and also
cedar by Tuxtla {^Santiago Tuxtl^. In Jaussoro (1961:5), Gomez Mayorga
(1961:10), "Santiago Tuxtla..." (1961:1b) and Medel y Alvarado (1963: [ij
356) -cedar and mahogany are mentioned as being present in Canton Los
Tuxtlas but no specific localities are given# Goldman (1951:269,283)
also reported that both cedar and mahogany occur in the Sierra. Boettiger de Alvarez (1961a:15,17) said that both types of trees are near Montepio and on the Gulf slopes. My infonnants indicated that there is now
a very small amount of mahogany above Cuetzalapan on the eastern side
of the Lago Catemaco basin and also some cedar in the -vicinity. They
said that most of it is gone and generally only small trees remain. A
number of people in -various parts of -the raoun-tains said -that there is
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mahogany, but seme Popoluca Itadians indicated that it was uncommon on
the Santa Iferta massif*

I did not identify either species during my

field work.
It appears that tropical cedar was at least locally common on
the southern slopes of the Sierra in colonial times, and that mahogany
occurred less abundantly* The species of these two types occurring in
southeastern Mexico are most nuraeixnis at low elevations* Beltr6i (I96I;
107) said that in Mexico they are found in the zone below 900 meters
altitude*

In Guatemala, Standley and Steyermait (19l;6:i|i;8,l4.58) stated

that tropical cedar (Cedrela mexicana) is found chiefly at 600 meters
elevation or less and mahogany (Swietenia macrophylla ) mostly below ijOO
meters, both, being most abundant in lowland plains or foothills*

It is

to be expected, therefore, that they would occur at low altitudes in
the Sierra de Tuxtla* These vjoods have been and still are in demand,
so it is probable that they have been especially sought for in the region,
particularly after the conquest*

In the period between I89I4 and 1912,

Medel y Alvarado (1963:M 3!?8) stated that there irere four factories
maldng cedar cigar boxes and two malcLng large crates of soft wood for
packing the cigars to be exported abroad.

This operation probably

removed much of the cedar from around Catemaco and San Andrés Tuxtla*
Other than this activity, there is no record of any large scale effort
to lumber cedar or mahogany in the 20th century or earlier* The region’s
inaccessibility, the loioim. low density of mahogany, and the great dif
ficulty in getting the lumber out to markets were probably influencing
factors* There may have been some intensive efforts to cut cedar and
mahogany in the most accessible places, such as around Lago Catemaco,
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but it is probable that much of these woods were gradually cut over a
long period of time by the Sierra’s inhabitants. Most of the forests
at lower altitudes on the inland side of the Sierra are not the humid
rain forest type in which mahogany grows most abundantly. The less humid
conditions and semideciduous character of the forests are more suitable
for cedar (cf. Leopold, 1959:32-33). Also, the majority of the forests
in these sections have long been destroyed and with them probably went
some of the cedar. Although I have a recent report that there is no
mahogany in the vicinity of Sontecomapan and Montepio, the extensive
forests on the lower Gulf slopes of the range may contain trees of the
two species.
Chctrcoal making, an important occupation in parts of Mexico for
centuries, probably has been carried on by some people in the Sierra
de Tuxtla for a long time. The extensive forests of the region provide
an abundant source of wood for such a puroose. In the late colonial
period Escobar (179il) said that the Indians cut wood close to their
towns, and that there is much firewood of all kinds, so abundant that
"100 towns such as these two £san Andres Tuxtla and Santiago Tuxtl^ are
not capable of consuming it." It does not seem likely that charcoal
making was practiced by a great number of the Sierra's people in the
early centuries, althou^ historical accounts rarely mention it and there
is no basis for positive conclusions. Since charcoal's main purposes
are a hotter and longer lasting fire, and it is more easily transportable
than wood, it is possible that more charcoal was made as the forests
were destroyed to greater distances from towns. I do not, however,
think that charcoal making reached a degree of magn'tude in the Sierra
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to be a significant factor in the destruction of its forests. The
gathering of firewood has been and still is a minor factor in this
regard, but the action responsible for almost all the forest removal
has been the clearing of land for agriculture.
Few people now are occupied in making charcoal. During my
investigations through most parts of the range I encountered charcoal
making only once, above Tapalapan (Plate ÏXX). These men were using var
ious species of rain forest trees with harder woods for its production.
I was infomed that chagani and palo Colorado were some types used, as
well as encino and huisache, the latter two from the drier forests. The
almost universal use of firewood by the rural people and the increase in
the use of gas, electricity and oil in the larger urban locations have
almost eliminated charcoal production in the Sierra de Tuxtla. Hii recent
years an important factor limiting charcoal production is the forest law
(Secretaiia de Agricultura y Ganaderxa, l?6l. Art.38, p.13; Art.110,
p.6o) which controls the use of fire by carboneros and others.
Hunting, fishing and gathering. Before the coming of the Span
iards, hunting and fishing were important occupations of many inhabi
tants of the Sierra, though these pursuits' were primarily supplemental
to the basic agricultural activities* Foster (19^2:2^-26) said that
the methods of the Popoluca Indians involved hunts vjith dogs and vjith
lights at night; sometimes there were communal drives for deer, raccoon,
coatimundi and peccary. He also said that guns, bows and machetes were
used, as well as nooses and snares for pacas and baited cage traps and
slings for birds. Blom and La Farge (1926:56-^8) found a revival among
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PLATE XXX

CMRCOAL PRODUCTION
6 km, northeast Tapalapan, i:8o m, a.s.l.
charcoal from rain forest trees.

Four of these men are making

Few people are now engaged in this

occupation in the Sierra de Tuxtla.
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the Popolucas in the nse of bows and arrows for hunting and fishing,
since bandits had come into the region about 1910 and taken their fire
arms. Apparently by 1925 firearms were being reintroduced and the use
of bows and arrows was decreasing. They (1926:Wt) tell of meeting a man
and four boys north of Ocotal Grande cleaning a Great Curasscw just
secured with a bow and arrow.
That hunting for subsistence has generally declined in inçortance is evident from the increased dependence of the people on agri
cultural and domestic animal products and from the reduction in numbers
of wild game species.

Most hunting is done by people in the small,

remote villages near habitats where animals are abundant.

In open

country there is little hunting because few or no game animals exist;
however, some people in the larger towns hunt irregularly for subsistence
food and sport.
hunt.

I saw several parties come from outside the Sierra to

The hunting methods Foster mentioned are still used, except the

shotgun has replaced the box-r and hunting parties are usually composed of
one or no more than three or four persons.

Near Laguna Tisatal I watched

two hunters and a dog pursue an armadillo throu^ heavy forest and then
dig it from its burrow with a machete.

In some remote areas, such as

Colonia Magdalena, the people cai-ry shotguns as a matter of habit in
case some animal appears xdiile they are working in their newly cleared
land.

The high cost of weapons and ammunition is a major factor limiting

the number of people able to hunt as well as curtailing frequency of
hunts.

Most hunters in the Sierra will tiy to secure any mammal species

if they are given the opportunity.

The Nine-banded Airoadillo (Dasypus

novemcinctus). Eastern Cottontail (Sylvilagus floridanus ), Gray Squirrel
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(Scinrus aureogaster), Paca (Agouti paca). Agouti (Dasyprocta punctata )
and Red Brocket (l^zama amerieana) are particularly sou^t, but opossums,
monkej^, raccoons, coatis, ocelots, tapirs, peccaries and occasionally
anteaters and porcupines are also taken.

Species of birds from many families are hunted in the Sierra,
but with the exception of the Cracidae, this is done irregularly.

The

Great Curassow (Grax rubra) and the Crested Guan (Penelope purpurascens)
are two major objects of the hunt, Tinamous, especially the Slaty
breasted Tinamou (Crypturellus boucardi), as well as Spotted Wood-Quail
(Odontophorus guttatus), BobtAiite (Colinus virginianus ) and various
duck and dove species are hunted for food.

Reptiles and amphibians are

»

not often taken, but iguanas are sometimes secured in the less humid
sections, and sea turtles on the Gulf coast,

T^nhing for subsistence and marketing is performed along the
Gulf coast, in Bahia Sontecomapan and in Lago Catemaco.

Inhabitants of

the small coastal villages like Toro Prieto frequently supplement their
diet with ocean fish.

Some of the larger streams and crater lakes occa

sionally are fished for subsistence food. There appear to be few spe
cies of fish generally of medium to small size in Lago Catemaco.

Fish

inhabiting the lakes and streams are various species of mojarra as well
as topote, cuatopote, pepesca, moqui.l].e, juile and moguille (Soto, I96I:
18), Fishing has been an important occupation of Lago Catemaco since
preconquest times.

I counted a maximum of hS fishing boats at once

on the lake, lîany fish caught here are marketed in Catemaco and San
Andrés Tuxtla,
Many of the Sierra's inhabitants gather various types of fruits.
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nuts and herbs from the forests. Some fruits secured in this way are
tepejilote (Chamaedorea sp.), aguacate (Persea sp.), guayaba (Psidium
sp.), chico zapote (Achras sp.) and nanehe (%rrsonima sp.). Guanabanas
(Annona sp.) are cultivated as well as obtained in the forest. In a
long established custom during Easter week (Friedlaender, 1923) people
from San Andres Tuxtla and nearby localities cut large quantities of.a
fragrant shrub about the peak of Volcan San Martin Tuxtla. I witnessed
this event in I960, when at least 200 people participated in the 25
kilometer round trip to the volcano on foot. The shrub has an odor
somewhat like sandalwood, is used for decorative purposes in San Andres
and sold in other parts of Mexico.
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COREELAIION AND SYNTHESIS
Relationships
■ Physical environmental influences on the flora and fauna» Prior
to human modification of pait of the landscape of the Sierra de Tuxtla,
its fauna and flora were changing in response to both external and in
ternal influences from the physical environment. Climatic elements,
water, soils, volcanism and fire were continually acting separately and
in combination to alter the ecological status of plants and animals. A
generally mild and humid climate in the region during the Ifesozoic and
most of the Cenozoic Eras was conducive to vegetation growth and an
environment well suited to fauna! populations. The series of marine
inundations during these eras partially destroyed plant and animal life.
Some volcanic disturbances acconçanying the Sierra's uplift in the
Tertiary were characterized by explosive eruptions and ash falls. Others
involved lava flows, some extending as far as 15 Idlometers. Destruc
tion of forests and animals was considerable during such times with
»

possibly whole populations eliminated. A slow recolonization by plants
and anttnaia took place as volcanism lessened and periods of weathering
disintegrated the lava flows, allowing vegetation to develop and provide
habitats.
Slightly cooler temç)eratures occurred at times during the Ter
tiary, and the general decrease of the Sierra's average tençerature in
the late Pliocene and in the Pleistocene was apparently small (Dorf,
168
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1959î183j19^)« AltliOTjgh in these cooler periods there were some changes
in vegetation involving a decrease in trc^ical and an infiltration of
northern foims, the "basic character of a hnmid tropical and subtropical
well vegetated mountain region was essentially maintained. The proxim
ity of the Sierra to the Gulf of Mesieo has contributed to its mild
climate and perpetuation of relatively stable climatic conditions. The
temperate elements in the vegetation (e.g., species of Ii.quidam.bar, Hex
and Viburnum) of these montane forests indicate a former connection with
northern forests that may have been pre-ELeistocene (îÈirtin and Harrell,
19$7:478). A slight shifting of faunal elements probably took place
with lowering of temperature in the Cenozoic and Pleistocene, this re
change being marked by immigration of forms from the north and an evac
uation southward of tropical species. The strong tropical affinity of
the region's fauna, however, probably persisted through most of its
history. A descent in elevation of subtropical conditions during cooler
periods and a final retreat to higher levels above about 700 meters
isolated both floral and faunal elements and permitted endemism to de
velop among some groups of the latter. Since the Sierra lies near the
southern border of the Nearctic zoogeographical region, it is open to
both northern and southern movements of animals through the filter
corridor of Central America. Thus, its faunal fluctuations have been
partially independent of environmental regulations, particularly in
regard to highly mobile animals of widely ranging families.
After the Pleistocene there were probably no abnçt modifications
in the flora and fauna by physical elements other than volcanism and
hurricanes. Volcanic disturbances, though less severe and more
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restricted in area than during the Sierra's formation, continued to
destroy animal and plant life possibly including some endemic forms.
That such activity had serious effects on the flora is indicated by
Mocino Suarez de Figueroa's mention (Model y Alvarado, 1963: ^ 120) of
fires and burned tree trunks caused by 7olc6i San Martin Tuxtla's 1793
eruption.
The prolonged weathering and the resultant deconçiosition of fresh
volcanic material into soluble mineral ccmçionents combined with high
temperature and abundant precipitation in post Pleistocene times to
si;ç)port a luxuriant growth of plants in many parts of the Sierra de
Tuxtla. Changes in this condition- are now evident on the south side of
the Volcan Santa Ifeirta massif -trtiere less radnfall, older and deeplyweathered soils with depressed plant nutrients si:ç)port less luxuriant
plant fondations (pine-oak) -which are low in density and often in height.
Plant destruction from lightning caused fires has been likely a minor
influence in the Sierra's history. The resistence of the humid forest
to burning and the occurrence of electrical storms mostly during the
rainy season would have«restricted fire from -this cause chiefly to the
drier southern side of the mountains.
Ebccept for hurricanes, no meteorological phencanena have affected
seriously the plants and animalm in the Sierra. A few hurricanes have
passed near enough to cause forest destruction by winds and loss of
animal life from flooding, but the Sierra de Tuxtla is outside -the
major pa-th of these tropical storms. Frequently, strong winds occur
during northers and the stunted forest trees on hilltops and peaks,
particularly at high altitudes, is partially a result of exposure to
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wind. In some places on the volcano crater walls vegetation has not
been able to establish itself mainly because of steep gradient and soil
wash. In general, an interaction of factors involving slope, climate
and soil cause a variability in structure of the forests constituting
a distinct characteristic in many sections of the Sierra. The range’s
climate during the northern winter does not have any pronounced effect
on vegetation besides tree stunting, but storms and tençieratures which
occasionally are about 0 degrees Centigrade at the highest elevations
tend to cause a movement of some animals, most noticeably birds, to
lower altitudes.
The comparatively stable conditions existing since Pleistocene
times between the physical and biological environments are reflected în
the distribution and abundance of birds and mammals today in undisturbed
parts of the Sierra. The influence of physical factors maintained an
essentially forest habitat before man’s arrival to which the avian and
mammalian faunas became well adapted. Chapter III and Appendix C give
an idea of the relationships of mammals and birds to the various forest
formations. In the comparatively homogeneous environment of the rank’s
climax rain forest the rather sparse distribution and lower abundance
of many forms are evident in comparison with nonforest habitats. Allee
(1907:iiôl) commented on the decrease in abundance of rain forest animals
in Panama in places where there is the least light. This also appears
to be true in the Sierra rain forest, ^though perhaps in this subforma
tion light conditions are more variable and such a distribution less
noticeable than in Panama.
Periodic local destruction of forests by loatural means (volcanism.
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wind, fire, tree decay) caused varying alterations in bird and animal
populations before man's appearance.

Forest regeneration that followed

was characterized by areally small serai stages in the extensive climax
forests.

Although some species, such as the Howler Ifcmkey, Great Tina

mou and Great Curassow, requiring undisturbed, essentially climax forest
habitat, were excluded, many other species adapted themselves to these
habitat modifications. Relatively few nonforest birds and mammals,
however, were able to enter the mountains.

One can speculate about

these nonforest elements and "Wieir ecological status in post-Pleistocene
times.

Birds associated primarily with unforested areas are now so

numerous in species and numbers that perhaps some were originally forest
species gradually adjusting to other habitats as the latter increased in
area.

Between Pleistocene and htunan times, therefore, there was a more

or less continual, but minor, fluctuation in bird and mammal distri
bution and abundance taking place in the Sierra under natural controls
acting principally throu^i vegetation.

Since the region is now about

half forested with much of this being climax growth, physical factors
are still operative in undisturbed areas.

Their effects in the other

sections of the Sierra have been changed by the landscape modifications
brought about by man.
Human effects on the flora and fauna. The most profound change
in the Sierra de Tuxtla by the human element has occurred in the natural
vegetation.

Ifan's influence on the plant cover of the large forested

part of the region is now negligible or nonexistent and has likely been
so since humans first arrived.

The vegetation of the remaining area,

however, has been destroyed or significantly altered by cutting and fire
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for many centiurf.es. Small villages and the surrounding subsistence
agricultural plots of the Sierra's earliest inhabitants were only minor
intemroticns in the essentially unbroken original vegetation cover,
3h these early times the human population was so sparse that the slashbum agriculture practiced by most people affected relatively small
areas. The fairly dense population and larger settlements of later
preconquest centuries, mostly on the Sierra's southern slopes, greatly
extended the removal of vegetation. Since extensive sections of the
range have more fertile soils than most tropical regions, hciJever, I
would judge that there'was less migratory tillage and reclamation of
slash-buméd land by natural vegetation during the Sierra's early his
tory than in regions where poorer soils occur. The range's more pro
ductive soils permitted the cycle of slash-bum cultivation to be longer
-and require less frequent abandonment and shifting of people to new land.
Of course, this situation also depenüs on population density in any
region considered, but the fairly dense population in the Sierra would
have also tended to retard original vegetation regeneration. 3h spite
of the e:çianding preconquest population and the clearing of new land,
this factor of less shifting in agricultural activity is probably one of
several reasons why almost half of the Sierra is still essential3y
undisturbed by human activity.
After the marked decrease in population subsequent to the con
quest, since the iSth century there has been a more or less continual
population rise evidenced in the Sierra by settlement e:q>ansion coin
cident with slash-bum cultivation and a great increase in permanent
subsistence agriculture (Plate XXXI). Thus, in the settled areas natural
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PLATE X XXI

CULTURAL LANDSCAPE
2.5 km. west San Andres Tuxtla, 300 m. a.s.l. A typical view in a longsettled part of the range shows secondary forest remnants, thickets,
newly burned fields and poor pastures. On the steep hill slope at
upper right is a small cluster of huts (light area) with well worn
trails leading to overgrazed areas idiere some erosion is evident. Mango
trees, as in the foreground, have been widely planted for fruit.
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forest vegetation now ocours mainly in scattered remnants, mostly com
posed of secondary stages, %bere land is not under cultivation, thew
is a proliferation of weedy fields mixed with low, dense thickets and
occasional woodland patches. >fiich of this low vegetation is either cut
or burned before it is able to reach even an initial forest stage* The
forest remnants and edges of the continuous forest are consistently
exploited for firewood. 3n and near villages and larger urban centers
there is a high population of domestic animals, such as burros, cattle,
pigs and chickens, contacting the soil, altering vegetation and destroy
ing plants to a diminishing degree radially from the center. The barren
zone surrounding towns in Central America, referred to by Cook (1909:9;
1919:31U-315), is not usually apparent around the Sierra’s urban local
ities. Although vegetation is reduced or sparse and some bare or grass
areas and a maze of well worn trails exist, there is no complete denuda
tion of plant cover. Around some villages and larger towns there is a
permanent type of horticulture (Bartlett, 1956:695-696). The natural
vegetation has been replaced by groves of fruit trees and bananas :d.th
plots of vegetables scattered here and there® Tapalapan, I^bcayapan and
some of the villages about Lago Catemaco are examples of such places.
In many of the cultivated and partly open sections the people have planted
fruit trees and also live fences of trees as field borders, such vege
tation foraing a conspicuous feature of the cultural landscape.
The effects of slash-bum activities in relation to destruction
and regrowth of the Sierra’s natural vegetation vary in different parts
of the range. Where annual rainfall is less and the dry season more
pronounced on the southern side, plant destruction by fire is facilitated.
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natural vegetation, especially woody plants, is able to regenerate less
rapidly, and grasses and weeds are able to expand their coverage* On
the less fertile soils on the south side of the Volcin Santa Marta
massif these processes are particularly evident ;diere the original growth
•was initially sparse. The intensive cultivation in the pemanent agri
culture following the slash-bum in many places has served further to
limit the natural plant growth to hedgerows and isolated patches of
secondary growth. Slash-bum operations, ■sdiich are practiced today at
and near the edges of the continuous humid forest and in scattered
locations where small tracts and remnants of semideciduous forest types
exist, are generally effective in killing almost all natural plant
material above ground. The state of comple-te denudation and eadiaustion
of the soil, mentioned by Cook (1919.:310) in describing the milpa sys'bera,
is not reached in many places in the range. Even though there is no
reforestation, the abundant rainfall, friable and fertile volcanic
soils, rapid growth of plants supplying nutrients and gaieral absence of
destructive erosion, are conducive to more prolonged cultivation, more
rapid soil recovery and in places more or less permanent land use.
Regeneration of natural vegetation in the slash-bum area is especially
effective in localities remote from "villages in the zone of higher rain
fall and less weathered soils occupied by m'uch of the virgin rain forest.
Slash-bum operations at the edges of and -within the continuous
humid tropical forest create conditions idiereby strong sunlight and
heavy rain are able to affect soils and plant growth in the clearing and
at the forest edge. A consequence has been the greatly increased exteit
of forest edge vegetation that is particularly noticeable and is an
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important vegetation modification in the Sierra. When downed forest
trees and limbs are burned the adjacent ■undisturbed forest occasionally
ignites. This usually results only in the destruction of vegetation
at the extreme edge Tdiich has been subject to some drying from exposure
to sun. Watters (1960:82) mentions the effects of buroing and dry
conditions on soil composition and structure, and consequent favoring
of more xerophytic and pyrophyllous plants. Although I observed the
greater tendency to bum of forest edge vegetation, I did not notice
that it showed a more deciduous character in humid rain forest areas.
When clearings are kept under cultivation and mostly free of new natural
vege-tation, a very dense grorth of herbaceous plants, shrubs, saplings,
and vines, often differing in species from those in the forest, rapidly
forms a sometimes almost impenetrable wall at the forest edge. On many
occasions I have had considerable difficulty in entering the forest
because of this thick vegetation.

If the clearing is abandoned and re

generation commences, plants are aided in their spread from the forest
edge by generation from this already tall growth. Although exposure
facilitates the formation of edge vege'bation, it often causes the soli
tary large trees left standing after slash-bum activities (Pla-te XXIII)
to deteriorate and die. The ^iphytes and climbers on their trunks and
limbs also are adversely affected from exposure.
Slash-bum cultivation in the Sierra de Tuxtla is essentially
similar in process to that employed in other regions of Latin America
and the Old World. As in, for example, the bush fallow and kaingin
agriculture of Nigeria and the Philippines, most tree roots and stunps
are not removed, leaving sources for regeneration of the natural
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vegetation (Stançj, 1938:36; Pendleton, 19U2:19$)» The shifting culti
vation within the edges of the Sierra's rain forest often results in
noncontiguous clearings so new growth quickly takes over upon abandon
ment and grasses are not able to dominate. This is in contrast to the
gradual cultivation from the large cleared areas of permanent agricul
ture. Here the slash-bum activity is gradually pushing up the moun
tain slopes followed by establishment of grass and weed fields. A
similar contrast is apparent on the mountains of Mindanao in the Phil
ippines (Pendleton, 19it2:207). There is not any noticeable effort by
the Sierra's inhabitants to aid in the restoration of soil fertility
to the slash-bum areas by crop variety and rotation, cover crops, or,
for example, as in southern Nigeria (Stamp, 1938:36), by a fallow sys
tem. In Nigeria this bush fallowing is actually a system of permanent
cultivation.
The general cultural processes by which man has changed the vege
tation of the Sierra have involved a) initially a gradually expanding
scale of plant cover destruction and change by shifting cultivation, and
b) later a transformation of this type into predominantly sedentary
permanent agriculture over much of the southern side of the range.
Whetten (19U8:575) listed 31.U per cent of Veracruz as forested. Figure
7 shows the much higher proportion (almost $0 per cent) of the Sierra
that is forest covered. Figure lU shows that the reduction in area of
the humid forest in about two decades by slash-bum cultivation has been
considerable. Not portrayed in this figure are the many small remnants
of other forest formations reduced in size by this method of land use.
Aerial photographs of the southern slopes in places show a mosaic
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pattern of slash-bum clearings with a density often resulting in re
duction of natural vegetation to relatively narrow borders between them.
I noted some areas, several rather extensive, that had been cleared
within the last decade and j^arently had never been used for agricul
ture. I was infonned that the recent clearing of the primary forest
above Colonia Huatusco was for establishing a coffee plantation, but
those involved did not know how to carry out the project and it was
abandoned. A few small cattle herds were pastured in this area.
The rain forests of the Sierra are a unique formation idiose com
ponents are closely adapted to the forest association. The juxtaposi
tion of the tops of the upper story and the intermixture of branches
and lianas in the canopy form a coupler undergoing severe disnptions if
a tree is felled by human action or natural means. This is occurring in
the two lumbering operations I observed in the range. At the present
time, however, these activities are not causing major forest depletion.
I saw no evidence of clear cutting and there seemed to be a general
policy of selectivity. The multiplicity of tree species, the general
absence of commercially valuable forms and the operational difficulties
involved, make large scale efforts e^ensive and largely inpracticable.
The effects of charcoal making on the vegetation of the Sierra are also
not of great importance, being extremely limited in extent and frequency.
The clearing of forests by slash-bum methods remains the major factor
affecting natural vegetation in the Sierra de Tuxtla. This practice is
now subject to some regulation under the forest law, peimitting cutting
only on slopes with less than 1^ per cent grade. The control of this
human influence on the flora, however, requires much closer observation
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and enforcement*
Human alteration and removal of natural vegetation in the Sierra
have exposed extensive areas to the physical environmental influences
continually affecting the land. Although a protective cover of plant
growth rapidly forms in many places, the exposure of the land surface,
fonaerly shielded by forest, to the sunli^t results in soil dessication
and loosening ■which is conducive to an increased rate of erosion. The
heavy precipitati&i during the rainy season, no longer broken by the
closed canopy of forest, is more easily able to contact the ground
surfaqe and cause soil wash, occasional slumping and some minor gullying.
Accelerated runoff on land surfaces and in streams is particularly
evident in the pine-oak areas modified by man where natural vegetation
is much less dense than in places idiere the humid tropical evergreen
forest occurs. Although all of the Sierra's streams carry some sediment
during rainy periods, those on the southern slopes in the cleared areas
show greater turbidity than do those flowing largely in humid forest.
The continual removal of forest vegetation by man will undoubtedly in
crease this runoff and add to soil loss.
Man had small effect on the Sierra's avian and mammalian popu
lations -in the earliest centuries. In spite of his greater dependence
then on hunting for subsistence, his low numbers and less efficient
weapons precluded any but very minor reductions in animal numbers. He
was able to decrease animal populations only locally near villages or
cultivated land. As the human population of the Sierra increased during
the centuries before the conquest, there was greater pressure from hunting
and a consequent areal esqsansion in game pursuit having a more widespread
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effect in reducing total populations» During these times bows and
arrows, slings, snares and traps were used, occasionally in communal
hunts. There is no evidence idien the dog was first enç>loyed in hunting,
but it very likely was used often, especially for the tenrestrial bur
rowing animals. Dogs are frequently used now, and are considered essen
tial by some people for hunting the Red Brocket and for various rodents.
Influence on animal populations from hunting probably declined
somewhat after the conquest because of the decrease in human population.
The acquisition of firearms, however, enabled hunters to procure birds
and mammals more easily for food. There is little historical informa
tion on hunting in the Sierra, but it is probable that very few people
were able to afford firearms until the modem period. As was mentioned
previously, even today not many people can afford to purchase a gun or
buy the ammunition to hunt steadily. Nevertheless, the efficiency of
firearms has contributed to the reduction of animals, particularly the
larger and more gregarious maimnals such as the monkeys, and the solitary
mammals such as the Paca and Agouti. Hunting with firearms has not
only markedly reduced some species of game birds and mammals in certain
localities, but caused a decrease generally in the mountain range. A
recent example of this decrease is the White-collared Peccary, #ich
occurred in large numbers as recently as 25 years ago, but has now
almost completely disappeared. Some other species noticeably decreasing
in abundance in many localities due to hunting are the Great Curassow,
Crested Guan, Baird's Tapir, Paca and Red Brocket. The combination of
more and better weapons and a greatly increased and more widely settled
human population have resulted in greater hunting pressure than foimerly
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on many animals in spite of the increasing proportion of people engaged
in agriculture and urban occtçiaticns*
A more recent development is the ability of some urban residents
to hunt in the Sierra during leisure time for sport, Argudin (19#:33)
told of a small local hunting party northeast of Volcan San Martin
Tuxtla taking a Baird's Tapir, 2h curassows (possibly including guans),
two Bacas, two Red Brockets, two Kinkajous and one "tigre serrano," In
view of the changing status of many people in the country, this type of
hunting is likely to have an increasing effect on the fauna.
Man's effect on the avifauna in regard to hunting is not easily
ascertained with the exception of several larger species. ÎÇr observa
tions showed that most local hunters are more selective in taking birds
than they are mammals, and will more often try to secure those yielding
the most meat or those they consider more palatable. As vd.th mammals,
though, few opportunities to secure meat for consumption are let pass.
At iiregular intervals in various Sierra localities I saw people shoot
grebes, ducks, hArons, kites and toucans, some of this being done by
nonresidents. Total populatioiB of most bird species, however, have not
been significantly affected by bunting.
The composition and total populations of birds and mammals in the
Sierra have been changed significantly by man indirectly by removal and
alteration of the natural vegetation. The humid tropical forest is able
to support a comparatively low population density of the larger mammals
and birds, such as the Howler Monkey, the cats, Baird's Tapir and the
Great Curassow. Most of these animals will not remain close to human
habitations. Consequently, continual loss of forest habitat and
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establishment of new settlements at the edges and within the forest has
caused a significant decline in total Sierra populations of these forest
dwelling mammals and birds. Some smaller passerine birds of the humid
primary forest are able to adapt easily to various stages of secondary
growth. Frequent and sometimes uncontrolled use of fire in slash-bum
operations and also ifl grass and cultivated areas in the range not only
contributes to loss of animal habitat and food supplies, but destroys
some of the small vertebrate and invertebrate forms upon which larger
mammals and birds depend for food. As the region's forest cover is
reduced the introduction and dispersal of anlmalM inhabiting forest edge,
secondary growth, thickets and open country increases. Although no
direct studies have been made concerning this change, it is probable
that there has been an increase in several bat species and a rise in
numbers of opossums, a madillos, raccoons, rabbits, some small rodents,
and possibly weasels. %th some of these forms an over-all increase
has definitely taken place in recent years. The avifauna is undergoing
a similar change in abundance and conçosition from man's influence on
the vegetation. The large number and variety of nonforest dwelling
bird species (Appendix C, habitats B, C, E) and the movements of some
into the Sierra can be observed during conparatively brief observations.
A few of the most noticeable of these avian forms are Groove-billed Ani,
Vermilion-crowned Flycatcher, Brown J%r, Boat-tailed Grackle, Bed-eyed
Cowbird, Yellow-faced Grassquit, Blue-black Grassquit and White-collared
Seedeater. Some larger open country bird species, such as the White
tailed Kite, Crested Caracara, Laughing Falcon and Roadside HaTdc, have
also increased in frequency of occurrence.
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Prospect
Problems in the region. The Sierra de Tuxtla possesses major
problems basically related to four factors - location, topography,
climate and soils. The range is located on the Gulf coastal plain in
southeastern Mexico directly on the route from the populous highlands
via Veracruz city to Tabasco and the Yucatan peninsula. The major
coastal road completing the connection of the highlands with the southÜ.

eastern areas has recently been completed; thé section, partly in the
Sierra, between’Catemaco and Acayucan has only been paved for slightly
more than a decade. %us, with the major transportation route of south
eastern Mexico crossing the range, the area’s future is directly involved
with the economic development taking place along this route. At the
present time within the Sierra this development consists principally
in agricultural and livestock activities plus urban commercial enter
prises. Topographic conditions are such that, despite many steep slopes,
deep ravines and gorges, a large amount of the Sierra’s land area has a
moderate to slight gradient. This condition, with the fact that the
region’s soils are generally more fertile than most tropical soils, is
conducive to a continuous and expanding use of land for agriculture.
Finally, the mild climate and abundant rainfall provide good growing
conditions for crops and thereby make the Sierra an attractive location
for new settlements.
Intimately related to the foregoing factors are the two most
important problems : a) the rapid population increase and b) the use
of land in the Sierra. Table VII shows that total population in the
last thirty years has increased by hO per cent per decade. TlrLs
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represents a significant immigration pins the normal high increase in
the resident population. The impact of this increase on the original
vegetation is causing the landscape in the Sierra to change from a
forest to an agricultural one. If this rate continues, the pressure to
expand agricultural and grazing areas wiU undoubtedly be greater. The
question arises as to what effects such expansiun has already had, and
will have, if continued, on the soils, water resources and plant and
amTnal life In the Sierra. That the latter two elements have been great
ly altered with the concomitant reduction in abundance of many native
species, there is ample evidence.
It is more difficult, however, to determine the general effects
on soil and water resources in the watershed of the Sierra de Tuxtla.
It is apparent that moderate to slight erosion has occurred and is con
tinuing in the unforested parts, particularly on some steep slopes where
annual burning and grazing is carried out. This will accelerate with a
progressive reduction in soil fertility under present agricultural
methods, especially if the steeper slopes and higher lands continue to
be converted to agricultural use; accelerated erosion will occur on such
terrain despite the rapid growth of vegetation which is now helping to
prevent severe erosion in the less steep lands cleared of forest at
lower elevations. 3h relation to agriculture at higher altitudes on
steep slopes. Gourou ( 1 9 5 6 said that to be successful in supporting
increasing populations intensive must replace extensive production of
food products in tropical cultivation. To accomplish this he indicated
that an inversion of cultivated areas must take place utilizing lower
topographic levels that are usually the best for agiùculture. The poor
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ability of maize to inhibit erosion -will be a factor in the Sierra in
view of its eoctensive planting and the lack of agricultural conserva
tion practices involving crop rotation, contour plowing and soil manage
ment,

I believe the entire removal of the great forests in the Sierra

will sufficiently disturb the ecosystem so that generally adverse effects
will occur on soils, water table and flow and agricultural potential of
its land; these effects can only be partially compensated for by con
servation procedures, which are at present almost nonexistent. The
Secretaria de Agricultura y Ganaderla is making efforts to inçŒwe the
situation by «iananstrations and education, but much remains to be
accomplished, particularly in view of the rapid colonization of virgin
lands and the remoteness of many parts of the range.
The Sierra de Tuxtla is essentially well-watered with Lago Cate
maco and many streams providing sufficient amounts for the existing
population as well as for hydroelectric power. The forests now act as
a conservator for the water supplies of the Sierra. 'Uith continued
forest removal, eventual pennanent cultivation and lack of soil conser
vation, leaching and precipitation runoff will increase and the total
water table may be loxrered, Although humidity is high, the severity of
the dry season, evidenced now by reduction of stream water supply and
desiccation of unvegetated soil, especially in the less humid areas,
will also probably be increased by forest denudation (cf. Thomthwaite,

1956:^76,^82),
Because a large proportion of the region consists of land having
moderate or slight gradient, it is possible eventually to bring most of
it under cultivation and to introduce grazing or agriculture on the
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steeper sections at higher elevations. This may occur in the future if
the present trends continue, hut in my estimation such a condition would
not be best for the Sierra's land considering the physical environmentalL
factors continually acting upon it. The utilization of the steeper
slopes for tree crops rather than cultivation or grazing would be a
better use of the hi^er land, if it is cpnsidfired necessary to use the
entire Sierra for subsistence and commercial agriculture (cf. Cook, "L9Wi
325). Scientific silviculture in this region \diere trees grow excep
tionally well would contribute to the economy as well as assist in water
shed protection. In the final analysis,, wiether the Sierra is eventual
ly employed almost entirely as an agricultural and grazing area or
Tdiether a part will be left in forest for other purposes, rests on the
values and intentions of those in a position to exercise control. The
problems of population increase and land use require strong action if
they are to be solved for the long-term benefit of both the people and
the land. To acccnqilish this it is necessary for those in government
concerned with resource development and conservation to x’oimilate and
inclement policies based on an evaluation of the Sierra's total poten
tial in tenns of natural resources, economic development and possibil
ities for recreational use. This approach, to be efficacious, must
embody considerations based not only on sound land use but upon conser
vation principles.
Conservation. Unfortunately, the general conservation outlook
in the Sierra de Tuxtla is not good. Slash-bum agriculture on new
lands is at present- the only means practicable for part of the expanding
population to subsist. This is djiçressed tç)on an observer as when, for
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example, in May 1962, I counted 1^ fires burning on the forested slopes
above the Bahia Sontecomapan, and the atmosphere over parts of the
Sierra was hazy with smoke.

The destruction of the forests is carried

out, especially in remote areas, despite the excellent forest law.
Article 126 of the regulations of the Forest Law (Secretaria de Agri
cultura y Ganadei^a, 1961:63) states that the Secretary of Agriculture
and livestock can authorize the cutting of forests for opening new lands
for agriculture only when the slope of the land is less than 1$ per
cent.

In some sections I observed recent cutting on considerably steeper

slopes. The chief of the forest sector, working mainly alone in this
large area and lacking adequate transportation facilities, is handi
capped in reconnaissance and law enforcement.
The conservation picture in relation to the fauna is even less
promising at the present time.

The taking of permanently protected

species such as the monkeys, tapir and various birds continues.

Since

there are no wildlife officers, enforcement of the fine game law is not
possible.

The chief of the forest sector is er^owered to enforce this

law, but is not even able to do so adequately with respect to the forest
law.

I'lany people outside of the larger towns did not appear to be •

cognizant of laws concerning forests or game. Yet there were some who
deplored the cutting and burning of the forests and seemed to be aware
of the consequences to the land and wildlife.

A few land owners expressed

their concern over this situation and indicated their intention to take
measures on their properties to guard against erosion and indiscrim
inate forest destruction.

The loss of habitat by permanent destruc

tion of the original and secondary vegetation is a major cause of faunal
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inçjoverishment in the Sierra. Some residents are aware of present
conditions and the need for proper land use and conservation in the
region. It is extremely difficult, however, to reach many parts of the
Sierra either with education or law enforcement in this regard* It is
likewise difficult to introduce new agricultural and soil conservation
practices beacuse many of the rural people possess ingrained traditions
with respect to use of the land; in some cases apathy or even antagonism
is shown toward the introduction of new methods of land use, though the
people would probably benefit in the future as a result of adopting them*
Summary
The Sierra de Tuxtla is a discrete topographic uplift possessing
distinct physical, biological and cultural characteristics. Its vol
canic composition forms a geological and geomorphological basis upon
•vdiich its plant cover and elements of its rich avian and mammalian
faunas have been affected by physical factors and the activities of the
human population!.
For the hundred million or more years of its existence elements
of the physical environment in the form of water, wind and volcanic
disturbances have acted upon the Sierra dynamically and in effect have
molded its form into tdiat is evident today. The flora and fauna \ç)on
its surface have reacted to these influences with a series of changes
that likewise continue unceasingly. The several thousand years of man’s
cccupance are only a minute fraction of the range's existence in geo
logical time, not sufficient for much exc^t relatively minor effects
tç)on its physical surface, principally in the form of erosion. Kbn's
impact tpon the flora and fauna, however, has been considerable over
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itnich of the region. Such conçjaratively recent changes can often be
observed and analysed more clearly than can those taking place during
the Sierra's existence through past geological periods.
The surface of the Sierra de Tuxtla, though plainly showing in
basic foim the cratered cones and lava ridges of its volcanic origin,
also possesses the rounded contours and radial ravine patterns resulting
from centuries of action by mechanical and chemical weathering in a
tropical climate. The relatively stable balance existing between the
land surface features and the almost continuous plant cover during pre
human times is now radically changed over about half of the region.
Vegetation destruction by cutting and fire, the introduction of new
plants, the utilization of land for an ^Agricultural and grazing econony,
have modified much of the Sierra's landscape. IfiLth the extensive loss
of vegetative cover and the resulting greater exposure of the land
surface, particularly on the already less humid southern slopes of the
Sierra, soil structure has been changed, erosion and water runoff
increased so that it is possible a general trend toward drier conditions
exists.
The continuing modifications in the nature and extent of the
plant cover are causing more changes in bird and mammal populations.
The shift from forest dwelling to nonforest dwelling fonns is progressing,
with some species of tiie former approaching local extinction. Use by
the human population as a source of food or for sale as pets is contri
buting to the decline of sane forms.
A hi^ rate of human populaid-on increase plus immigration has
resulted in an expansion of settlement and agricultural land use. In
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addition to its aforementioned effects on plant and animal life, this
expansion has resulted in damage to existing forests by fire and an
increase in domestic animals wLth detriment to natural vegetation where
"Uiey roam uncontrolled.

Although attempts are being made to inprove

agriculture and grazing, at present there is little external evidence
of this.
poor.

The outlook in regard to forest and wildlife conservation is

Enforcement .of laws pertaining thereto is a major problem in

volving lack of personnel and transportation facilities, difficulty of
access to certain areas, and the attitudes of the human residents.
The future of the Sierra de Tuxtla lies in a balanced program
embodying education, economic development and strong conservation mea
sures.

If the Sierra is to conserve its resources, increase its pro

ductivity and preserve its natural beauty, there must be a concerted
effort to establish working man-land relationships based on a concept
of the Sierra as a distinct physical and biological entity.

Effective

steps should be taken to improve agriculture, protect forests, waters
and wildlife and impress upon its people the necessity of having a
long-range view in regard to proper land, use and conservation.
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APPENDIX A

A NATIONAL PARK OR FOREST AND WILDLIFE PRESERVE
The question of establishing a.National Park or Forest and Wild
life Preserve in the Sierra de Tujctla %ill, in ray opinion, soon become
academic if present trends in the region continue. Depletion of the
native flora and fauna has been considerable and is progressing with
little restraint. Leopold {19$9th92) cited the northeast slopes of
Volcan San Martin Tuxtla as a location that might well be designated a
permanent rain forest reserve. Figure l|j shows how this wilderness
section is being encroached upon from all sides and is steadily dimin
ishing in extent.
I analyzed the possibilities for creation of a park or reserve
in the region, and I believe there are several valid reasons for estab
lishing such an area here. These are: a) the necessity for conserving
the water, forest and soil resources of the Sierra de Tuxtla watershed,
b) Mexico's need for more parks on a national level where elements of
the original flora and fauna are preserved, c) the suitability of parts
of the region for a rain forest reserve in which large mammals, some
becoming increasingly rare, can persist in the wild and d) the need for
natural areas vriiich can provide certain recreational opportunities for
the country's growing population. Each of the above reasons possesses
national significance. Based on these reasons and on the future bene
fits to the region and the country, I believe that the creation of a
park is the best use to which part of the Sierra can be put. A deci
sion to preserve some irreplaceable natural features of this region
207
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rests in the values and intentions of those in a position to exercise
control. The conçjarative scarcity of good agricultural land in Mexico
and the fundamental problems of population scansion and land distri
bution are some iaç>orbant factors strongly influencing those concerned
with the future of the region.
The creation of a parfc in the Sierra de Tuxtla faces serious ob
stacles that can be overcome only by a concerted effort. If such a park
were established in this area under Article 62 of the Forest Law (Secre
taria de Agricultura y Ganaderia, 1961:17), it would be necessary to de
lineate its boundaries as soon as possible by posting and a local display
of maps showing its extent. Considerable publicity would be required in
the region to explain the reasons for the park's creation and the regula
tions applying to its use. An adequate staff of raiders with sufficient
means 6f transportation for extensive patrolling would be indispensable
for park security. Such measures would be required because there are now
few controls in the Sierra whlre forests and wildlife are concerned.
Thus, under present conditions, the creation of a park, though the ini
tial and most important action, would be only the first in a series of
essential measures necessary for an effective preserve.
$
Figure I4 shows the sections of the Sierra which I think would be
best suited for park purposes. The core areas would be Volcan San
Ifartln. Tuxtla and its slopes to the norlSi and east, and the Volcân Santa
Ifeirta - Cerro Cançanario con^lex of north trending ridges including
a projection enconçassing Volcan San tfartin Pajapan. I have selected
these sections because a) they contain the largest proportion of
continuous primary rain forest in the Sierra, b) in them much
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of the terrain is better suited for forest than any other use, c) they
contain the largest populaticms of most mammal species, particularly
the Baird’s Tapir, River Otter and Howler Monkey and d) they are for
the most parfc uninhabited by humans, I include parts of the Gulf coast
not only to increase habitat variety, but to preserve some stream envi
ronments which River Otters inhabit. Although a part of the wild east
ern sections of the Bahia Sontecomapan has been included within the
part boundary, I exclude the western and southem shores because of the
population concentrations there (Golonia La Palma, Sontecomapan ana
smaller settlements). For the same reason I omit Lago Catemaco, I
think it would be possible, and an asset to the entire part situation,
to include either a parfc or a U of both the bay and lake within the park
boundaries and jurisdiction so that protection could be extended to the
abundant and interesting wildlife in these water and marsh habitatsj
Lago Catemaco, already a tourist attraction and resort area, could be
partly utilized as a recreational section, particularly along its west
ern shore. The inclusion of Bahia Sontecomapan in the park would also
make a more cohesive unit by connecting the two large core areas on
the massifs*
As outlined on Figure lli the Volc^ San Ifertxn Tuxtla section
encompasses approximately 350 square kilometers (35,000 hectares), Wie
Tblcin Santh Marta - Cerro Cançanario about U?5 square kilometers
(U7,500 hectares). Addition of the Whole of Bahia Sontecomapan would
add ten square kilcmeters (1000 hectares), and Lago Catemaco, its north
ern and eastern shores and the ridge to its north, about 100 square
kilometers (10,000 hectares). Thus, a total of 935 square kilometers
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or 93)^00 hectares would make this area, if established under national
park status, the second largest unit, and one of the finest, in the
Mexican National Park system (Leopold, 19$9:91). The possibility can
also be considered of setting aside part of the region as strictly a
national wildlife refuge under Article 9 of the Federal Game Law (Secre
taria de .^pücultura y Ganaderia, 19^2:2), which specifically mentions
establishment of refuges for the protection of rare animal species.
The subject of land acquisition and human population within the
proposed park boundaries is an important consideration. Articles U5
and 66 of the Forest Law permit the federal government to acquire,any
land for park purposes. In this event it would be necessary to analyze
carefully not only present population distribution, but future settle
ment possibilities. From population figures and my own observations the
number of people at present living within the proposed boundaries of the
Volcân San îfertln Tuxtla section is slightly less than 1000. The larg
est populated places (Figure 12) are located on or near the Gulf; these
are near Roca Partida, Arroyo del Oro, and at KL Real and Montepio,
the four comprising 6^ per cent of the total population within this
section. The population within the.other section, excluding the Lago
Catemaco addition, is also approximately 1000, with settlements near
Punta Zapotitlan, Elo Mescalapan and Bahia Sontecomapan comprising about
6o per cent of the total. From these figures it is apparent that a
minute proportion of the Sierra's population lives within the boundaries
I have outlined. Ifeny of these people have been settled in the area
for a conparatively short time. There is probably suitable land outside
the proposed park boundary, but still within the region, to which they
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could move, thus involving a short travel distance.

No doubt seme could

render good service for paric patrol, as they are well acquainted with
the local surroundings.

'

This portion of the Sierra is well suited for the establishment
of a National Park or National Wildlife Preserve of major proportions. .
The region possesses natural attributes that would make such a park or
refuge an international as well as national scientific and popular
attraction.

The present use of the region for tourism, recreation and

scientific studies would increase with the establishment of a park and
contribute toward improving the living standards of the region’s people.
This would be a significant asset in view of the present economic out
look for the Sierra, one in which industrialization does not figure.
The values that would be realized in the preservation of this magnif
icent natural area and its rich flora and fauna are of great iaportance
to the Sierra, its people and to Mexico.

The effort required to accom

plish this would be great, but the benefits to be attained make it a
worthwhile endeavor.
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APPENDIX B

SCME PLANT SPECIES OF THE SIERRA DE TUXTLA
I. PLANTS IDENTIFIED FROM THE SIERRA DE TUXTLA
I^fcerobryaceae (moss family)
Iterobryum 'nsmn (Schwaegr. ) Homsch»
Meteoriaceae (moss family)
Pllotrichella flexilis (Hedw. ) Jaeg.
Polypodiaceae (fem family)
‘
Pberidium aqnilinum var. caudatimi (L. ) Sadele
Aspidieae (fern family)
Dxdymochlaetta truncatxila (Swartz ) J. Smith
Cyatîisaceae (tree-fern family)
Cyathea sp.
AlsopCTla sehiedeana Presl.
Cycadaceae (eyead family)
Ceratozamia mexicana Brogn.
Sarnia loddigesii Tar, angustifolia (Regel) Schnster
Podocaipaceae (podocarpus family)
Podocarpus oleifolius D. Don
ünaceae (pine family)
Pinus oocarpa Schiede
Phoenieaeeae (palm family)
Sabal sp*
dHamaedorea tepejllote liebm.
Orbignya'sp»
Astroearyum mexicantan liebm.

Musaoeae (banana family)
Heliconia latispatha Benth.
Piperaeeae (pepper,.family)
Piper aurittm H. B. K.
Piper sp.

Jnglandaceae (walnut family)
Engelhardtia guatemalensis Standi.
212
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Fagaceae (beech family)
Qoercus pedu^xdaris Nee, vel aff.
oleoidea S. 5- C.
Qiierc^' ^liesbreghtil.Mart. & Gal. vel aff.
Quercus sklimeil Benth.
Blmaceae (elm family)
Mirandaceltis monoica (Hamsl. ) Sharp
Moraceae (mulberry family)
Ficus glaueescens (ideTrn.) MLq.
$icus cotinifolia
%eudb^edia oaqyphyllaria Donn. Sra.
Cecropia sp.
Urticaceae (nettle family)
I^ra elata (Sw«) Griseb.
itrri'o'caip'a longipes liebm.
Magnoliaceae (magnolia family)
Talauma mexicana (DC.) G. Don
Annonaceae (custard-apple family)
Annona sp.
%rristicaceae (nutmeg family)
Virola guatemalensis (Hemsl.) Warb.
Lauraceae (laurel family)
Rioebe mexicana Meissner
Hamamelidaceae (witch-hazel family)
liquidambar styraciflua L.
Mimosaceae (mimosa family)
Callian^a grandiflora (L’Her. ) Benth.
ÜtheccQÜobium arboreum (L. ) Urb,
Fabaceae (bean family)
Dussia mexicana (Standi.) Harms
ülirïcidea sepium (Jacq.) Steud.
Erythrina~amerxcana M U .
Burseraceae (torchwood family)
Bursera siraaruba (L.) Sarg. sens. lat.
Malpighiaceae (malpighia family)
Byrsonima crassifolia (L.) DC.
Anacardiaceae (cashew family)
Spondias mcmbin L.
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Aqtdfoliaceae (holly family)
^tida (Vahl. ) Maxim.

ïlex cLiVcoïcr Ifemsl.
Icacinaceae (icacina family)
Calatola sp.
ELaeocaipaceae (elaeocarpus family)
Sloanea sp.
Tiliaceae (linden family)
Apeiba tibourbon Aubl.
Malvaceae (mallow family),
IB.biscus tiliaceus L.
Bombacaceae (cotton-tree family)
Bemoullia flammea Oliver
Pachira aqnatica Aubl.
Dilleniaceae (dillenia family)
Saurauia sp.
Curateïïa americana L.
Guttiferae (clusia family)
Clusla salvlnii Donn. 8m.
Flaccurtiaceae (flacoürtia family)
ELeuranthodendron mexicana (A. Gray) L. Vins,

Xyiosma
Rhizophoraceae (mangrove family)
■Rhizophora mangle L.
Melastomaceae (meadow-beauty family)
Conoategia xalapensis (Bonpl.) DC.
Araliaceae (ginseng family)
Oreopanax capitatum (Jacq.) D.& P.
Ôreopanax xalapense (H.B.K. ) D.& P.
Dendropainax arborew (L. ) D.& P.
dethraceae (lAlte-alder family)
Cletlira sttaveolens Turcz.
d'etinra macropkyEa M. & G.
^ocynaceae (dogbane family)
St-emmadenia galeottiana (A. Rich.) Mlers.
Boraginaceae (borage family)
Cordia spinescens L.
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Acanthaoeae (acanthus family)
Aphelandra aur^tiaoa (Schiedw. ) lindl.
Wontonema callistacHyom (S. & G. ) Kuntze.
Rubiaceae (madder family)
Hamelda longipes Standi.
Haméüaâ. patens Jacq.
Hofl!jmannia lentlcillata Hemsl.
CephaelisTelata S v>
t.

Caprifoliaceae (honeysuckle family)
Viburnum acutifolium Benth.
Conçositae (conç»osite family)
Melai^odium dlvar3.catum (Rich. ) DC.
Senecio sp.
Polymnia macnlata Cav.
II. LOCAL NAlffiS OF PLANTS IN THE SIERRA DE TUXTLA
Achiote. Bixa oocellana.
Aguacate. Persea americana.
Algodocillo.
Amarïlïoi
Amaïte. Pious sp.
Ainaie cajonero.
Amate
cad
Ficus sp.
lite
Ânâcâhïm

.

Apipi.

Arrayan. Lauras vulgaris.
Beouco.
dafc>^>
CaîiafistT^. C^sia grandis.
Caoba. ëwïetenla sp.
Caobïïl.aI (^ton lucldum» =|Crcton glabellus^*
Capiulin.' Muntingia calakura.*
Cedro. Cedrela mexicana.

Cedro nojgal. ~
Celba.

Cei'ba pentandra.

G?.pres de b â ^ ^ o . ïoluifera pereirae.»
Clrue^ amar3.!l.!la. SpondiasTutea.*
Cîruela colorada. Spondias mcmitaln.-MCocuite. Ichtkromethia coimunis.

^ppite.
dueTO.'

Ch^ani.
Chico zapote. Achras aapota.
Chicozapote. Eyospyros obtusifolia. cjPiospyTos ebenaster^
“■ _
"câlycophyllum
ophyllun sp.-*

^ano.
Æicino amarillo.

Quercus sp
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Encino bianco. Quercus sp.
Bicino prieto .• Quercus sp.
ÿresno. "Hhus sp.

Gaga.
Gateado. Si:ietenia humilis.»
GuanAana. Annona sp,
Guaslmo. ' Gu^uma olmifolia»

Guayaba. Psiditim sp.
riule. Castn.lL'la~ilastica.
Ixjble. Bromelia silvestris.
Jabdncillo. Dussia megcLeaha.

Jicama.
JÏcarlÜo.
«^âmcuiTT
Jobo d '
joncte. Spondias mombin.»

Jonote. Heli'ocarpvis tdmentosus.
lagai^.
laurel.

Laurel^o.
Lunoncffld.
^quidaaSir. Mquicbmbar styraciflua.
llolo. Talauma mexxcana.
Bacayo. Andira sp.

Maguey. Agave americana.
Majagua. Hibiscus sp.
Ifeinjgles bianco. Laguncularia racemosa.*
Mkngles Colorado, aiizophora mangle.»
Itogles negro. Conocarpus erecla.»

Moral, ^.orophora tincforia.
Mulaid. llaphrium simarub'a. =fBursera simarubaQ
Hanche. i^Monimâ crassifolia.

Naranjo del montëT
tfazareno. Brosintum sp.*
I^dg^.
ëcote. Plnus sp.
Ocote atnarlllo. Plnus variabilis. =filnus oocarpa^
OjochinI ^Rrosimum sp.*

ÏPajjna coyol. oirCTgnya sp.
Pai^ de coco. Cocos nucifera.

Palma de" chocho. Astrocaiyum meodLcanum.
Palma 3e tepejilo'^ cSiamaedorea! tepejilote.
felma re^. Sah;^ mesdCcana.*
Palma' rectonda" Sabal mexicana.*
Rild l?laiico.
Paid de agua.

Astianthus viiainalis.

Palo de Gannoeche
Palo de cuehara.

Haematoxylum sp.*

Paid mulato.' Bursera simaruba.*
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Palo verde»
H e x sp.
Papacfaota. Arun^Lnella hispida.
ÿaro amarillo. Worus tlnctorea.
tdjnienta.
faaiardllo.

BaVo.'‘
Êtoble bianco. Tabebiiia sp.
ëoncuavii>e»
Pithecollo'biyn arboreim.
Sücliiï.' “ “Plumerla aeutir^oSa.»

ÿabies.
ÿamalcïiavite.

TamarindioV

Tamerindos occidentals.

TepejllolSe.

Cfaamaed^ea tepejllote.

ÿeposi.
ÿepozontle.
Tivero. "^ccoloba sp.

Xbxb'gb.
&pbte agrio.
Clapote mamey.

Zaîrâa.

Manmea americana.

ëaettnei3!a sp.*

* probable scientific name added.
Sources:

Andrle (field work, 1962)
Boettiger de Alvarez (Ippla, 1961b)
Covarrubias (19U6)
Escobar (179b)
Foster (19it2)
Gomez Mayorga (1961)
Gonzalez (1962)
Jaussoro (1961)
Medel y Alvarado (1963)
"Santiago Tuxtla, Rincon de Pkravilla"(I96I )
Standley (1920-1926)
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APPENDIX C

NOKTRANSIENT BIRD SPECIES OF THE SIERRA DE TUXTLA
I. RELATIVE ABUNDANCE AND FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE CATEGORIES
Based on sight and/or sotind record in preferred habitat of species.
Abundant - recorded in considerable numbers every day (over 1$0).
Very caramon - recorded in moderate numbers every day (7^-1^0).
Common - recorded in limited numbers every day (1^-75)•
Fairly common - recorded in low numbers every day (5-15).
Rather uncommon - recorded frequently but normally in very low numbers
and not every day (3-8).
Uncommon - recorded sparingly even in the most suitable places and more
likely to be not seen than observed on a given day (1-5)»
Very uncommon - recorded infrequently and usually not observed for one
to three weeks at a time (normally 1-5 in one to three months).
Rare - recorded very infrequently or not at all for varying, sometimes
prolonged, periods (normally not more than 1-10 per year).
Very rare - recorded from one to three or four times in the region and
likely to occur again.
II. PARTIALLY ANNOTATED LIST BY HABITAT
Included are relative abundance and altitudinal range above sea
level. A hyphen before or after a single elevation or after the upper
limit of a species* range indicates that lower or upper limits are not
known and that a species probably occuç^ beyond the elevations given.
Eisenraann (1955) has been followed for most vernacular and scientific
names. First records for the study area that have not previously been
published are indicated.
A* Species characteristic of tropical rain forest and cloud forest.
Tinamus major. Great Tinamou. Utaccmraon; 0-850 meters.
Orypturellus soui. Little Tinamou.

Uhcommonj 0-800 meters.

Crypturellus boucardi. Slaty-breasted Tinamou. Fairly common; 250-900
meters.
218
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ChomdroMerax uncinattis« Hodk-bdJLled Kite. Very rare; 300 meters;
ISirst record. The only record of this species within the Sierra
is a male collected by A. Ramirez V. near Bos Mates on Dec. By
1961 (rep. ^ litt. from A. R. Phillips).
Harpagus bld^tatus. Double-toothed Kite. Very rare; 350 meters; first
record. Ü. Axtell and I closely observed an individual near Dos
Amates on Iferch 17, I960.
Accipiter bicolor. Bicolored Ha:^. Very rare; ca. IiDO meters. Edwards
and
(1959*328) recorded this species near Coyame in Hie
simmer of 195L, and Ramirez collected an immature near Dos Amates
in late 1962 (rep. i£ litt. from A. R. Phillips).
Leuccptemis albicollis. White Ha^. Rather uncommon; 0-900 meters.
Also oteerved in drier semideciduous forest.
Spizaetus tyrannus. Black Haidc-Eagle. Very rare; 0-850 meters; first
record. Also observed in drier semideciduous forest.
MLcrastur semitorquatus. Collared Forest-Falcon.
meters; first record.
Micrastur ruflcollis. Barred Forest-Falc<m.
meters; üist record.
Crax rubra, (keat Curassow.

TSicommon; 0-1300

Rather uncommon; 500-l500

Rather uncommon; 0-900 meters.

Penelope purpurascens. Crested Guan.

Fairly common; O-IJ4OO meters.

Odontc^horus guttatus. Spotted Wood-Quail.
meters.
Columba speciosa. Scaled Pigeon.

Fairly common; 300-1300

Rather uncommon; 350-600 meters.

Colunba nigrirostris. Short-billed Pigeon. Fairly common; 0-?50 meters.
Leptotila verreauod.. White-tipped Dove. Common; 0-1100 meters. Also
observed in drier semideciduous forest.
L^totila plumbeiceps. Gray-headed Dove. Fairly common; 0-750 meters.
Geotgygon lawrencii. Purplish-backed Quail-Dove. Fairly common; 3505
HiOO meters.
Geotrygon montana. Ruddy Quail-Dove.

Rather uncommon; 0-900 meters,

Bolborhynchus lineola. Barred Parakeet. Very rare; 700 meters; first
record. KLve^were reported in the upper edge of the pine forest
above Ocotal Chico on Dec. 7, 1962 by Phillips and one on Dec.11
■ty an assistant.
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KLonopsitta haematotis. Brown-hooded Parrot. Very rare; ca. W O and
'
55o meters. This parrot has been recorded only by Edwards and
Tashian (1?$9:328) near Coyame and Davis (19^2:31^) south of
Lago Catemaco.
Mazona autnmnalis. Red-lored Parrot. Common (local); 0-700 meters.
Also observed in drier semideciduous forest.
Otus guatemalae. Veimiculated Screech Owl. IMcommon; 0-1100 meters.
a*1r <
i inKsTftrvftd in drier semideciduous forest.
Pulsatriz perspici nata. Spectacled Owl. Very rare; 0 meters.
sole report is tram. Sontecomapan by Sclater (18^7:227)
(Ciccaba torquata).

CLccaba virgata. Mottled Owl. Fairly common; O-I60O meters.
oBsirviS in drier semideciduous forest,
Phaethomis superciliosus. Long-tailed Hermit.
meters.
Phaethomis longuemareus. little Heimt.

The

Also

Fairly cœnmon; 0-850

Rather uncommon; 0-550 meters.

Caiigylopterus curvipennis. VSedge-tailed Sabrewing,
O-I20O meters.
Campylopterus hemileucurus. Violet Sabrewing.
meters.

Fairly common;

Rather uncommon; 0-l500

Colibri thalassinus. Green Violet-ear. Tfticommon (local); 650-800
meters; first record. I found this species only in the humid
forest on the south slope of Volcan San Kfertln Tuxtla from 650800 meters, idiere large oaks are present. I collected a male
and female on June U and 6, 1962.

Amazilia Candida. White-bellied Bnerald, Fairly common; 0-1100 meters.
Lanqjomis amethystinus. Amethyst-throated Hummingbird. Very rare;
I28O meteiTS; first record, I secured a female, the only record,
on Aug. 26, 1962, in the primary forest on Volcan San Ifertin
Tuxtla.
Trogon massena.

Slaty-tailed Trogon.

Trogon eollaris. Bar-tailed Trogon.

Tfticoramon; 0-500 meters.
Fairly common; 0-1650 meters.

Trogon violaceus. Violaceus Trogon. Fairly common; 0-1000 meters,
v A^iso observed in drier semideciduous forest.
lÿlomanes momotula. Tody Motmot.

Rare; -7^0 meters.
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Momotus momota. Blue-crowned Motmot. Fairly commonj 0-1200 meters.
Also observed in drier semideciduous forest.
Galbula ruficauda. Rufous-tailed Jacamar. Ifticommon; 0- meters; first
record. Ï observed this species only in the vicinity of the Rio
Carizal on the Gulf side of the range. It is possibly resident
at other points near the coast.
Aulacorhynchus prasinus. Baerald Toucanet.
meters.

Rather uncommon; ij^O-lliOO

Pteroglossus torquatus. Collared Aracari. Rather uncommon; 0-600
meters. Also 'observed in drier semideciduous forest.
Piculus nibiginosus. Golden-olive Woodpecker.
meters.

Rather uncommon; -1600

Celeus eastaneus. Chestnut-colored Woodpecker.
meters".

Very uncommon; 0-600

Centurus pucherani. Black-cheeked Woodpecker.
meteira'.

Very uncommon; 0-800

Phloeoceastes guatemalensis. Pale-billed Woodpecker, uncommon; 0-950
meters. Also observed in drier semideciduous forest.
Dendrocincla anabatina.
0-800 nœters.

Tawny-winged Woodcreeper.

Sittasomus griseicapillus. Olivaceous Woodcreeper.
-900 meters.
Dendrocolaptes certhia. Barred Woodcreeper.

Very uncommon;
Fairly common;

Ifecommon; -80O meters.

Xiphorhynchus flavigaster. Ivory-billed Woodcreeper. Fairly camion;
~
Ô-I25Ô meters. 3Tso observed in drier semideciduous forest.
Lepidocolaptes souleyetii. Streak-headed Woodcreeper. Rather uncommon;
~
-boo- meters. Also observed in drier semideciduous forest.
Lepidocolaptes affinis. Spot-crowned Woodcreeper.
meters.
Anabacerthia variegaticeps.
?ÔÔ-1'2ÛÔ meters.

IMcommon; 900-1600

Scaly-throated Foliage-gleaner.

Automolus ochrolaemus . Buff-throated Foliage -gleaner.
Ü^UiOÔ meters.
Xenops minutus.

Plain Xenops,

Foimicarius analis.

Itocommon;

Fairly canmon;

Uncommon; 0-850 meters.

Black-faced Antthrush.

Fairly common; 0-950 meters.
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GraiiaT>ia guatdmalensjs> Scaled Antpitta.
Pipra mentalis.

Bed^capped Manakin»

Bare; 0-800- meters.

Very -uncommon; 0-850 meters.

Cotinga amabilis» Lovelj- Gotinga* Very rare: 300 meters; first record.
Raniirea coUectsd -te?o specimens, an adult and an immature, on
Jan. 7 and 8, I96I, respectively, near Dos Amates. (rep. in
litt. from A. R. Rîillips).
,
Attila sp^üceus. Bright-rumped At-bila. Rather uncommon; 0-950 meters.
Also ob^rved in drier semideciduous forest.
»
Brg)idonax flavescens. Yellowish Flycatcher. Rather uncommon; 900-1600
meters. I observed this flycatcher only on Tolc&i San liartin
Tuxtla.
lÿlobiua sulphuMipygius. Siç)hur-rumped Flycatcher.
0-600 meters.

Very uncommon;

Onychorhynchus moxicanus. Northern Royal Flycatcher. Rare; 0-650
meters; first record. Ramirez collected several specimens, the
first on Dec. 19, i960, near Dos Amates. (rep. in litt. from
A. R. Phillips).
Platyrinchus mystaceus. 'Whi'te-throated Spadebill.
0-825 meters.

Rather uncommon;

Tolmomyias sulphurescens. Yellow-olive Flyca-tcher. Tiicomraon; 0-?50
me-tiers. Also olïserved in drier semideciduous forest.
Bbynchogrclus brevirostris. Rye-ringed Flatbill.
^XD-l200 meiers.
Qncostoma cinereigulare. Northern Bentbill.
me-ters.
Omithion semiflavm.
Srst record'.'

Ra-fcher uncommon;

Very uncommon; 0-850

Yellow-bellied. Tyrannulet.

Rare; O-8OO- meters;

Leptopogon amaurocephalus. Sepia-capped Flycatcher. Very rare; 300
me"£srs; first record. The only Sierra record is a female secured
by Ramirez at Dos Amates on Dec. 1;, 1961.
Pipromorp^ oleaginea.
.
' - 9 5 0

m

e

^

r

Ochre-bellied Flyca-tcher.

Rather uncommon;

a

Cyanocorax yncas. Green Jay. Fairly common; 250-1300 me-ters.
observed in drier semideciduous forest.
Henicoibina leucosticta. Mii-te-breasted VIbod-lùren.
me-ters.

Also

Common; 0-l500-
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Txirdus assiprilis.

"White-throated Robin.

Common; 300-1300 meters.

Turdus infuscatus» Black Robin. Rare; I3OO-I6OO meters; first record.
I secwedT a male at I6OO meters elevation in the elfin forest
near the crater of Volcàn San îfertin Tuxtla. One or two others
were observed at about 1300 meters on this volcano.
I^adestea unicolor. Slate-colored Solitaire.
meters.

Fairly canmon;

Gatharus medcanus. Black-headed Nightingale-Thrush.
meters.

Fairly common;

Gatharus aurantiirostris. Orange-billed Nightingale-Thrush. Very rare;
600 metei^; ïirê't record. I observed this species only once, an
individual on March 22, i960, above Dos Amates.
Staaragdolanius pulchellus. Green Shrike-Vireo.
first record.

Rare; O-80O- meters;

Vireo olivaceus. Red-eyed (Yellow-green) Vireo. Common; 0-12^0 meters.
Also olDserved in drier semideciduous forest.
Ijylophilus ochraceiceps. Tawiy-crowned Greenlst.
b-900 meters.
I&lqphilus decurtatus. Gray-headed Greenlet.
meters.

Rather uncommon;

Fairly common; 0-8^0

Cyanerpes cyaneus. Red-legged Honeycreeper. Common; 0-950 meters.
Also obsejTved in drier semideciduous forest.
Parula pitiayumi. Tropical Parula Narbler. Fairly common; l50-950
meteiB. This warbler is a resident both in the humid and drier
forests of the Sierra. The Distributional Check-Iist of the
Birds of Mexico (1957:2li3) records it as only casual in north
east Oaxaca and central Veracruz.
%ioborus miniatus. Slate-throated Redstart.
meters.

Fairly common; 600-1250

Bstsileuterus culicivorus. Golden-crowned Warbler.
meters.
Basileuterus belli. Golden-browed Warbler.

Common; 0-1000

IMcanmon; 75o-l600 meters.

Amblycercus holosericeus. Yellow-billed Cacique. Fairly common; O-60O
meters. Also in drier semideciduous forest.
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GhlorophomdLa occipitalis. KLue-crowned Chlorophonia. Very rare; jD0*600,
7^ meters. îfiie 'only records are an tmlabeled specimen said lay
Bandrez to have been taken above Dos Mates, a pair collected on
Jan. 18, 19UQj near San Andrés Tuxtla (Lowery and Dalquest, 1951
:635)> a male which I collected on June
1962, at about ?50
meteM on the south slope of Volcdn San Martin Tuxtla, and a
specimen taken by Ramirez near Dos Mates on Jan.2, 196U (r^. in
litt. from A. R. Phillips).
Piranga leucoptera. "White-winged Tanager. Ifoccsnmon; 5ÔO-1000- meters.
Habia rubica. Red-crowned Ant-Tanager. Rather uncommon; 0-1100 meters.
*lQ!sô~observed in drier semideciduous forest.
Habia gutturalis. Red-throated Ant-Tanager. Fairly common; 0-8^0 metere. " Also observed in drier semideciduous forest.
Lanio aurantius. Black-throated Shrike-Tanager.
meters.
EucameldLs penlcillata. Gray-headed Tanager;

Very uncommon; 0-6^0

Ifiicomraon; -6^ meters.

Ghlorospingus ophthalmicus. Common Bush-Tanager.
lAw metere.
Caryothraustes poliogaster. Slack-faced Grosbeak.
Cyanoconpsa cyanoides. Blue-black Grosbeak.
meters.

Fairly common; ^OOCommon; 0-8^0 meters.

Rather uncommon; O-B^O

Atlapetes brunnei-nucha. Chestnut-capped Brush-FLnch. Fairly common;
35oll650 meters.
B. Species which occur principally in forest edge, thickets, bush and
tree rom and fields in humid areas.
Buteo magnijTostris. Roadside Ifaidc. Fairly common; 0-8^ meters. Also
in drier areas.
Buteo nitidus. Gray Hawk.
ctriier areas.

Rather uncommon; 0-950 meters.

Also in

Herpetotheres cachinnans. Laughing Falcon. Very uncommon; 0-6]?D meters.
Als'oTGa drier areas.
Falco albigularis. Bat Falcon. Very uncommon; 0-800 meters.
drier areas.
Ortalis vetula. Plain Chachalaca.
drier areas.

Also in

Common; 0-1000 iretere. Also in

Columba flavirostris. Red-billed Pigeon. Common; O-I660 meters. Also
in drier areas.
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ColtmibigaT 1ina minuta. Plain-breasted Gro'und-r-ove. Very rare; ca. 500
meters. Edwards and Tashian C*.959;330) reported the only Sierra
record near Coyame in 195L.
ColumbigftlHnA talpacoti. Ruddy Ground-Dove.
Also in drier areas,
Glaravis pretiosa. Blue Ground-Dove.

Common; 0-800 meters.

Ifiacommon; 0-950 meters,

Aratinga astec. Olive-throated Parakeet.
in drier areas,

Common; 0-750 meters.

Also

Coccyzus minor. Mangrove Cuckoo. Very rare; 625 meters; first record.
Also in drier areas(?). I observed one of these cuckoos on June
6, 1962, in an area of cornfields and thickets at about 625 meters
elevation several kilometers south of Volcln San Martin Tuxtla.

Piaya cayana. Squirrel Cuckoo.
drier areas.

Rather uncommon; 0-75o meters.

Crotophaga sulcirostris. Groove-billed Ani,
Also ini drier areas.
Tapera naevia. Striped Cuckoo,
droerareas.

Common; 0-650 meters.

Very uncommon; 0-350 meters.

Glaucidium brasilianum. Femiginous Pygmy Owl.
meters. Also in drier areas.
Nyctibius griseus. Common Potoo.
areas.

Also in

Also in

Rather uncommon; 0-750

Rare; O-800 meters.

Also in drier

Myctidromus albicollis. Pauraque. Common; 0-950 meters.
drier areas.
Anthracothorax prevostii. Green-breasted Mango.
Also in drier areas.

Also in

Ifiicommon; 0-650 meters.

Paphosia helenae. Black-crested Coquette. Very uncommon; 6OO- meters;
fii^t record. The only individuals I observed were in pine and
in humid tropical forest in the Ocotal area. Two males were se
cured on May 16 and Oct. 23, 1962, Phillips collected three fe
males frcm the same vicinity in Dec. 1962. .
Chlorostilbon canivetii. Fork-tailed Emerald.
meters. Also in drier areas.
Amazilia tzacatl. Rufous-tailed Hummingbird.
meters. Also in drier areas,
Rang)hastos sulfuratus. Keel-billed Toucan,
meters. Also in drier areas.

Rather uncommon; O-60O
Fairly common; O-800

Fairly common; 0-1250
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CentTirus aurifroas. Golden-fronted Woodpecker.
Also in drier areas.

Common; 0-1000- meters.

Tepi 1-1omis fxaaigatus. Smoky-broim Woodpecker.
meters.

Very uncommon; 0-800

Synallaxis eiythrothorax. Rufous-breasted Spinetail.
0-750 meters. Also in drier areas.

Fairly common;

Taraba major. Great Antshrike. Very rare; 0- meters. Wetmore (ipW:
ÈÜ2) reported this species at the base of the Sieira. The only
records within ray study area are those by Sclater (18$7:203)
from Sontecomapan and Ramirez, a male and female collected from
the vicinity of Dos Amates (300 meters) in the latter part of
Dec. 1962 (rep. in litt. from A. R. Phillips).
Thamnophilns doliatus. Barred Antshrike,
Also in icli^er areas.

Fairly common; 0-8^0 meters.

major. Gray-collared Becard.
“in drier areas.
Platypsaris aglaiae. Rose-throated Becard.
meters« Also in drier areas.
Tityra send fasciata. Masked Tityra.
Also in drier areas.

Rare; 0-12^0 meters.

Also

Rather uncommon; 0-750

Fairly common; 0-1250 meters.

Tityra inquisitor. Black-crowned Tityra. Very uncommon.
firât record. Also in drier areas.
Tyrannus melancholicus. Tropical Kingbird.
Also an diaer areas.
Legatus leucophaius. Piratic Flycatcher.

0-300 meters;

Common; 0-950 meters.
Rather uncommon; 0-900 meters.

Fylodynastes luteiventris. Sulphur-bellied Flycatcher.
0-$5o meters. a G o in drier areas.

Fairly common;

Myi-odynastes maculatus. Streaked Flycatcher.
meters.

Rather uncommon; 0-750

Ifegarynchus pitangua. Boat-billed Flycatcher.
meters^ Also in drier areas.

Fairly common; 0-850

Hyiozetetes similis. Vermilion-crowned Flycatcher.
meters. Also in drier areas.
Pitangus sulphuratus. Great Kiskadee.
3rier areas.

Common; 0-850

Common; 0-850 meters.

Also in
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%iarchus tyraimulus. Browi-crested Flycatcher.
metek. Also in drier areas.

Fairly common; 0-750

Mÿiarchus tubercnll fer» Dusky-capped Flycatcher.
1500 meters. SLso in drier areas.

Fairly common; 0-

Gontopus cinereus. Tropical Pewee.
in drier areas.

Uncommon; -150-700 meters.

miTipfl flavogaster. Yellow-bellied Elainia.
Also in 'drier areas.

Also

Ihicommon; 0-850 meters.

Pyiopagis viridleata. Greenish Elainia. Very uncommon; 0-^00 meters;
~
first record. Also in drier areas.
Psilorhinus mi^rio.
areas.

Brown Jay.

Common; 0-800 meters.

Campyloibynchus zonatus. Band-backed Wren.
'Also in drier areas.

Also in drier

Fairly common; 0-650 meters.

Thryothorns.maculipectus. Spot-breasted Iifren. Fairly common; 0-1250
meters"^ Also in drier areas.

Troglodytes ntusculus. Southern House \ih*en. Uncommon; -100-850 meters.
Turdns grayi. Clay-colored Robin.
areas.

Common; 0-95o meters.

Raitg)hocaenus rufiyentris. Long-billed Gnatwren.
metersi Also in ’
drier areas.

Very uncommon; 0-850

Cyclarhis gujanensis. Rufous-browed Peppershrike.
meters. Also in drier areas.
Coereba flavecla. Bananaquit.

Rather uncommon;

Uncommon; 0-6000-1100 meters.

Chamaetüypis polioeephala. Gray-crowned Yellowthroat.
Ô-V5Ô- meters. Also in drier areas.
Basileuterus ruflfrons. Rufous-capped Warbler.
meters.

Also in drier

Fairly common;

Fairly common; 0-950-

2SariiynchTja wagleri. ^ Chestnut-headed Oropendola. Very rare;-350 meters.
The only records are Sclater (1857:228) from San Andrés Tuxtla
and a male and female collected at Dos Amates by Ramirez on
Nov. 23 and II4., respectively, in I96I.
G^mmostlnops montezuma.
meters.

Montezuma Oropendola.

Fairly common; 0-^5o
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Very uncoramonj O-6OO meters.

Psomocolax oryzivorus» Giant Cowbird.
Tangaviiis aenens. Red-eyed Gowbird.
'AÏso in orier areas.

Fairly common; 0-700 meters.
Very common; O-8OO meters.

Cassidiz meacicaaus. Boat-tailed Grackle.
aIs'o ïn (Hier areas.
Dives dives. Melodions Blackbird.
'drier areas.

Common; 0-700 meters.

Ictirus prosthemelas. Black-cowled Oriole.
meters. Also in drier areas.

Also in

Bather uncommon; 0-7$0

Icterus w^leri. Wagler’s Oriole. Very rare; 500 meters.
3Ï5; reports this species south of Lago Catemaco.

Davis (1952:

Icterus cucuUatus. Hooded Oriole. Rare; 0- meters; first record.
Mckerman reported four in forest edge north of Sontecomapan on
August 7, 1963.
Icterus imesomelas. Yellow-tailed Oriole. Tfecommon; 0-650 meters.
Tanagra musica.
record.
observed
Phillips
Chico on
near Dos

Blue-hooded Euphonia. Very rare; 500-850 meters; first
On March 22, I96O, I noted a pair above Dos Amates and
another individual on Oct. 30, 1962, above Ocotal Chico.
reported about eight and collected a male above Ocotal
Dec. 8, I962, and received a specimen taken by Ramirez
Amates on Nov. 6, 1963.

Tanagra affinis. Scrub Euphonia.
in drier areas.

Rather uncommon; -850 meters.

Tanagra ^ u t a . Yellow-throated Euphonia.
Also in drier areas.
Tanagra gouldi. Olive-backed Euphonia.
first 'record,
Thraiq)is vireps. Blue-gray Tanager.
Also in drier areas.

Also

Fairly common; 0-850 meters.
Very uncommon; -700 meters;

Fairly common; 0-750 meters.

Uhratpis abbas. Yellow-winged Tanager.
drier areas.

Common; 0-850 meters.

Phlogothraxg)is sanguinolenta. Crimson-collared Tanager.
mon; 0-65!) meters.

Also in

Rather uncom

Saltator atriceps. Black-headed Saltator.
" '' 'in drier areas.

Common; 0-900 meters.

Saltator max imus. Buff-throated Saltator.

Very unccsmmon; 0-650 meters.
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Saltator coerulescens. Grayish Saltator.
%Lso in diier areas.

Fairly comnonj 0-7%) meters.

Rjchmoixieiia car^~ir>al-is« Common. Cardinal.
metersI Also in drier areas.

RatJier ■uncomraonj 0-8%)

Cyanocompsa parellina» Blue Bunting.
Also in drier areas.

Very uncommon; 0-650 meters.

Tiaris olivacea. Yellow-faced Grassquit.
Also in orier areas.

Fairly common; 0-7%)- meters.

Sporophila torqueola. White-collared Seedeater.
a3æ o in drier areas.
Volatinia jacarina. Blue-black Grassquit.
in drier areas.

Common; O-750- meters.

Common; 0-650- meters.

Also

Spinus psaltria. Dark-backed Goldfinch. Uncommon; 200-900 meters;
first record. Also in drier areas.
Arremonops rufiyirgatus. Olive Sparrow.
Also in drier areas.
Aimophila rufesoens. Rusty Sparrow.
DIso in drier areas.
C.

Fairly common; 0-850 meters.

Fairly common; 0-950- meters.

Species characteristic of semideciduous forest, forest edge, thickets
and bush and tree rovra in drier areas.

(kypturellus cinnamomeus. Rufescent Tinamou.
meters.
Colinus virginianus. Common Bobwhite.
first record.
Zenaida asiatica. White-Ranged Dove.
more humid areas.
Scardafella inca. Ihca Dove.
humid areas.

Rather uncommon; 0-800

Fairly common; 0-800 meters;
Rare; 0-600 meters.

Uncommon; 0-li50 meters.

Also in

Also in more

Columbigallina passerina. Common Ground-Dove. Very rare; 350 meters.
The only Sierra record is that of Sclater (1857:205) from San
Andrés Tuxtla.
Amazona ochrocephala. Yellow-headed Parrot. Very uncommon; ca. 250
meters; first record. Phillips reported at least three on Dec.
16, 1962, in the oak forest area south of Soteapan.
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Coccyzus americanus. Yellow-billed Cuckoo. Dhcoimon; 100-200 metersj
first record. I observed from one to three individuals in the
oak and semideciduous forests on the southern side of the range
on June l6, 17, and July 3, 1962. A f®nale collected on the
17th near Barrosa had the gonad slightly enlarged.
Rhinoptynx clamator. Striped Owl. Very rare; 1^-300 meters; first
record, ilso in more humid areas. The only records are a
female -which X collected in semideciduous open -woodlana au aarrosa on June 16, 1962, and a female wi-th "two young collected by
Ramirez near Dos Amates in early 1963 (rep. ^ litt. from A. R.
Phillips).
Amazilia yuca-banensis. Fami-breasted Hummingbird.
meters. Also in more hiimid areas.

î&icommon; O-iiOO

Helicroaster longjjostris. Long-billed Star-throat. TSicoranion; 0-800
me-be’
rs; first! record. Also in more humid areas.
Trogon citreolus. Citreoline Trogon.
Also in more humid areas.

Fairly common; 0-700 meters.

Dryocopus lineatus. Lineated Woodpecker.
Also in more humid areas.

Dhcommon; 0-700 meters.

Dendrocopos scalaris. Ladder-backed Woodpecker.
mejters. 'Also in more humid areas.

Ifiicommon; 0-700-

Pÿrocephalus rubinus. Vermilion F].ycatcher.
meters. Also in more humid areas.

Very uncommon; O-I4DO

Buscivora tyrannus. Fork-tailed Flyca-tcher.
meters, ü s o in more humid areas.

Very uncommon; 0-700

Camptostoma imberbe. Beardless Flycatcher, tfticommon; O-ÜOO meters;
first record. Also in moi-e humid areas.
Bropsila leucogastra. White-bellied Wren.
me-ters. Also in more humid areas.

Ra-ther TIacommon; O-60O

Mimus polyglottes. Common Mockingbird. Very rare; UOO meters; first
record. 1 observed idiat appeared to be a typical indi-vidu^ of
M. polyglot-bos on the northwest shore of Lago Catemaco April 2,

I960.
Polioptila caerulea. Blue-gray (kiatcatcher.
me-*:ers; first record.
Icterus gularis. Black-throated Oriole,
Also in more humid areas.

Rather uncommon; 0-200

t&icommon; 0-700 me-ters.
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D.

Specias characteristic of pine and.oak forest.

Anazil -ia cyanocephala. Red-billed Azxire-crown. Fairly
' Ü$0- metera;' first record. Also occiirs in other
This hummingbird inhabitats chiefly pine forests
gum-oak forest south of Volcan Santa 1-Iarta where
male on Hay 1$, 1962, at 82$ meters.

ccHrmonj $00habitats.
and edges of
I collected a

Fielanerpes formiclYorus. Acorn Woodpecker. Conmon;. 0-8$0- meters;
li’rst record. Also occurs in other habitats.
Parus atrxcristatus. Black-crested Titaiouse. Very uncommon; 1$0 meters;
iCirsi record. The only one I observed \ias in the open oak for
ests near Guasuntlan on May lU, 1962.
Icterus chiysater.

Yellow-backed Oriole.

Ifacoramon; 0-7$0 meters.

Also in other habitats.
E.

Species which range widely in open humid and drier areas.

Sarcorsmphus papa. ICLng Vulture.

Very uncommon; 0-900 meters.

Coragyps atratus. Black Vulture.

Very common; 0-l66c meters.

Cathartes aura. Turkey Vulture.

Rather uncommon; O-I66O meters.

Buteo albonotatus. Zone-tailed Baidc. Very rare; ii.00 meters; first
record, i observed one at close range on Cerro Blanco on Sept.
20, 1962.
Buteo brachyurus. Short-tailed Havdc. Very rare; O-800 meters; first
recoid.. A dark phase individual was noted over the northwest
shore of Lago Catemaco on Oct. 11, 1962, and a light phase bird
above Ocotal Chico at 800 meters on Oct. 2$, 1962. Dickerman
reported a dark phase bird and possibly a light phase one in
1963 on Aug. 12 and I6, respectively, north-northeast of Sonte
comapan.
Polyborus cheriway. Crested Caracara.
Falco femoralis. Aplomado Falcon.
Tyto alba. Bam Owl.

Rather uncommon; 0-7$0 meters.

Very uncommon; O-60O meters.

Very uncommon; l$0-600 meters; first record.

Chordeiles acutipennis. Lesser Nightha^dc.
record.

Rare; 0-$00 meters; first

Streptoprocne zonaris. 'White-collared Swift.
meters.

Fairly common; 0-1000
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Chaetura vauxi. 7aux*s Swift.

Ccaumonj 0-1100 meters.

Aeronautes saxatalis. Miite-throated Swift. Veiy rarej 3^0, 800 meters j
first' record. I observed this species over the Sierra on only
two occasions. Two birds on Oct. 29^ 1962, flew past above
Ocotal Gfepande at about 800 meters. Another passed over the north
west shore of Lago Catemaco on Nov. lit, 1962.
Progne chalybea. Gray-breasted Martin.

Uncommon; 0-800 meters.

Stelgidqpteiyx ruficollis. Rough-winged Swallow.
"
0-800 meters.

Fairly common;

#
Stximella magna. Common Meadowlark. Very rare; -2^0 meters; first
record. The species is fairly common in the lowlands but appar
ently seldom reaches higher elevations.
F. Species 'vrtiich are usually associated with water bodies in the form
of sea, lakes, swanks, streams.
Podiceps dominicus. Least Grebe.

Common; O-UOO meters; first record.

Poriilymbus podiceps. üed-billed Grebe.
Pelecanus occidentalis.

Brown Pelican.

Fairly common; 0-1)00 meters.
Tiicoramon; C-3?0 meters.

Phalacrocorax olivaceus. Olivaceous Cormorant.
rnaco)';' 0-1)00 meters.
Anhinga anhinga. Anhinga.
Pregata magnificens.
meters.

Rare;

Abundant (Lago Cate-

0-1)00 meters; first record.

I4agnificent Frdgatebird.

Fairly common; 0-1)00

Ardea herodias. Great Blue Heron.
recorii.

Very uncommon; 0-6^0 meters; first

Batorides virescens. Green Heron.

Fairly common; 0-650 meters.

Plorida caerulea. Little Blue Heron. Ifticommon (irregular, occasional
flocks); 0-650 meters; first record.
Casmerodius albus. Common Egret.
Leucophoyx thula. Snowy Egret.
Bubulcus ibis. Cattle Egret.
meters; first record.

Rare; 0-350 meters; first record.
Abundant (Lago Catemaco); 0-350 meters.

Uncommon (irregular, flocks); 0-i)50

I^rdranassa tricolor. Tricolored Heron.
first' recoil.

Very uncommon; 0-350 meters;
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%cticorax nyeticorax» Black-crowned
0-^600 meters',

Heron.Fairly coramon;

%rctana8sa violacea. Yellow-crowrnd Night Heron.
ine'ljers; first record.

Very uncommon; 0-3^0

Bjsohrychns eadLlis. Least Bittern. Very rare; 35o meters; first record.
1 observed three in the marsh vegetation at the Arroyo Agrio at
the north side of Lago Catemaco on June 10, 1962. Dickeiman
observed from one to four birds inthe same place in July and
August 1963, and collected two on Aug. 9.
Gochleariua cochlearius. Boat-billed Heron. Very rare; 3^0 meters;
ifirat record. 5he only record within the study area is that
reported by Sclater (1857:230) probably at Catemaco (Cateraan).
t^teria americana. Wood Ibis, Very rare; 350 meters; first record.
Ï saw a number in the lowlands but only one in the Sierra, over
Lago Catemaco on April ij., i960.
Eudocimus albus. White Ibis. Very rare; 0- meters. One was seen in
Bahia Sontecomapan on }by 25, 1962, and 20 flew past the mouth of
the e £o Carizal on Aug. 15, 1962. Sclater (1657:230) also re
corded it from Sontecomapan.
Dendrocyma autumna^s. Black-bellied Tree-Duck.
35o meters; first record,
Qgyura jamaicensis. Ruddy Duck.
meters; first recoid.

Hare; (Lago Catemaco))

Hare (flocks on Lago Catemaco); 350

Elanus leueurus. White-tailed Kite.

Very uncommon; 0-750 meters.

Rostrhai^ sociabHis. Snail *I£ite.
S.rst record*

Rather uncommon; 0-350 meters;

Buteogallus anthracinus. Common Black Ha^dc* Itether uncommon; 0-1100
meters.
Hypcanorphnus urubitinga. Great Black Ha'vdc. î&icommon; O-8OO meters;
fxr'st recoixl.
Pandion haliaetus. Osprey.

Very uncommon; 0-250 meters; first record.

Aramus guarauna. limpkin. Very rare; 0- meters; first record. I ob
served one fly tç) the r £ o Coxcoapan at its mouth in Bahia
Sontecomapan on March 29, 1962.
Amaurolimnus concolor. .tkiifom Crake. Very rare; 0- meters; first
reoorcC Ramirez collected an adult male on February 15, 1963
in Bahia Sontecomapan (rep. ^ litt. from R. W. Dickerman).
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■Aramldes cajanga. Gray-necked ¥ood-Rail. Rarej 0- metersj first recoiSU TEe only ones noted were in the lowland forest along the
r Io Mâquina and ffito Carizal on April 29, and Aug. 13, 1962.
Laterallus ruber. Red Rail. Very rare; 3^0 meters; first I'scord.
'
t WJs species was reported by Dickerman to have been heard calling
at Arroyo Agrio on the north side of Lago Catemaco between July
22 and Aug. 9, and again on Sept. 3, 1963.
Gallinula chlcropus. Canmon Gallinule. Rare; 0-350 meters; first recorcf. 'Dhis species was recorded at the north side of Lago Cate
maco (1) on I^urch 28, i960, on the %h^a Sonteconapan, (6) on
March 10, and (3) Ifeirch 29, 1962, and near Punta Boca Parbida
(1 captured) on Ifeirch 22, 1962.
Porphyrula martinica. Purple Gallinule. Very rare; 350 meters; first
recowE Two of these gallinules were feeding at the edge of the
marsh at Arroyo Agrio, Lago Catemaco on June 11, I962. Dicker
man reported one there on August 9, and Sept. 3, 1963.
Fulica americana. American Coot.
meters; first record.

Imcommon; (occasional flocks) 0-350

Hellorrds fulica. Sungrebe. Rather uncommon; 0- meters; first record.
Stôi-grebieis were noted on the Rxos Mâquina and Carizal as well as
on Bahia Sontecomapan.
Jacana spinosa. American Jacana.

Fairly common; 0-350 meters.

Gharadri^ collai^. Collared Plover. Status ?; 0 meters; first record.
&!is and! the following species were noted occasionally on the
Gulf coast.
Charadrius wid.sonia. Thick-billed Plover.
record.
Larus atricilla. Laughing Gull.

Status ?; 0 meters; first

Fairly common; 0-350 meters.

Gelochelidon nilotlca. Gull-billed Tern. Rare; 0-350 meters; first
record! Hiiis' and the following two species were noted at various
times on the Gulf coast and over Lago Catemaco.
Sterna albifrcms. Least Tern. Rare; 0-350 meters; first record.
was oHserved over Lago Catemaco on April 10, i960.
Thal&sseus maximus. Royal Tern.

Rare; 0-350 meters; first record.

Ceryla torqua^ta. Ringed Kingfisher.
Chloroceryle amazona.

Fairly common; 0-350 metere.

Amazon Kingfisher.

Hncanmon; 0-350 metere.
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ChloroceryUe americana, Qreen Kingfisher.
Chloroceryle aenea. fygmy Kingfisher.
first record.
Sayomis nigricans. Black Phoebe.

Rather mcommon; 0-35o meters,

Very uncommanj 0-1*50 metersj

Tfticoramon; 200-500- meters.

Iridoprocne albilinea. Ifangrove Swallow.
meters.

Fairly common; (local); 0-1*00
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Born in Buffalo, New York, October 28. 1927.

Primary and sec

ondary education in Buffalo parochial schools and Saint Joseph's Colle
giate Institute»

Interest in natural sciences, particularly ornithology,

biogeography and meteorology, and participation in field trips and re
search since early youth.

Member of Buffalo Ornithological Society,

scientific section of Buffa].o Society of Natural Sciences (Buffalo
lîuseura of Science) since 19U2.
Fellow, 1959.
Museum.

President of section,- 1956j elected

Since 19li9 collected scientific specimens for Buffalo

BA degree, English major, 19U8, at Canisius College, Buffalo.

Employed by City of Buffalo Health Department, Pest Control Program,
191:7-19^.

Engaged in field studies in western United States and Ifex-

ico, 19^-19^2.

Military service 1953-19^6j intelligence and operations,

U.S. Array, Infantry and Corps of Engineers.

Duty in Europe included

scientific study in six countries, completion of university courses in
meteorology, climatology and geography.

Joined staff of Buffalo Museum

in 1936; appointed Curator, Division of Biogeography, 1939.
Geography, I960, at Ifeiiversity of Buffalo.

MA degree.

Chief instructor. National

Science Foundation supported science program at Buffalo Museum, 1939,
i960. Led Museum research expedition to Mexico, I960. With leave of
absence from Museum, commenced graduate work toward doctor's degree at
Louisiana State Uhiversity, i960, in Departments of Geography and An
thropology, and Zoology,

In 196I awarded grant from National Academy of

Sciences to conduct biogeographical research in Mexico.

In 1963 re

turned to Buffalo Museum staff in curatorial position.
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